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Abstract

Satellite telemetry, tracking, and command (TT&C) is a crucial activity needed to main-
tain the health of a spacecraft or sometimes to facilitate payload data download. TT&C
ground operations are facilitated by a communication device known in the TT&C com-
munity as a baseband. State-of-the-art baseband systems currently in the market have
several financial and technical limitations. Financial drawbacks include high capital ex-
penditure, operational expenditure, maintenance costs, and high upgrade costs, while
technical limitations include both upgradability and scalability.

This thesis presents the feasibility study of a software-defined baseband (SDB) as a
viable alternative to existing basebands. The SDB considered here is implemented on a
radio architecture that consists of a general-purpose processor for performing radio func-
tions and low-cost commercial-off-the-shelf, software-defined radio frontends for signal
sampling. The research questions focus on the feasibility and design aspects of this SDB.

This thesis approaches the design of the SDB with a software development cycle
that involves functional analysis (design), verification, and validation of the radio func-
tions constituting the SDB system. The radio functions are the telemetry receiver and
the telecommand transmitter. Functional analysis is performed through functional flow
block diagrams. The verification process is performed through simulations that take into
account realistic channel impairments for missions operating in the S-band and charac-
terized by the Consultative Committee for Space Data Systems (CCSDS) as category A
missions (less than 2 million km). Validation is performed on a laboratory testbed and
several orbiting satellites.

Through the above software development cycle, the telemetry receiver and telecom-
mand transmitter are developed using the open-source GNU radio development kit. Mod-
ulation schemes, line codes, and filters along with CCSDS forward error correction codes
commonly employed in TT&C communications are successfully designed, verified in simu-
lations, and validated in a hardware testbed. The performance results from the validation
tests demonstrate that it is feasible to implement the SDB TT&C radio functions on the
adopted radio architecture.

Finally, this thesis investigates in detail the novel concept of multiple spacecraft per
aperture (MSPA) that enables communication with several spacecraft from a single an-
tenna. It focuses on in-band interference and out-of-band emissions arising from radiating
multiple telecommand links from a low-cost SDR frontend. An MSPA transceiver is suc-
cessfully developed and integrated into the SDB system. Validation tests show that it
is feasible for the integrated MSPA transceiver to radiate two telecommand links while
conforming to spectral regulations.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

“The secret of change is to focus all of your energy,
not on fighting the old, but building on the new.”

Socrates

1.1 Motivation

A 2014 lunar encounter of the NASA’s International Sun-Earth (ISEE-3) spacecraft sent
shockwaves across the space community. Originally sent to the Earth’s magnetosphere
in 1978, the spacecraft was, in 1983, sent on a new mission to study the Giacobini-Zinner
and Halley comets. After the mission, it remained on an earth-like solar orbit[1].

After three decades of quiet cruising in the deep of space, a lunar encounter was ex-
pected on the 10th of August, 2014. In the encounter, the spacecraft would go within 50
km off the surface of the moon. A group of enthusiasts established a reboot campaign
aiming at resurrecting the spacecraft and dispatching it to another mission. The group
asked NASA for communication equipment to facilitate the revival campaign. The re-
sponse from NASA was a NO, as the original communication equipment was long gone.
With limited time and financial resources, it was not feasible for the team to rebuild
a piece of 36-year-old communication equipment that could potentially cost millions of
dollars[1].

Enter software-defined radio (SDR) to the rescue. SDR technology enables the de-
velopment of any radio functions in software. The only required components are a radio
frequency (RF) frontend for sampling and digitization of the RF signal and a processing
platform, such as a consumer personal computer. By using the GNU Radio development
kit[2], an Ettus USRP RF frontend[3] and a personal computer, the ISEE-3 reboot team
was able to receive information from the spacecraft (Telemetry (TM)), narrow its loca-
tion (Tracking), and send control information (Command (TC)). The team was able to
utilize the SDR-based TT&C communication equipment to dispatch the spacecraft to a
new mission.

The successful story of ISEE-3 recovery prompted the Swedish Space Corporation

3



4 Introduction

(SSC), one of the largest TT&C service providers in the world, to investigate the use
of low-cost SDRs in their business model. In collaboration with Lule̊a University of
Technology (LTU), this Ph.D. research work was initiated in 2015 to prototype TT&C
communication equipment with the same architecture as that employed by the ISEE-3
reboot team, the architecture of the future.

1.2 Background

Satellite telemetry, tracking, and command (TT&C) is a crucial part of any space mis-
sion. It involves the gathering, collection, and processing of spacecraft onboard data to
ensure the unerring operation of a spacecraft[4]. Typically, the TT&C subsystem aboard
a spacecraft includes one or more transponders associated with quasi-omnidirectional
antennas to ensure RF link availability from the ground[5]. The TT&C system on the
ground typically includes a communication device known in the TT&C community as a
baseband, a device that performs radio functions including transmission, reception, and
ranging.

LAN/WAN

Amplification Baseband Mission Control Center #1

Baseband

Baseband

RF Switch 
Matrix

Up/Down
Converter

Amplification
Up/Down
Converter

Amplification
Up/Down
Converter

RF/Optical

... ...

Secure
Interface

Server

Mission Control Center #2

RF IF IP

IP

RF

S, X, K and Ka bands

Figure 1.1: An example of a typical TT&C station

A baseband typically consists of a telemetry receiver, a telecommand transmitter,
and a ranging transceiver. These constituents of a baseband are required to offer sup-
port to multiple missions. This requirement poses compatibility challenges as most of
today’s TT&C systems employ a variety of standards ranging from broadband satellite
communications[6] to military standards (e.g., NATO’s standard agreement (STANAG)
4486[7]). Established in 1982, the Consultative Committee for Space Data Systems
(CCSDS) provides a set of standard recommendations that ensure compatibility in com-
munications and data systems for spaceflight. Observed by 27 nations, CCSDS strives
to ensure interagency compatibility among member nations. It provides standardization
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in the following areas[8]:

1. Spacecraft onboard services

2. Spacelink services

3. Space internetworking services

4. Missions operations and information management services

5. System engineering recommendations

6. Cross-support services

The most relevant set of standards for baseband systems falls under spacelink ser-
vices. The spacelink services, along with corresponding OSI layers, are illustrated in
Fig. 1.2. The physical layer provides recommendations on several physical layer pa-
rameters including data rates, line codes, frequency bands, modulation schemes, and
hardware tolerances. These parameters are specified for both CCSDS categories A (be-
low 2 million km) and B (above 2 million km). The synchronization and channel
coding layer provides recommendations for frame synchronization and forward error
correction (FEC). The datalink layer deals with virtual channels. Virtual channels are
logical channels that multiplex multiple logical communication links onto a single physi-
cal channel. The CCSDS recommendations are published in color-coded books including
those representing current recommendations (Blue), information reports (Green), rec-
ommended practices (Magenta), experimental (Orange), record (Yellow), and historical
(Silver).

The corresponding CCSDS books for telemetry communication links are also illus-
trated in Fig. 1.2. The Radio Frequency and Modulation Systems book[9] provides
recommendations for data rates, line codes (NRZ-L/M/S and BP-L/M/S)[10][11], fre-
quency bands (S, X, K and Ka), matched-filters and modulation schemes. As an example,
the book recommends the use of binary phase-shift keying (BPSK), quaternary phase-
shift keying (QPSK), offset QPSK (oQPSK), pulse code modulation/ frequency and phase
modulations (PCM/PM, PCM/FM), and Gaussian minimum shift keying (GMSK)[12].
An example of recommended filters are integrate-and-dump (IDF), square root-raised
cosine (SRRC), and raised cosine (RC). It also provides recommendations for hardware
tolerances and channel impairments including frequency, phase, and time offsets, I/Q
imbalance, phase noise mask, and Doppler shift and rate. The TM Synchronization
and Channel Coding book[13] recommends the use of convolutional, Reed-Solomon,
Concatenated convolutional and Reed-Solomon, low-density parity-check (LDPC), and
Turbo codes. The book also specifies a frame format known as channel data access unit
(CADU) along with two classes of frame synchronizers. The TM Space Data Link
Protocol and Space Datalink Security Protocol book[14] recommends eight vir-
tual link services, namely, virtual channel packet (VCP), virtual channel access (VCA),
virtual channel frame secondary header (VC FSH), virtual channel operational control
field (VC OCF), virtual channel frame(VCF), master channel frame secondary header
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(MC FSH), master channel operational control field (MC OCF), and master channel
frame (MCF) services.
The Radio Frequency and Modulation Systems book also includes recommenda-
tions for the telecommand transmitter physical layer. Among them are data rates for
low-, medium- and high-rate modulation schemes. These correspond to PCM/PSK/PM,
PCM/PM and BPSK modulation schemes, respectively. The TC Synchronization and
Channel Coding book[15] recommends the use of BCH or LDPC FEC code along with a
specific packet format referred to as communications link transmission unit (CLTU). The
TC Space Data Link Protocol and Space Datalink Security Protocol book[16]
recommends the use of seven virtual link services, namely, MAP Packet (MAPP), Virtual
Channel Packet (VCP), MAP Access (MAPA), Virtual Channel Access (VCA), Virtual
Channel Frame (VCF), Master Channel Frame (MCF) and COP Management.

PHYSICAL LAYER

DATA LINK SUBLAYER

NETWORK AND HIGHER 
LAYERS

NETWORK AND UPPER 
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DATALINK PROTOCOL 
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TM SPACE DATA LINK 
PROTOCOL & SPACE 
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CHANNEL CODING 

RADIO FREQUENCY AND 
MODULATION SYSTEMS
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TC SYNCHRONIZATION AND 
CHANNEL CODING 

RADIO FREQUENCY AND 
MODULATION SYSTEMS

CCSDS PROTOCOLS
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Figure 1.2: CCSDS layers and protocols

Ranging standards are not included in Fig. 1.2. There is only a set of CCSDS books
that recommend a pseudonoise (PN) ranging standard[17]. The PN ranging standard
applies to deep space missions (Category B). Other ranging standards such as multi-
tone (e.g., ESA[18]) and hybrid multitone-PN (ESA Code[19]) ranging standards are not
specified by CCSDS.
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1.3 Problem Statement

In today’s market, satellite operators and TT&C service providers employ basebands that
are typically robust, mission-proven, and rich with features needed to support multiplic-
ities of mission requirements. However, the employed state-of-the-art (SoTA) basebands
present several shortcomings:

1. High capital expenditure

2. Costly updates and upgrades

3. Lack of flexibility to match the pace of development in satellite onboard systems

4. Poor scalability

5. An extensive RF infrastructure requirement, which is not a green approach

The first problem addressed by this Ph.D. thesis is the design and development of a
CCSDS-compliant software-defined baseband (SDB) that addresses the challenges posed
by SoTA basebands. The SDB TT&C radio functions consisting of a telemetry receiver,
a telecommand transmitter, and an MSPA transceiver are developed by using the open-
source GNU Radio development kit[2]. The second problem addressed is the evaluation
of the feasibility of operating the SDB on a radio architecture that consists of a general-
purpose processor (GPP) such as a personal computer for signal processing and a low-
cost commercial-off-the-shelf (CoTS) SDR frontend. Thus, this Ph.D. thesis answers the
following research questions:

RQ 1: Is it feasible to reliably operate commonly used CCSDS-compliant
TT&C radio functions on a radio architecture that employs a general-
purpose processor (GPP) and a low-cost SDR frontend?
There are already products in the market that implement the TT&C radio func-
tions on the radio architecture adopted in this thesis. An example of this is
Amergint’s satTRAC[20]. There are also cloud-based solutions including Kratos’
quantumRadio[21], Microsoft’s Azure Orbital[22], and Amazon’s AWS ground sta-
tions [23]. Most of these products employ bespoke RF frontends that lack the
generic advantage of CoTS frontends that include low cost, shorter lead times, and
genericity. However, most of the bespoke RF frontends are mission-proven and
reliable. Thus, this research question probes the feasibility of using low-cost CoTS
SDR frontends on high-end applications such as satellite TT&C.

RQ 2: How could the TT&C radio functions of RQ1 be designed and
how can reliable operation be assured?
The late Steve Jobs once asserted that design is how it works. The design of primary
TT&C radio functions, i.e., telemetry receiver, telecommand transmitter, and a
ranging transceiver, is not itself novel. However, the development, verification, and
validation of these radio functions on unproven low-cost SDR frontends and open-
source solutions such as the GNU Radio development kit employed in this thesis
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is not straightforward. Thus, this research question investigates how the required
features of the SDB radio functions are systematically designed, optimized, verified,
and validated to assure reliable operations.

RQ 3: How to design the novel multiple spacecraft per aperture (MSPA)
radio functions for the SDB?
Understandably, the integration of MSPA functionality in SoTA basebands could
either be costly or impossible without a redesign of the entire baseband. This
research question posits the need to investigate the feasibility of radiating multiple
uplink signals from the low-cost frontend employed by the SDB.

1.4 Scope

This Ph.D. work aims to develop the SDB system for TT&C ground operations. The task
at hand entails a systematic approach in the development of the following SDB TT&C
radio functions:

Telemetry Receiver: The receiver is primarily optimized for CCSDS category
A missions operating in the S-band. It supports CCSDS-recommended line codes,
matched-filters, modulation schemes, FEC codes, and frame format (CADU).

Telecommand Transmitter: The transmitter is also developed to be fully com-
patible with CCSDS recommendations in terms of data rates, line codes, modula-
tion schemes, and packet format (CLTU).

Ranging Transceiver: The ranging function is not developed. However, a full
functional analysis for multitone, PN, and hybrid PN-tone ranging is presented in
Paper A[24].

MSPA Transceiver: This research area involves the design and verification of
the CCSDS-recommended multiple uplink carriers MSPA method based on the
frequency division multiple access (FDMA) scheme.

1.5 Development Life Cycle

The development of SDB TT&C radio functions on the adopted architecture may take
advantage of software engineering practices that would otherwise be prohibitively ex-
pensive on hardware-based architectures. Thus, the development follows a cycle that
includes functional analysis, verification, and validation. These terms have been used to
mean different things in other fields of engineering. However, in this work, the following
definitions are used:

Functional Analysis: Functional analysis involves the breakdown of a system
into its basic functional blocks. Several systems engineering tools can be used to
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systematically present the system breakdown. In this work, the functional flow
block diagram (FFBD) tool[25] is adopted to represent the functional breakdown
of the SDB system. The functional analysis for the telemetry receiver, telecommand
transmitter and ranging transceiver is detailed in Paper A[24]. Functional analysis
for the MSPA transceiver is presented in paper G.

Verification: Verification ensures a system conforms to specifications. For the
SDB system, the verification process involved the use of GNU Radio simula-
tions. The simulations attempted to capture all the distortions present in realistic
TT&C channels. The impairments include satellite transponder, orbital dynamics,
TT&C station and SDR frontend distortions. In paper B[26], a verification process
for the telemetry receiver and the telecommand transmitter based on behavior-
driven development (BDD)[27] is detailed. The evaluation criteria are bit error
rate (BER), word error rate (WER) and frame error rate (FER). The verification
process for an MSPA telemetry receiver is presented in paper G.

Validation: Validation ensures that the implemented system performs as expected.
For the SDB system, the validation process involves laboratory testing as well
as testing with orbiting satellites[28]. The laboratory testbed includes a SoTA
baseband unit, a satellite emulator, and a high-fidelity spectrum analyzer. The
satellite emulator is used to validate the SDB telecommand transmitter. Using the
high-fidelity spectrum analyzer, the telecommand transmitter is further validated
in terms of modulation index, power spectrum, and the physical layer operations
procedures (PLOP). The SoTA baseband unit is used to validate the SDB telemetry
receiver in terms of BER and FER performance. The telemetry receiver is further
validated by orbiting satellites tracked from the ESRANGE space station in Kiruna,
Sweden. A more complete account of the validation process for the telemetry
receiver and telecommand transmitter is detailed in paper C[29]. The validation
process for the MSPA telecommand transmitter is presented in paper G.

1.6 Contributions

This research work deals with the assessment of the feasibility of operating a multimission
SDB on a radio architecture that employs a GPP for signal processing and a low-cost
SDR frontend. The GPP used is a Dell PrecisionTM T7400 Workstation[30] with an
Intel 5400 chipset[31]. The SDR frontend used is the USRP x310[32] which supports
an instantaneous bandwidth of up to 120 MHz. This undertaking presents substantial
challenges and lessons that other researchers could learn from. These are summarized in
the contributions below:

C1: This thesis shows that it is feasible to reliably receive typical S-band
telemetry waveforms on the adopted architecture
Telemetry signals in the S-band have a maximum bandwidth of approximately 6
MHz. The SDB telemetry receiver can demodulate up 4 MHz of instantaneous
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bandwidth. The employed general-purpose processor (GPP) can accommodate the
computational load required to decode a subset of commonly employed CCSDS
codes at this real-time bandwidth. These are convolutional, Reed-Solomon, and
concatenated codes. The bit and frame error rate (BER/FER) performance for
these commonly employed CCSDS forward error correction (FEC) codes shows
minimal degradation compared to CCSDS empirical models. The real-time perfor-
mance for Turbo and LDPC is not performed on the employed GPP. However, the
performance evaluation for the LDPC C2 code is performed on a low-end laptop.
It also shows minimal degradation when compared to CCSDS empirical models.
These findings are presented in paper C[29].

C2: This thesis shows that it is feasible to operate the SDB telecom-
mand transmitter on the adopted architecture
The signals radiated by the SDR frontend show acceptable modulation index vari-
ation as well as spectral conformance per CCSDS guidelines. This contribution is
detailed in paper C[29].

C3: This thesis shows how to systematicallydesign TT&C radio func-
tions for the SDB
The system breakdown presented by multilevel functional flow block diagrams (FF-
BDs) in this thesis abstracts a generic design of a telemetry receiver, a telecommand
transmitter, and a ranging transceiver. The development of any generic baseband
system can employ these designs. Paper A[24] details this contribution.

C4: This thesis shows how to systematically verify the SDB telemetry
receiver
The thesis demonstrates the application of test- and behavior-driven development
(TDD/BDD) in concurrent development and verification of TT&C radio functions.
The verification process takes into account simulated TT&C channel conditions
that include satellite transponder, orbital dynamics, TT&C station, and SDR fron-
tend distortions. Bit, frame and word error rate (BER/FER/WER) are the perfor-
mance metrics adopted by the BDD verification tests. This contribution is detailed
in paper B[26].

C5: This thesis shows how to systematically validate the SDB telemetry
receiver and telecommand transmitter
This contribution begins with an elaboration of the evaluated performance metrics
along with the laboratory testbed. The validation tests for the SDB telemetry re-
ceiver are used to optimize synchronization parameters for maximum bit and frame
error rate (BER/FER) performance. The validation tests for the SDB telecommand
transmitter are used to optimize parameters that determine the power spectrum,
modulation index, and data rate of the radiated telecommand signals. This contri-
bution is detailed in paper C[29].

C6: This thesis shows that it is feasible to radiate multiple uplink signals
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from a single low-cost SDR frontend with sufficient interference suppres-
sion
The SDB MSPA transceiver based on the CCSDS multiple uplink carrier MSPA
method shows minimal in-band interference and out-of-band (OOB) emissions. The
same was observed when the SDB MSPA transceiver was connected to a typical
near-Earth solid-state power amplifier (SSPA). Furthermore, we present an initial
assessment of using MSPA for megaconstellations.

1.7 Thesis Outline

The thesis can be visualized in two dimensions. The first dimension consists of SDB
TT&C radio functions that are covered in chapters three, four, and five. The second
dimension is the development cycle, which is spanned by each of the aforementioned
chapters. As explained before, the development cycle includes functional analysis, ver-
ification, and validation. The relationship between the two dimensions is illustrated in
Fig. 1.3. The ellipses in the diagram represent the SDB radio function along with the
cycle of development for a particular paper, denoted by alphabets A to G.

Figure 1.3: Thesis structure. The chapters 2 to 5 refer to the chapters in part one of the
thesis. The letters A to G refer to the papers in part two of the thesis.

The thesis is divided into two parts. The first part presents an introduction spanning
six chapters. In chapter two, the SDB development platform is presented. The chapter
discusses SDR technology, CoTS frontends, the GNU Radio development kit as well as
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initial proof-of-concept work. The development life cycle for SDB components (telemetry,
telecommand, and MSPA) is presented in chapters three, four, and five. Chapter six
concludes the thesis with an overview of future work.

The second part of the thesis presents seven scientific papers. These are:

• Paper A: Functional Analysis of Software-defined Radio Baseband for Satellite
Ground Operations [24](Journal)

Source: Journal article published by Journal of Spacecraft and Rockets Vol.
56, No. 2, March-April 2019, pp 528 - 475

Summary: The paper presents an approach to designing an SDB system for
generically interacting with both CCSDS-compliant and other TT&C systems.
The paper provides an architecture for abstracting a ground station from a
satellite operator while still providing the functions that integrate tightly with
the RF system.

Author Contribution: Moses Browne Mwakyanjala performed the full sys-
tem design of a TT&C baseband. The design was performed through func-
tional breakdown of each function constituting the signal processing chain of
the telemetry receiver, telecommand transmitter and ranging transceiver. The
breakdown of the telemetry receiver and telecommand transmitter was per-
formed after an extensive study of all constituent signal processing functions
(modulation, synchronization, etc.) and at least 10 CCSDS blue and green
books. The breakdown of the ranging transceiver was performed after the
study of signal processing functions for five ranging standards. The system
breakdown was presented by means of FFBDs, which were proposed by Reza
Emami. Moses Browne Mwakyanjala drafted all the manuscipts and handled
the revision process before final publication.

• Paper B: Concurrent development and verification of an all-software baseband for
satellite ground operations [26](Journal)

Source: Journal article published by International Journal of Satellite Com-
munications and Networking. 2020; Volume 38: pp 209 - 227

Summary: This paper presents the verification process of a TT&C SDB
system based on the GNU Radio development kit and CoTS SDR frontends.
The verification is presented for uncoded and coded BPSK performed against
a realistic TT&C channel model. The verified FEC codes include CCSDS
CC(7,1/2) convolutional code, two families of Reed-Solomon codes as well as
concatenated Reed-Solomon and convolutional codes.

Author Contribution: Reza Emami proposed the use of test- and behavior-
driven development (TDD and BDD). Moses Browne Mwakyanjala imple-
mented the SDB system along with TT&C channel models with CCSDS
channel impairment specifications. He also implemented BER/FER evalu-
ation tools that were employed during the TDD/BDD verification process.
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Moses Browne Mwakyanjala drafted all the manuscipts and handled the revi-
sion process before final publication

• Paper C: Validation of a software-defined baseband system for satellite telemetry
and telecommand [29](Journal)

Source: Journal article published by International Journal of Satellite Com-
munications and Networking. 2020; Volume 38: pp 209 - 227

Summary: This paper presents the validation of an SDB system for TT&C
operations. The SBD system runs on a Linux GPP and employs the USRP
x310 frontend. The validation campaign involves the use of a testbed consist-
ing of a SoTA baseband unit, a spectrum analyzer, a satellite emulator and
IF interface to an antenna that tracks S-band satellites.

Author Contribution: Moses Browne Mwakyanjala designed and imple-
mented a laboratory testbed and demonstrated how to systematically vali-
date a TT&C baseband (such as the implemented SDB system) by specifying
and conducting a suite of validation tests on the telemetry receiver and the
telecommand transmitter.

• Paper D: Software-Defined Radios for Satellite Ground Stations [33](Technical Re-
port)

Source: Published on LTU library as a technical report.

Summary: This nonpeer reviewed technical report presents a literature sur-
vey on SDR hardware platforms, development kits and their utility in space
communications.

Author Contribution: The survey was performed by Moses Browne Mwakyan-
jala.

• Paper E: Software-defined radio transceiver for QB50 CubeSat telemetry and telecom-
mand [34] (Conference)

Source: Conference paper published in Proceedings of the 34th AIAA In-
ternational Communications Satellite Systems Conference, 2016, Cleveland,
OH

Summary: This paper presents the prototyping of a GMSK SDB system
for satellite telemetry and telecommand for a QB50[35] CubeSat, QB50-LTU-
OC[36], developed at Lule̊a University of Technology. The GMSK SDB system
is demonstrated in both laboratory and in-orbit operations.

Author Contribution: Moses Browne Mwakyanjala developed the idea of
validating the SDR-based development platform by supporting TT&C opera-
tions for an orbiting satellite. As part of the validation process, a baseband
for supporting the QB50 CubeSat was prototyped.
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• Paper F: Verification of phase and frequency modulation for software-defined radio
baseband system using field data[37](Conference)

Source: Conference paper published in Proceedings of the 35th AIAA Inter-
national Communications Satellite Systems Conference, 2017, Trieste, Italy

Summary: This paper presents the prototyping of an SDB system for receiv-
ing telemetry from the Odin satellite[38]. The prototype was demonstrated
against signals emulated by a SoTA baseband. It was also demonstrated for
realistic signals from the satellite.

Author Contribution: Moses Browne Mwakyanjala developed the idea of
validating the SDR-based development platform by supporting TT&C opera-
tions for an orbiting satellite. As part of the validation process, a baseband
for supporting the Odin satellite was prototyped.

• Paper G: Feasibility of Using a Software-Defined Baseband for MSPA Ground
Operations [39](Journal)

Source: Journal article submitted to International Journal of Satellite Com-
munications and Networking

Summary: This paper presents the prototyping of a short-term FDMA-based
2-MSPA transceiver

Author Contribution: Moses Browne Mwakyanjala conducted an exten-
sive feasibility study of using the SDB to support MSPA ground operations.
As part of the feasibility, he developed and tested an FDMA-based 2-MSPA
transceiver.Also, Petrus Hyvönen developed Orekit[40] simulations that eval-
uated the feasibility of employing MSPA ground operations for megaconstel-
lations such as StarLink[41].



Chapter 2

The Development Platform

“Design is not just what it looks like and feels like.
Design is how it works.”

Steve Jobs

2.1 Radio Architectures

The first task of this Ph.D. work is the selection of a radio architecture for the devel-
opment of the SDB system. We can define a radio architecture as a comprehensive,
consistent set of radio functions, components, and design rules according to which a
radio may be organized, designed, and constructed. A specific architecture entails a
partitioning of radio functions and components, as illustrated in Fig. 2.1.

 Network and Applications

· Authentication
· Routing (TCP/IP)
· Source

 RFE

· Band Selection (Filter)
· RF Up-conversion
· High Power Amplifier

Tx Antenna

· MIMO 
· Beamforming
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· D/A Converter
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 RFE

· Band Selection (Filter)
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Figure 2.1: Generic radio system illustrating physical layer processing and hardware
devices

Radio systems deployed terrestrial and satellite communication systems employ an
amalgam of analog, digital, and software elements. For this reason, it is not easy to
classify radio architectures in terms of hardware components. A more comprehensive
classification criterion for radio architectures is the ability of the radio to adapt to different
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radio waveforms. Based on this criterion, the wireless innovation forum (WIF) defines
tiers of radio architectures[42] in Table 2.1.

Table 2.1: Channel impairment specifications.

Tier Technology Description
0 Hardware Radio (HR) The radio employs hardware compo-

nents only. The waveforms can only be
adapted through physical intervention
only

1 Software Controlled Radio (SCR) The SCR consists of both software and
hardware elements. It contains mul-
tiple waveforms implemented in spe-
cific hardware elements. The wave-
forms cannot be directly adapted by
software elements but rather set by se-
lecting respective hardware elements.

2 Software Defined Radio (SDR) In SDRs, RF interface (antenna), ra-
dio frequency (amplification, hetero-
dyning, etc.), and digitization (digital-
to-analog and analog-to-digital conver-
sion) operations are controlled by hard-
ware elements. Waveform generation
and adaptability is entirely controlled
by software elements.

3 Ideal Software Radio (ISR) In ISRs, programmability is extended
to the entire system, except for the RF
interface and the antenna. Radiofre-
quency and digitization functions are
software-defined.

4 Ultimate Software Radio (USR) A USR is a hypothetical radio archi-
tecture that supports a broad range of
frequencies, air interfaces, and applica-
tion software.

The development (design, verification, and validation) and deployment of radio func-
tions on tier 0 (HR) and 1 (SCR) architectures face several challenges due to the in-
volvement of hardware elements in the development cycle. The challenges arise from
many factors such as lack of flexibility and reusability of hardware development plat-
forms. For a complex system such as a TT&C baseband, these challenges translate into
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high development effort and cost. Tier 3 architectures do not face these challenges as
the development and deployment of radio functions on this tier (SDR) can be performed
through standard software engineering processes. This is because SDR development in-
volves software elements alone. For that reason, and the fact that tiers 3 (ISR) and 4
(USR) are not easily available, a development platform based on the SDR architecture
is selected.

2.2 The SDB Development Platform

As mentioned in the previous section, the SDB development testbed is based on SDR
radio architecture. The WIF defines software-defined radio as a radio in which some
or all of the physical layer functions are software-defined [42]. The SDR architecture
divides the radio functions and components illustrated in Fig. 2.1 into an RF frontend
(RFFE) and a signal processing device. The RFFE performs radiofrequency functions
and sampling. The signal processing device performs signal processing and higher-level
functions. The SDR architecture is illustrated in Fig. 2.2.
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Satellite 
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Satellite 
Systems

Terrestrial 
systems

Terrestrial 
systems

RF 
Frontend

A/D/A

SDR Platform

Network
And

Applications

RFIC

Signal
Processing

Device

Figure 2.2: The SDR architecture

Signal processing devices include general-purpose processors (GPP), programmable
gate arrays (FPGA), digital signal processors (DSP), application-specific integrated cir-
cuits (ASIC), and special-purpose units (SPU), such as a graphics card. The selection of
a signal processing device is a tradeoff between throughput, power consumption, devel-
opment effort, and cost. These tradeoffs are summarized in Fig. 2.3[43].

Either signal processing device in Fig. 2.3 can realize a TT&C baseband. With the
available financial resources, allocated time, and know-how available for the project,
a development platform based on a GPP-based architecture is selected for the devel-
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Figure 2.3: The tradeoffs between signal processing devices[43]

opment of SDB radio functions. The selected platform consists of a Dell PrecisionTM

T7400 workstation[30] as a signal processing device and a USRP x310[32] commercial-
off-the-shelf (CoTS) SDR frontend, as illustrated in Fig. 2.4. The platform requires less
development effort than platforms based on other signal processing devices. The biggest
challenges with this development platform are low throughput and high power consump-
tion. Throughput is not very critical for S-band TT&C operations as these missions
are characterized by low bit rates. Some SoTA baseband systems include a GPP, in
the form of a consumer PC. The power consumption of the selected architecture is thus
comparable to that of SoTA baseband systems.

USRP X310 Dell Precision T7400 
Workstation

10 Gb Ethernet

Figure 2.4: Hardware realization for the SDB development platform showing the teleme-
try receiver and telecommand transmitter
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At the moment, the adopted development platform costs less than SEK 100,000.
Cheaper options also exist in the market. The USRP X310 RF frontend has a 45-
Watt peak power consumption. The consumer PC has the power consumption of a
standard desktop PC. The USRP X310 provides 120 MHz of instantaneous bandwidth
at a receive frequency between 10 MHz and 6 GHz. Developed using the GNU Radio
development kit[2], the SDB can process up to 4 MHz of instantaneous bandwidth. GNU
Radio has already been used in terrestrial[44][45] and satellite ground applications[46][47].
The default GNU Radio installation provides a set of parameterizable modules that
can perform a variety of functions including filtering, FFT, synchronization (frequency,
phase, and symbol time), modulation, demodulation, FEC, etc. GNU Radio provides an
interface for incorporating user-made out-of-tree (OOT) modules[48] that are not part of
the GNU Radio installation. The OOTs can be implemented in either C++ or Python.
In papers E and F, two rapid prototypes developed for TT&C operations for QB50-LTU-
OC[36] and Odin[38] satellites are presented. The prototypes serve as validation that the
adopted development platform is suitable for TT&C communications.

It should be noted that by using a more powerful GPP or a private cloud of GPPs, the
adopted architecture can be used to realize a full software-defined TT&C ground station,
as illustrated in Fig. 2.5. By moving the SDR RF frontend closer to the antenna, the
need for longer RF or optical cables (which range from a few meters to a few kilometers),
downconverters and upconverters can be eliminated. This result in a much GREENER
TT&C station. It should be noted that, at this moment, most CoTS SDRs have a
maximum frequency range of 6 GHz. Thus, anything above the S-band, e.g., X-, C-,
K- and Ka bands which are expected to be more prevalent in the future, would require
frequency up- and downconverters. However, there exist CoTS SDRs, such as Per Vices
Cyan[49], that could reach 18 GHz, but they are prohibitively expensive.
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Figure 2.5: SDR-based satellite ground operations architecture
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Chapter 3

Telemetry Receiver

“Any plan conceived in moderation must fail when
the circumstances are set in extremes.”

Klemens von Metternich

3.1 Functional Analysis for the SDB Telemetry Re-

ceiver

The functional breakdown of the SDB telemetry receiver is illustrated in the FFBD in
Fig. 3.1. The FFBD includes three essential functional blocks that could be found in any
generic baseband receiver. These are bit synchronization, CCSDS FEC decoding, and
data delivery service.

FEC and Frame Sync

·Convolutional 
·Frame Sync
·De-randomizer
·Reed-Solomon
·Concatenated codes
·Turbo
·LDPC

Bit Synchronization

·Hardware interface (e.g. USRP UHD)
·Demodulation (M-ary PSK, CPM)
·Synchronization (freq,time,phase)
·Equalization (CMA Algorithm)
·Line decoding (NRZ-L/M/S and BP-L/M/S)

MCC Data Delivery Interface

· CCSDS SLE
· Native API

Soft/Hard 
bits CADU

Figure 3.1: Top-level functional flow block diagram (FFBD) for the SDB telemetry re-
ceiver.

The Bit synchronization block includes the entire process of receiving raw RF
signals and the signal processing involved to produce soft or hard bits. For the SDB
telemetry receiver, it interfaces the receiver with the SDR interface through hardware
drivers such as the Ettus UHD. It also encompasses all aspects of filtering, synchronization
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(carrier, phase, and timing), equalization, constellation demapping, and soft/hard bit
decision.

The FEC decoding and frame synchronization block is another crucial block
for any baseband receiver. For the SDB telemetry receiver, the functional analysis
for the FEC decoding function covers FEC codes presented in the CCSDS blue book
standard[13]. These are convolutional, Reed-Solomon, Turbo, and LDPC. Other aspects
of this functional block include differential decoding, derandomization, and frame syn-
chronization.

The Data delivery interface provides an interface for satellite operators to interact
with a baseband system. The functional analysis for the mission control center (MCC)
data delivery interface outlines two sets of APIs that can be employed. The first one is
based on native user-defined APIs that can be accessed through standard TCP/IP ports.
The second type of API is based on CCSDS space link extensions (SLE). An example
of SLE services[50] for telemetry are return all frames (RAF), return channel frames
(RCF), return frame secondary header (RFSH), return operational control field (ROCF)
and return space packet (RSP). The SLE services are implemented by a proprietary
package independent of the SDB.

A complete functional analysis that covers telemetry, telecommand, and ranging is
found in paper A[24]. The rest of this chapter covers the verification and validation of the
telemetry receiver core functionality. These are bit synchronization and FEC decoding.

3.2 Verification of the SDB Telemetry Receiver

This section presents the verification process for the SDB telemetry receiver. It starts
with the simulation setup, which describes the structure of the simulation and the channel
model. This is followed by the performance evaluation of bit synchronization and FEC
decoding.

3.2.1 Simulation Setup

The simulation setup is illustrated in Fig. 3.2. The setup consists of a telemetry frame
generator, a transmitter, channel impairments, the SDB telemetry receiver, and bench-
marking utilities. The telemetry transfer frame block generates transfer frame data
through a pseudorandom binary sequence (PRBS) generator. The transmitter performs
FEC coding (convolutional, Reed-Solomon, concatenated, and LDPC codes) and mod-
ulation (BPSK, QPSK, oQPSK, PCM/PM, and PCM/FM). The channel impairment
block encompasses all distortions in a telemetry link including[51] transponder imper-
fections (clock instability, frequency and phase offsets, phase noise, HPA nonlinearity,
and OMUX delay spread), orbital dynamics (Doppler shift and rate), TT&C ground
station distortions (frequency offsets, phase offsets, phase noise, and AWGN) and SDR
frontend distortions (I/Q imbalance, DC offset, clock instability, and phase noise). The
SDB receiver block consists of bit synchronization and FEC decoding subblocks. Bit
synchronization performs reception of BPSK, QPSK, oQPSK, PCM/PM, and PCM/FM
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modulation schemes, whereas the FEC decoding subblock decodes the supported FEC
codes. The system benchmarking has evaluation tools for bit synchronization and FEC
decoding. Bit synchronization is evaluated by BER performance comparison against
theoretical models, whereas FEC decoding is evaluated by BER, FER, and WER perfor-
mance comparison against empirical performance models presented in the CCSDS green
book[52].

TM Transfer Frames Generation

Channel Impairments
· Satellite modulator imperfections (clock, frequency, phase and noise)
· Satellite HPA non-linearity
· Satellite OMUX delay spread
· Orbital dynamics (Doppler shift and rate)
· TT&C Station RF chain (frequency and phase offsets, AWGN)
· SDR frontend distortions (IQ-imbalance, DC offset, Clock instability, phase noise) 

Bit synchronization
· BPSK, QPSK, oQPSK, PCM/PM, PCM/FM

FEC Decoding
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Figure 3.2: Verification setup

The simulation starts with the generation of telemetry frames by the PRBS generator.
The generated telemetry frames go into two streams. The first stream goes directly to
the benchmarking utilities and serves as a reference point for BER, FER, and WER
calculation. The second stream goes through the telemetry transmitter and channel
impairments before it is received and decoded by the SDB telemetry receiver. The
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processed telemetry frames from the SDB telemetry receiver go into the benchmarking
utilities for computation of BER, FER, and WER.

3.2.2 Performance Evaluation

This section starts with the verification of bit synchronization performed in two stages.
The first stage involves performance evaluation for individual impairments. As illus-
trated in Fig. 3.2, the impairments are AWGN, phase offset, symbol rate offsets, carrier
frequency offset, phase noise, orbital dynamics, OMUX delay spread, and HPA nonlinear
distortions. In this way, individual SDB blocks corresponding to a specific channel im-
pairment are verified independently. The second stage of the verification process, which
is the only stage presented in this section, involves the performance evaluation under the
combined effect of all channel impairments. The application of this verification method-
ology and corresponding GNU Radio simulations for BPSK are detailed in paper B[26].

TM Transfer Frame Generation

Transmitter

Channel Impairments

SDB Telemetry Receiver

BER Computation

Figure 3.3: GNU Radio flowgraph for verification of BPSK bit synchronization

The GNU Radio simulation used to verify BPSK bit synchronization is illustrated
Fig. 3.3. With minimal modification, the same flowgraph is used for the verification of
QPSK, oQPSK, PCM/PM, and PCM/FM modulations.

The constituent blocks of the flowgraph are logically grouped into units that rep-
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resent the verification setup illustrated in Fig. 3.2. The logical units are Telemetry
Transfer Frame Generation, Transmitter, Channel Impairments, SDB teleme-
try receiver and BER Computation.

The simulation starts with the Telemetry Transfer Frame Generation unit that
generates a periodic PRBS through the PRBS Source B block. The three subsequent
blocks (Throttle,Pack K Bits and Stream To Tagged Stream) ensure the generated
PRBS is maintained at the correct bit rate and format expected by the createCADU
block. The createCADU block randomizes (optionally) the received telemetry transfer
frames and appends an ASM pattern, which is 0x1ACFF1D in this case. The subsequent
block, Unpack K Bits, converts the CADU into binary stream format expected by the
transmitter.

The binary sequence received by the Transmitter unit is line-coded by the enco-
deNRZ block. In this simulation, NRZ-L is used. Following the line coding is the
pulse shaping by an SRRC filter. This is performed by the bpskPulseShapeRRC
block. Pulse shaping is followed by BPSK I/Q mapping, performed by the bpskIQMap
block. The generated I/Q samples go through the channel impairment unit through the
”TXP SINK” virtual sink.

The transmitted I/Q signals are received by the Channel Impairments unit through
the ”TXP SINK” virtual source. The first impairment introduced to the signal is the
transponder symbol timing offset which is introduced by the txpTimeOffset block.
The next impairment is transponder I/Q imbalance, introduced by the txpIQImbalance
block. Following I/Q imbalance is the phase offset, introduced by the phaseError block.
The transponder frequency offset is introduced by the txpFreqOffset block, which gen-
erates the offset as a function of oscillator stability and operating carrier frequency, which
is 2.2Ghz (S-Band) in this case. Amplifier nonlinear distortions are introduced by the
txpSSPA block, which implements the AM/AM and AM/PM transfer characteristics
of the ESA 10-Watt SSPA[12]. The configured value of input backoff (IBO = -3dB) cor-
responds to the nonlinear region of the SSPA. Following the SSPA is the OMUX, which
is a 5-th order IIR elliptic filter. The orbitalDynamics block introduces a worst-case
Doppler profile for S-band Category A missions. The remaining channel impairments are
AWGN, TT&C ground station phase noise, and SDR frontend distortions; these are im-
plemented by the Fast Noise, gsPhaseNoise and sdrDistortions blocks, respectively.
After all the impairments have been introduced to the signals, the distorted signals are
transmitted to the SDB telemetry receiver through the ”SDB INPUT” virtual sink.

The SDB telemetry receiver receives signals from the Channel Impairments
unit through the ”SDB INPUT” virtual source. The receiver starts with course carrier
recovery, performed by the FFTAcquisition block. The next step is symbol timing
recovery, which is performed by the Polyphase Clock Sync block. Following symbol
timing recovery is the Costa’s Loop block, which performs phase recovery. The next
block is a binary slicer, implemented by the bpskDecision block. The next block is
decodeNRZ block, which performs line decoding. The line code employed in this simu-
lation is NRZ-L. The final block is CADUSync, which uses the CCSDS-recommended
state-based frame recovery strategy[52]. Since there is no FEC code employed in this
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simulation, the CADU contains uncoded telemetry transfer frames.
The recovered transfer frames from the SDB telemetry receiver go into the BER

Computation unit. By using the PRBS Sink block, BER measurements are performed
along with calculations of confidence level. The confidence level assumed throughout the
simulation is above 95%.

The performance of linear modulation schemes supported by the SDB telemetry re-
ceiver is illustrated in Fig. 3.4. These modulation schemes are BPSK, QPSK, oQPSK
and PCM/PM. The theoretical performance is the same for all, and it can be expressed

in terms of the operating bit energy to noise ratio
(

Eb

No

)
by the equation

BER = Q

(√
2Eb

No

)
(3.1)

The performance curves in Fig. 3.4 are evaluated under all channel impairments in
Fig. 3.2 with the SSPA set at the saturation region (IBO = -3 dB). The confidence level is
above 95% for all simulations. The performance for all modulation schemes is within 1 dB
of the theoretical performance. However, there is a significant performance degradation
in BPSK and oQPSK for Eb

No
values of less than 3 dB. This degradation reflects cycle

slips that occur at low Eb

No
environment. A further optimization of loop bandwidth for

all PLL-based synchronization blocks, including the Costa’s Loop and the Polyphase
Clock Sync blocks, is needed to improve the performance.
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Figure 3.4: Performance of supported linear modulations

The performance of the only simulated nonlinear modulation scheme, PCM/FM, is
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illustrated in Fig. 3.5. Similar to the performance evaluation of the linear modulation
schemes presented above, the performance of PCM/FM is also evaluated under all channel
impairments in Fig. 3.2 at a confidence interval of more than 95%. The PCM/FM
bit synchronizer implementation employs the limiter-discriminator architecture which,
unlike its maximum likelihood counterpart, is based on symbol-by-symbol detection.
The theoretical performance of a PCM/FM symbol-by-symbol detector is expressed in
terms of Eb

No
by the equation[53]:

BER = Q

(√
Eb

No

(
1− sin(2πh)

sin(2πh)

))
(3.2)

where h is the modulation index. The performance of the PCM/FM bit synchronizer is
within 1.5 dB of the ideal symbol-by-symbol detector.
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Figure 3.5: Performance of PCM/FM

The verification of FEC decoders follows the verification of the bit synchronizers.
This is also performed in two stages. The first stage is used for the optimization of
individual FEC decoders. For example, for the Viterbi decoder, this stage is used for
optimizing truncation length and number of quantization bits. For a fair comparison
against CCSDS Green Book performance models, only AWGN is included in the sim-
ulation. The first stage is performed on all four of five CCSDS codes which are con-
volutional, Reed-Solomon, concatenated, and LDPC codes. A sample result for Reed-
Solomon RS(255,223) and RS(255,239) codes under AWGN is illustrated in Fig. 3.6. The
simulation was run for unshortened Reed-Solomon codes. The interleave depth was I =
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1. In this case, WER is similar to FER.
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Figure 3.6: The BER and FER for CCSDS RS(255,223) and RS(255,239) under AWGN

The second stage of the verification process facilitates the end-to-end performance
evaluation of the FEC decoders. The stage involves the simulation of the three supported
FEC codes under all the channel impairments listed in Fig. 3.2. A sample performance
curve for CCSDS RS(255,223) and RS(255,239) Reed-Solomon codes under all channel
impairments is illustrated in Fig. 3.7. Similar to the previous simulations, this simulation
also assumes an interleave depth of I = 1. In this simulation, the SDB receiver suffers a
degradation loss of less than 0.5 dB.

3.3 Validation of the SDB Telemetry Receiver

Verification of the SDB telemetry receiver through simulations is followed by validation
through a laboratory testbed. The validation process ensures that the telemetry receiver
can work in a realistic scenario with a performance level that is within an acceptable
margin. The realistic scenario in this context is a telemetry link from an orbiting S-band
LEO satellite.

Figure 3.8 illustrates the hardware testbed employed in the validation campaign.
The testbed includes a SoTA baseband unit and an IF interface connected to an S-band
antenna. The antenna tracks and receives signals from LEO satellites. The SDB system
itself runs on a Linux computer on the right side of the diagram. It is connected to a
USRP X310 SDR frontend by a 10-Gbe Ethernet cable. The USRP X310 input can be
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Figure 3.7: The BER and FER for CCSDS RS(255,223) and RS(255,239) under all
channel impairments

connected to either baseband or antenna IF interfaces. A complete description of the
testbed and the validation campaign is presented in paper C[29].

TT&C Station IF Interface

State-of-the-art
Baseband unit

USRP X310 The 
SDB system

10 Gbe Eth

Spectrum 
Analyzer

RF Switch

TM Signals

Figure 3.8: Testbed setup for telemetry receiver validation

This campaign validates the SDB telemetry receiver in two stages. The first stage
involves the evaluation of BER and FER performance for all supported CCSDS FEC
codes and modulation schemes. This stage of validation employs the SoTA baseband
unit as it has an interface for setting the transmitter C

No
and an interface for setting
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predefined telemetry frames needed for the evaluation of BER and FER. The second
stage of the validation campaign involves the demodulation and decoding of telemetry
data from S-band LEO satellites.

3.3.1 Validation of the SDB telemetry receiver with the Base-
band Unit

In this first stage of the validation campaign, a stream of predefined telemetry transfer
frames are coded, modulated and transmitted by the baseband unit. The C

No
value for

suppressed modulation schemes is set according to the relation

C

No

[dBHz] =
Eb

No

[dB] + 10 log (ρR) (3.3)

where R is the bit rate and ρ is the FEC coding rate. For modulation schemes with
residual carriers, namely, the PCM/PM family, the C

No
value is set according to the

equation
C

No

[dBHz] =
Eb

No

[dB] + 10 log (ρR) + 20 log (sin(h)) (3.4)

where h is the modulation index.

The baseband unit employed in this stage of the validation campaign is intended
to introduce the channel impairments illustrated in Fig. 3.2. The transponder I/Q im-
balance, frequency instability, and symbol rate offset are introduced by the equivalent
impairments in the baseband. There is no way of introducing SSPA nonlinear distor-
tion and OMUX group delay variation. The orbital dynamics effects, such as Doppler
shift and rate, are introduced by the baseband by specifying the sweep range and rate,
respectively. There is no way of introducing the TT&C station phase noise. The re-
ceived AWGN is introduced by setting the C

No
value according to equations 3.3 and 3.4.

The SDR impairments, including phase noise, clock instability, and I/Q imbalance, are
introduced by the USRP X310.

The first validation test encompasses the optimization and performance evaluation
of the SDB bit synchronizers. The BER evaluation reveals the dependence of BER
performance on the loop bandwidth of the phase recovery blocks. These blocks are
Costa and phase-locked loops (PLL). An optimal loop bandwidth for each modulation
scheme was obtained by evaluating the BER performance over a range of loop bandwidth
values. Figure 3.9 illustrates the BER performance for optimal loop bandwidth values.
In the graph, the BER performance of a BPSK link on an AWGN channel serves as the
reference performance.

The second validation test encompasses the evaluation and optimization of the per-
formance of the Viterbi decoder. The BER and FER performance show that the Viterbi
decoder is sensitive to Costa’s/PLL cycle slips and the frame synchronization strategy.
Cycle slips are overcome by employing the optimal loop bandwidth discussed previously.
The frame synchronization strategy is optimized by optimizing the threshold value of the
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Figure 3.9: Performance of bit synchronization

employed Massey algorithm which is detailed in the functional analysis section. Illus-
trated in Fig. 3.10 are the BER and FER performance curves for the Viterbi decoder for
BPSK, oQPSK, and GMSK, in which the BER degradation is, respectively, 2.2 dB, 1.0
dB and 1.2 dB, and the performance degradation in FER performance is 0.8 dB, 0.1 dB,
and 1.2 dB, respectively.

The third validation test involves the performance evaluation of the Reed-Solomon
decoder. The performance curve in Fig. 3.11 shows that the performance of CCSDS
RS(255,223) suffers a loss of 1.1 dB for BPSK and 1.8 dB for oQPSK. The FER degra-
dation is 1.0 dB for BPSK and 1.3 dB for oQPSK.

The final validation test involves the performance evaluation of concatenated codes.
Figure 3.12 illustrates the BER and FER performance curves for concatenated codes
on BPSK, oQPSK, and GMSK. The performance degradation with respect to CCSDS
Green Book is slightly worse in comparison to convolutional and Reed-Solomon codes in
Figures 3.10 and 3.11, respectively. As explained previously, this phenomenon arises due
to the reduced C

No
resulting from the low coding rate. The BER and FER performance

degradation results on BPSK, oQPSK, and GMSK are, respectively, 2.3 dB, 2.2 dB, and
1.2 dB.

3.3.2 Validation of the SDB telemetry receiver with Orbiting
Satellites

Validation with orbiting satellites poses several challenges to the traditional BER, WER,
and FER performance metrics. The three performance metrics are difficult to evaluate
in this setting because the data in the telemetry transfer frames are not known a priori.
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Figure 3.10: Performance of the Viterbi decoder
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Figure 3.11: Performance of the Reed-Solomon decoder

Even if the data are known a priori, the Eb

No
values are not known and vary according to

the satellite trajectory. Finally, even if the data content of the telemetry transfer frames
and Eb

No
values are known, a typical LEO satellite pass lasts for approximately 10 min-

utes, which makes it impossible to evaluate the performance metrics at any meaningful
confidence level, which typically requires hours.
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Figure 3.12: Performance of the Concatenated decoder

Thus, in this case, a constellation diagram and power spectrum are the only tools
available for validating the bit synchronizer. On the other hand, there are alternative
ways of validating FEC decoders rather than BER, FER, and WER. Some of the decoders
can report the number of uncorrected errors, which can serve as a validating tool.

The left part of Fig. 3.13 illustrates the power spectrum from a satellite transmitting
a square-shaped BPSK signal at 2000000 bps. The center of the spectrum analyzer
display window is 70 MHz. Several TT&C ground stations employ this IF frequency.
The window extends from 66 to 74 MHz, reflecting a sample rate of 8 MBaud, four times
the symbol rate. The null-to-null bandwidth of the BPSK signal is 4 MHz, twice the
symbol rate as expected from an NRZ spectrum. Displayed on the right side of Fig. 3.13
is the constellation diagram of the demodulated signal. The constellation points cluster
around ±1 on the in-phase axis. The deviation from the ideal location, ±1, reflects the
presence of AWGN and other uncompensated channel impairments.
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Figure 3.13: Received and demodulated signals from a candidate satellite.

The satellite above employs concatenated codes. The Reed-Solomon decoder shows
zero errors. This observation suggests that the decoder works as expected.



Chapter 4

Telecommand Transmitter

“By failing to prepare, you are preparing to fail”

Benjamin Franklin

4.1 Functional Analysis for the TC Transmitter

The functional breakdown of the SDB telecommand transmitter is illustrated by the
FFBD in Fig. 4.1. The FFBD consists of MCC Data Transfer Interface, FEC and
frame generation and Bit Modulation blocks.

MCC Data Transfer Interface

· CCSDS SLE
· Native API

FEC and Frame Generation

·Randomizer
·BCH/LDPC Encoding
·CLTU Generation

Bit Modulation

· Line decoding (NRZ-L/M/S and BP-L/M/S)
· Modulation (PCM/BPSK/PM, PCM/PM,BPSK)
· PLOP
· Doppler pre-steering
· Hardware Interface (e.g. USRP UHD)

CLTU
TC 

Frames

Figure 4.1: Top-level functional flow block diagram (FFBD) for the telecommand trans-
mitter

The MCC Data Transfer Interface interfaces a user with the SDB telecommand
transmitter through TCP/IP sockets. This interface is currently facilitated by native
APIs as the SDB does not include CCSDS SLE services. The SLE services are [50]
forward space packet (FSP), forward telecommand virtual channel access (FTCVCA),
forward telecommand frame (FTCF), and forward communications link transmission unit
(FCLTU).

The CCSDS ECC and Frame Generation block performs BCH or LDPC FEC
coding on the incoming transfer frames. It also reformats them into communication link

35
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transfer units (CLTUs), which are the standard CCSDS uplink data units.

The Bit Modulation block performs modulation and transmission of the incoming
bitstream. As mentioned in the introduction chapter, the supported modulation schemes
include PCM/BPSK/PM and PCM/PM and BPSK. The block also handles the CCSDS
physical layer operations procedures (PLOP), which manages the transmission of carrier
modulation modes (CMM)s that modulates the carrier. These are a pure sinusoidal signal
(CMM-1), acquisition sequence (CMM-2), CLTU (CMM-3) and idle sequence (CMM-4).
The transmission sequence for both PLOP-1 and PLOP-2 is illustrated in Fig. 4.2. It
should be noted that the control link control word (CLCW) ”NO RF AVAILABLE” and
”NO BIT LOCK” flags may be checked before the sequence moves from one CMM to
another. The ”NO RF AVAILABLE” may be optionally checked before moving from
CMM-1 to CMM-2. Similarly, the ”NO BIT LOCK” may be optionally checked before
moving from CMM-2/4 to CMM-3.

Start OR CMM-1 CMM-2 CMM-3CMM-4 CMM-1CMM-4OR OR Finished? End

PLOP
VERSION?

No

Yes
PLOP-2

PLOP-1

Figure 4.2: Signal sequence for the physical layer operations procedure versions 1 and 2.

Due to the predictability of a spacecraft Doppler profile, the Bit Modulation block
can optionally perform Doppler presteering to reduce carrier frequency offset on the
satellite telecommand receiver. The block also performs I/Q transmission to the SDR
frontend through an interfacing hardware driver such as the Ettus UHD.

4.2 Verification of the SDB TC Transmitter

Bit modulation functionality was simultaneously developed and verified during the veri-
fication of the telemetry receiver described in the previous chapter. The verified blocks
include line coding, constellation mapping, pulse shaping, and I/Q modulation.

As mentioned in the introduction chapter, the figures of merit for a telecommand
transmitter include modulation index uncertainty, power spectrum conformity, and proper
operation of the PLOP sequence. The modulation index uncertainty is strongly depen-
dent on the hardware, which makes it difficult to verify in simulations. On the other
hand, it is possible to verify the functionality of the CLTU and FEC encoders through
simulations. Thus, the CCSDS telecommand FEC codes, BCH, LDPC(n=128,k=64) and
LDPC(n=512,k=256), were successfully verified through simulations.
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4.3 Validation of the SDB telecommand Transmitter

The testbed setup for validation of the SDB telecommand transmitter is illustrated in
Fig. 4.3. The SDB telecommand transmitter runs on the same program instance as the
SDB telemetry receiver. The program instance runs on the Linux computer connected
to the USRP X310 through a 10-Gigabit Ethernet connection. The telecommand signals
transmitted by the USRP X310 are received by the spectrum analyzer, baseband unit,
and satellite emulator for analysis.

USRP X310

State-of-the-art
Baseband unit

Spectrum 
Analyzer

Satellite 
Emulator

TC SignalsThe 
SDB system

10 Gbe Eth

Figure 4.3: Testbed setup for telecommand transmitter validation

The GNU Radio flowgraph for the transmitter is illustrated in Fig. 4.4. The flow-
graph transmits a PCM/PSK/PM signal at 2000 bps on a 16-kHz sinusoidal subcarrier.
Three message strobes generate telecommand user data and the previously mentioned
CLCW ”NO RF AVAILABLE” and ”NO BIT LOCK” flags; these strobe messages are
periodically generated after 1, 5, and 10 seconds respectively. The TCMultiplex block
receives telecommand user data. It reformats the data into telecommand transfer frames.
The telecommand transfer frames are received by the CLTU block that performs BCH
coding, in this case, randomization, and CLTU formatting. At the center of the flow-
graph is the PLOP block, which supports PLOP-1 and 2. The upper and lower input
ports receive CLCW flags and CLTUs respectively. The ”NO RF AVAILABLE” and
”NO BIT LOCK” flags are optionally checked if the CMM-1 and CMM-2 Check flags
are ON. The timeout for the two flags are respectively specified by CMM-1 RF Set Time
and CMM-2 RF Fall Time parameters. The CMM-1 and CMM-2 offset and masks,
respectively, specify the location of the CLCW byte as well as the flag bits. The idle
pattern and length specify the fill pattern for CMM-4. The last two parameters specify
the line code and bit rate. The CMMs generated by the PLOP block are modulated by
the TCModulator block. The final block, UHD: USRP Sink transmits the incoming
I/Q signals to the SDR frontend.

The spectrum analyzer facilitates the validation of the power spectrum and modula-
tion index of the PCM/BPSK/PM signal transmitted by the GNU Radio flowgraph in
Fig. 4.4. The power spectrum was validated through comparison with empirical models.
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TC Messages

NO RF AVAILABLE 
FLAG GENERATOR

NO BIT LOCK FLAG 
GENERATOR

Figure 4.4: GNU Radio flowgraph for CCSDS telecommand transmitter

Modulation index stability was validated through the observation of carrier power drop
between CMM-1 and CMM-2.

The baseband facilitates the validation of the data integrity of the transmitted CLTUs.
The CLTUs are checked for proper byte order and endianness. This process is performed
for all modulation schemes and line codes.

Finally, the satellite emulator is used for the end-to-end validation campaign by receiv-
ing signals from the SDB telecommand transmitter in Fig. 4.4. As illustrated in Fig. 4.5,
the satellite emulator achieves PLL lock upon the reception of the pure sinusoidal signal
(CMM-1). Bit lock is similarly achieved upon the reception of the acquisition sequence
(CMM-2). Finally, all the 10 transmitted CLTUs (CMM-3) are successfully received by
the satellite emulator.

CLTU 1

CLTU 2

CLTU 3

 CLTU 4

CLTU 5 + No RF Available

CLTU 6

CLTU 7

CLTU 8

CLTU 9

CLTU 10 + No Bit Lock

CLTU and CLCW Generators SDB TC Link Satellite Emulator

CMM-1

CMM-2

CMM-3

CLTU 11

PLL : 
UNLOCKED
BIT : 
UNLOCKED

PLL : 
LOCKED
BIT : 
UNLOCKED

PLL : 
LOCKED
BIT : 
LOCKED

PLL : 
LOCKED
BIT : 
UNLOCKED

CMM-1

10 CLTUs 
Received

Figure 4.5: Time sequence illustrating the interaction between the SDB and the satellite
emulator



Chapter 5

Multiple Spacecraft Per Aperture

“Revolution is an idea which has found its bayonets”

Napoleone Bonaparte

5.1 Introduction

Satellite operators need regular TT&C sessions to maintain spacecraft health and payload
data download. Each session, sometimes referred to as ”a pass”, is associated with a cost
of using TT&C station facilities. This cost could increase for multispacecraft missions
such as clusters[54] and fractionated spacecraft[55]. Borrowed from deep space opera-
tions, MSPA[56][57] schemes can reduce this cost by enabling the support of multiple
spacecraft in a single pass using a single antenna. This is only possible if the spacecraft
are within the antenna beamwidth, as illustrated in Fig. 5.1.

3 dB Power Drop

Primary
 Spacecraft

Secondary 
Spacecraft

Side Lobes

Diameter

Figure 5.1: Parabolic antenna pattern with primary and secondary spacecraft.
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The latest CCSDS blue book has put forward a list of recommended methods for
MSPA operations[9]. These are time multiplexed uplink (short-term), flexible turnaround
ratios (intermediate-term), multiple uplink carrier (intermediate-term) and code division
multiple access (CDMA)(long-term). The multiple uplink carrier method that employs
FDMA on the uplink and downlink is adopted for the SDB due to the following reasons:

1. Imposes no need for redesign of TT&C transponders for current or future missions.

2. Requires minor changes to the current TT&C station infrastructure.

3. Illustrates a proven solution in both deep space[57] and near-Earth[58] missions.

The adopted MSPA solution supports two spacecraft, i.e., 2-MSPA. As illustrated in
Fig. 5.1, the antenna is configured to track the ”primary spacecraft”. TT&C operations
with the ”secondary spacecraft” are only possible if the secondary spacecraft is within
half-power beam-width (HPBW) of the tracking antenna. The worst case loss in the link
budget for the secondary satellite is thus 3 dB. The development cycle of for both the
2-MSPA telecommand transmitter and telemetry receiver are presented in the following
sections.

5.2 Development of the 2-MSPA TC Transmitter

The 2-MSPA telecommand transmitter is designed to support two concurrent telecom-
mand links. To avoid interference between the telecommand links, the frequency allo-
cation plan in Fig. 5.2 is recommended. The two telecommand links are separated by
the sweep range, which is 300 kHz for CCSDS category A missions operating in the S-
band. The signal bandwidth of 100 kHz assumed in this case is the spectrum requirement
recommended by ITU-R[59] for low-rate telecommand links employing PCM/PSK/PM
modulation with a 16 kHz sinusoidal subcarrier.

ITU-R BW Sat 1 ITU-R BW Sat 2Sweep Range 
+ Offsets

Secondary TC 
Link (Sat 2)

Primary TC 
Link (Sat 1)

60 dB

Figure 5.2: Frequency plan for 2-MSPA Telecommand Links

The FFBD for the 2-MSPA telecommand transmitter is illustrated in Fig. 5.3. The
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individual telecommand transmitters are functionally similar to the telecommand trans-
mitter illustrated by the FFBD in Fig. 4.1. The FFBD includes a scaling block, which
controls the magnitude of the I/Q signal fed into the hardware interface. The hardware
interface controls the gain of the employed USRP B210. The gain is adjustable from 0.0
to 1.0.

Hardware
Interface+

Primary 
TC Transmitter

Secondary 
TC Transmitter

PLOP CMM

PLOP CMM

Scale

Figure 5.3: The FFBD for the 2-MSPA Telecommand Transmitter

It was mentioned in the previous chapter that verification of a telecommand trans-
mitter by GNU Radio simulations is not very informative as the characteristics of the
transmitted signals strongly depend on the hardware. Thus, a hardware testbed in
Fig. 5.4 is used for the validation campaign of the 2-MSPA telecommand transmitter.

USRP B210
TC SignalsThe 

SDB system
USB 3.0

Spectrum 
Analyzer

Figure 5.4: Laboratory testbed for validation of the SDB 2-MSPA telecommand trans-
mitter
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The first validation test evaluates out-of-band (OOB) emissions from the SDB. Using
the employed USRP B210, OOB emissions are caused by

1. DC offset

2. Digital-to-analog (DAC) signal clipping

3. Nonlinearity in the internal HPA

As demonstrated in Paper G[39], DC offset can simply be shifted out of the band of
interest. Then, an external filter could be used to eliminate it later. On the other hand,
the spurious power from the DAC signal clipping and HPA nonlinearity can be mitigated
by optimization of the scaling factor and USRP gain. The tradeoff is to maximum output
power at the least OOB emission levels. This optimization is illustrated in Fig. 5.5. We
can deduce that the maximum spurious-free power (i.e., spurious levels of less than -60
dBc) is -11.73 dBm. This is obtained at a scaling factor of 3 and USRP gain of 0.8.
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Figure 5.5: The relationship between amplitude scale factor, USRP power and OOB
emissions.

The final test evaluates in-band interference. Ideally, the effects of in-band interfer-
ence are evaluated through BER evaluation at the satellite. Since a satellite transponder
is not available for this experiment, another method for evaluation of the effect of in-band
interference is employed. In this method, in-band interference is evaluated by observ-
ing the distortion in the modulation index. It was described in chapter 4.1 that the
modulation index can be characterized by a carrier power drop when the telecommand
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transmitter transitions from CMM-1 to CMM-2. For a modulation index β, the carrier
power drop (∆) is

∆ = −20Log10 (Jo (β)) (5.1)

where Jo (.) is Bessel function of the first kind.

Illustrated in Fig. 5.6 is the power drop measured from the output of the USRP B210.
As it can be seen, the power drop is within the upper and lower bounds of 0.5% of the
expected value.
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Figure 5.6: Carrier power drop

For completion, a typical solid-state power amplifier (SSPA)[60] employed in near-
Earth missions (CCSDS Category A) is included in the testbed as illustrated in Fig. 5.7.
The purpose of this test is to ascertain whether a linearizer is needed.

The SSPA is fed with the maximum spurious-free output power from the SDB, -11.73
dBm. The SSPA output is illustrated in Fig. 5.8. As it can be seen, there are IMP
products of up to -17 dBc, which violates the spectral requirement as stipulated by the
spectral mask in Fig. 5.2. Thus, a linearizer is needed for this particular SSPA amplifier.

Since the SDB is entirely designed in software, a software-defined linearizer (SDL)
illustrated in Fig. 5.9 is proposed. In this setup, a bandpass filter is employed to eliminate
the DC offset. A variable attenuator is used to control the power level of the feedback
signal to the USRP.
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USRP B210
TC Signals

The 
SDB system

USB 3.0 SSPA
Spectrum 
Analyzer

Figure 5.7: Laboratory testbed for validation of the SDB 2-MSPA telecommand trans-
mitter with an SSPA

Figure 5.8: Intermodulation products from the SSPA.

5.3 Development of the 2-MSPA TM Receiver

The 2-MSPA receiver is designed to concurrently receive and process telemetry from two
spacecraft. To limit the effects of interference, the frequency plan illustrated in Fig. 5.10

USRP B210
TC SignalsThe 

SDB system
USB 3.0 SSPA

Spectrum 
Analyzer

Band-Pass 
Filter

Variable
Attenuator

Figure 5.9: The proposed hardware setup for the software-defined linearizer.
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is recommended. In the figure, two SRRC-shaped telemetry links are separated by a
guard-band equal to the Doppler range. The Doppler range for CCSDS category A
missions in the S-band is 250 kHz.

Rs(1 + α) Rs(1 + α)
Doppler
Range

Secondary TM 
Link (Sat 2)

Primary TM 
Link (Sat 1)

Figure 5.10: Frequency plan for the 2-MSPA Telemetry links

Illustrated in Fig. 5.11 is the FFBD of the 2-MSPA telemetry receiver. It is closely
related to the its single-link counterpart in Fig. 3.1. The FFBD in Fig. 5.11 has two
separate telemetry receive chains for the reception and processing of telemetry signals
from the primary and secondary spacecraft. Thus, the hardware interface must have a
sample rate high enough to accommodate the required signal bandwidth.

Hardware
Interface

Bandpass
Filter

Bandpass
Filter

Primary 
TM Receiver

Secondary 
TM Receiver

Figure 5.11: The FFBD for the 2-MSPA Telemetry Receiver

The simulation setup used to verify the 2-MSPA telemetry receiver is illustrated in
Fig. 5.12. The simulated telemetry signal received by the 2-MSPA telemetry receiver is
generated by two telemetry link simulators. Each of the links is functionally similar to the
link employed by the single-link simulation setup illustrated in Fig. 3.2. The secondary
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telemetry link can accordingly adjust transmitted C/No based on pointing angle θ.

Satellite 1

Pointing 
Angle

Satellite 2

Channel 
Impairments

Channel 
Impairments

AWGN

+ MSPA
Receiver

Primary TM Link

Secondary TM Link

Figure 5.12: Simulation setup for the verification of the 2-MSPA telemetry receiver

The verification process starts by evaluating the effects of interference from the sec-
ondary to the primary spacecraft. Illustrated in Fig. 5.13 is the BER performance for
the primary link under worst- (θsat1 = 0, θsat2 = 0) and best- (θsat1 = 0, θsat2 = θ3dB) case
scenarios. To isolate the effect of interference, a BER performance curve for single-link
performance from Fig. 3.4 is included. As it can be seen, the secondary spacecraft induces
BER degradations of 0.4 dB and 0.2 dB for the worst- and best-case scenarios mentioned
previously. The performance of the secondary spacecraft is also evaluated. Included in
Fig. 5.13 is the BER performance curve for the secondary spacecraft evaluated for the
worst-case scenario (θsat1 = 0, θsat2 = θ3dB). In this setting, the BER performance for
the secondary telemetry link is degraded by θ3dB with respect to the single-link case,
reflecting the θ3dB loss in C/No caused by antenna pointing offset.

The validation of the 2-MSPA telemetry receiver was not conducted. If it were con-
ducted in the future it should involve a modified version of the single-link testbed in
Fig. 3.8. The modified testbed should include at least two basebands for emulating
multiple spacecraft. Similar to the single-link case, the validation tests should start by
characterizing the BER and FER performance for both primary and secondary links.
This should be followed by field tests where the 2-MSPA telemetry receiver is fed with a
composite signal from two orbiting satellites.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions and Future Work

“One’s work may be finished someday, but one’s
education never.”

Alexandre Dumas

6.1 Conclusions

Low-cost commercial-off-the-shelf SDR frontends offer a platform for rapid development
and deployment of wireless systems. Using a standard personal computer and the open-
source GNU radio development kit, a low-cost software-defined baseband (SDB) system
for satellite telemetry and telecommand was developed. Since the SDB system is en-
tirely developed in software, the development of supported radio functions was based on
software engineering practices that include functional analysis (design), verification by
simulations and validation by a laboratory testbed and orbiting satellites. Developed
and tested for CCSDS category A missions in the S-band, the SDB system includes the
following radio functions:

1. Telemetry Receiver
The TM receiver supports a number of modulation schemes typically employed
in TM links including BPSK, QPSK, oQPSK, PCM/PM, PCM/FM and GMSK.
Several line codes, including NRZ-L/M/S and BP-L/M/S, are supported. The TM
receiver also supports a number of CCSDS FEC codes, namely, Reed-Solomon,
convolutional and concatenated codes. Two families of CCSDS frame synchronizers
based on finite-state machines and correlation are also supported.

2. Telecommand Transmitter
The TC transmitter is compatible with CCSDS standards. It supports PLOP-1 and
PLOP-2 transmission procedures along with CLTU format, BCH encoding and an
optional randomizer. Three modulation schemes employed for low-, medium- and
high-rate TC links, namely, PCM/PSK/PM, PCM/PM and BPSK are supported.
Both NRZ-L/M/S and BP-L/M/S line codes are supported.
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3. MSPA Transceiver
The 2-MSPA transceiver, consisting of a 2-MSPA TM receiver and a 2-MSPA TC
transmitter was also developed. The transceiver employs FDMA for the support of
two simultaneous links on both the uplink and downlink.

6.2 Future Work

The developed SDB system has demonstrated the cost effectiveness of the employed
architecture. To fully tap the potential of this architecture for the future of TT&C
operations, the following warrants further investigation:

1. Field validation
The SDB was validated in a laboratory environment with a testbed and a handful
orbiting satellites. Further in-field validation is need. In this validation campaign,
the SDB should be tested in TT&C operations with parallel SoTA basebands.
Using the SoTA baseband as a reference for many satellite passes, BER and FER
can be accurately computed.

2. Throughput improvement
Low throughput is an inherent setback of using a GPP for signal processing. How-
ever, GPP throughput can still be improved through code optimization. Another
option is the employment of single-instruction multiple data (SIMD) libraries, which
are typically available in most Linux distributions.

3. Implementation of ranging function
Ranging is a crucial part of TT&C operations. It is needed for an accurate estab-
lishment of orbital position of a spacecraft. The three variants of ranging methods
- multitone, pseudonoise (PN) and hybrid tone-PN - should be implemented.

4. Feasibility study for deep space missions
It is true that deep space missions (CCSDS category B) pose very stringent hard-
ware requirements compared to near-Earth missions (CCSDS category A). The
architecture employed by the SDB will prove invaluable for deep space operations,
especially in novel applications such as MSPA. Thus, this research question should
be addressed.
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Functional Analysis of Software-defined Radio

Baseband for Satellite Ground Operations

Moses B. Mwakyanjala, M. Reza Emami and Jaap van de Beek

Abstract

This paper presents functional analysis and system specifications of a baseband system
using software-defined radio (SDR) technology. The analysis is primarily based on the
latest blue-book standards from the Consultative Committee for Space Data Systems
(CCSDS). It covers telemetry, telecommand, and ranging, as well as some specifications
of the associated physical layers. The SDR-based baseband system is envisioned to
support ground operations in the form of a software-as-a-Service (SaaS) private cloud.

Nomenclature

Q Ranging quality factor
R Unambiguous range
Tint Integration time
Φ Phase shift of a ranging signal in degrees
hm Modulation index for signal m
Pr

N◦
Ranging power over noise spectral density

Cm Pseudonoise code m
Tchip Pseudonoise chip period
Fclock Pseudonoise ranging clock frequency
Lm Code length of pseudonoise code m
c Speed of light
erf (·) Error function

1 Introduction

A baseband system is a system that performs radio reception and transmission functions.
In a typical satellite ground operations setup, customers connect to the baseband systems
via a secure server located at the service-provider’s telemetry, telecommand and tracking
(TT&C) station, as shown in Fig. 1. Satellite telecommanding (forward link) is achieved
by transferring raw transfer frames (TF) from the customer’s mission control center
(MCC) to the TT&C station. With the help of the baseband systems, these raw transfer
frames are encoded and processed, according to the standards defined by the Consultative
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Committee for Space Data Systems (CCSDS), as well as mission specifications, in order
to obtain communication link transmission units (CLTUs), and transmit them to the
satellite as modulated radio waveforms. On the telemetry side (return link), the channel
access data units (CADUs) are extracted by the baseband systems after demodulation of
radio waveforms received from the satellite. The CADUs are then decoded and processed
into telemetry TFs, according to CCSDS standards, and delivered to the customer MCC.

The CCSDS standards follow a layered architecture similarly to other networking
standards. Figure 2 shows the CCSDS standard layers used for telemetry and telecom-
mand in relationship to the open system interconnect (OSI) layers. The respective pro-
tocols that implement these layers for telemetry and telecommand are depicted on the
right. The protocols used for telemetry are TM Synchronization and Channel Coding[1],
for frame synchronization, and error control coding(ECC) and TM Space Data Link
Protocol[2] for CCSDS virtual channel (VC) extraction. The protocols used for telecom-
mand are TC Space Data Link Protocol[3], for CCSDS VC aggregation, and TC Syn-
chronization and Channel Coding[4] for ECC. The physical layer standard specification
is Radio Frequency and Modulation Systems-Part 1: Earth Stations and Spacecraft[5].
Data transfer/delivery can be optionally performed by the suite of CCSDS Space Link
Extension (SLE) services summarized in the CCSDS Cross Support Reference Model-
Part 1: Space Link Extension Services Standard[6].

TT&C Station

Internet

Baseband

Baseband

Baseband

Satellite operator #1 Mission Control Center(MCC)

Satellite Operator #2 Mission Control Center(MCC)

Server

Figure 1: Hardware-based satellite ground operations architecture

Software-defined radio (SDR) technology is a collection of hardware and software
technologies that enable low-cost and reconfigurable system architectures for wireless
networks and user terminals[7]. Commercial-off-the-shelf (CoTS) SDR frontends have
become less expensive and more accessible at standards capable of supporting satellite
ground operations as specified by CCSDS physical layer hardware requirements (clock and
frequency stability, phase purity e.t.c)[5]. The use of SDR-based baseband systems can
provide solutions to a number of problems and issues inherent in the architecture shown
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Figure 2: CCSDS layers and protocols

in Fig. 1. The envisioned SDR-based baseband system architecture in Fig. 3 consists of a
cloud of general-purpose computers connected to SDR frontends that receives/transmits
I/Q signals. In summary, the use of SDR-based baseband systems with CoTS SDR
frontends will address the following issues:

1. Low costs of development and maintanance. The development of current hardware-
based baseband systems is quite high, since it involves low-level hardware and
software development. The use of CoTS SDR frontends and open-source SDR
application frameworks such as, GNU Radio[8], Open-Source SCA Implementation:
Embedded (OSSIE)[7], Xmidas[7], Liquid DSP[9], etc., can lower development costs
and time.

2. Good track of operational code, since software updates are not dependent on the
hardware. Software updates for the current hardware-based baseband systems are
expensive, as they are licensed and may involve hardware change.

3. Homogeneity between different units, since version control is relatively easy to
manage in an all-software system.

4. High level of operational redundancy, since the software can be executed on parallel
computers in a private cloud, as shown in Fig. 3.

5. Room for technological improvement. The use of SDR-based baseband systems
would allow integration of new techniques in digital signal processing and digital
communications, including adaptive coding and modulation (ACM) and multiple
spacecraft per aperture (MSPA)[10][11][12] capabilities.
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6. Easy integration of support for current and future missions that are not compliant
with CCSDS standards.

This paper details the functional analysis of services that the SDR-based baseband system
is envisioned to provide, including telemetry, telecommand and ranging. Due to the
large array of features corresponding to different standards, the paper will attempt to
efficiently capture the functional analysis using functional flow block diagram (FFBD)
approach [13]. The main focus of the FFBD approach is to capture ”what to do,” rather
than ”how to do it”. Section II presents functional analysis of telemetry services. The
analysis of telecommand services will be presented in section III. Section IV discusses
satellite ranging, including tone ranging, pseudonoise (PN) ranging and hybrid PN-tone
ranging techniques. Section V concludes the paper.

SDR TT&C Station

SDR Private 
Cloud

Internet

Satellite operator #1 Mission Control Center(MCC)

Satellite Operator #2 Mission Control Center(MCC)

Interface Server

Figure 3: SDR-based satellite ground operations architecture

2 Functional analysis for telemetry

The CCSDS telemetry[1][2] chain is shown in Fig. 4. The top-level FFBD of telemetry
at the receiving end is shown in Fig. 5. Bits are received by the bit synchronization
block (function 1.0). If no other services are required by the customer, these bits can be
delivered directly to the customer MCC. The CCSDS frame synchronization and ECD
block (function 2.0) performs frame synchronization and error control decoding on the
received CADU/channel symbols. The output of the CCSDS frame synchronization and
ECD block are properly decoded TM-TFs, which can either be delivered directly to
the customer MCC or to the CCSDS VC channel extraction block (function 3.0). The
recovered VC SDUs from the CCSDS VC extraction block are eventually delivered to the
customer MCC. For non-CCSDS missions, the received bits from the bit synchronization
block are delivered to the Non-CCSDS mission processing block (function 4.0) which
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performs custom frame synchronization, ECD and VC extraction specific to the mission
before delivery to the customer MCC. For missions using the virtual channel extraction
service, the data delivery functionality can be realized by either native or CCSDS SLE
delivery services. The commonly used CCSDS SLE delivery services include return all
frames (RAF), return channel frames (RCF), return frame secondary header (RFSH),
return operational control field (ROCF) and return space packet (RSP).

TM SPACE DATA LINK PROTOCOL  

TM SYNCHRONIZATION AND 
CHANNEL CODING SUBLAYER

RADIO FREQUENCY AND 
MODULATION SYSTEMS

App 1 App nApp 2

TM SPACE DATA LINK PROTOCOL  

TM SYNCHRONIZATION AND 
CHANNEL CODING SUBLAYER

RADIO FREQUENCY AND 
MODULATION SYSTEMS

App 1 App nApp 2

Sending End (Satellite) Receiving End (Ground Station)

Transfer Frames(TF) Transfer Frames(TF)

CADU/Channel Symbols CADU/Channel Symbols

Service Data 
Unit (SDU)

Service Data 
Unit (SDU)

Figure 4: CCSDS telemetry chain

2.1 Bit synchronization

This block recovers bits from received I/Q signals. The channel is generally considered
non-linear, line of sight (time-invariant) with a non-flat frequency response and additive
white Gaussian noise (AWGN)[14]. The synchronizer is envisioned to support line codes
and modulation schemes commonly found in space communications. The lines codes
are[15] biphase-level/mark/space (BP-L/M/S), non-return-to-zero-level/mark/space (NRZ-
L/M/S), differential biphase -/mark/space (DBP-M/S), delay modulation - mark/space
(DM-M/S)[16] and randomized NRZ (R-NRZ). The line codes can be represented as finite
state machines (FSMs)[17]. The system envisions support for both suppressed and resid-
ual carrier systems[18]. Suppressed carrier modulation schemes are binary phase shift
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Figure 5: Top level FFBD for telemetry receiving end (return link)

keying (BPSK)[19], frequency shift keying (FSK)[20], Gaussian frequency shift keying
(GFSK)[20], quadrature phase shift keying (QPSK)[19], unbalanced quadrature phase
shift keying (UQPSK)[21], π

4
-QPSK[20], four variants of shaped offset QPSK[22][20]

(SOQPSK-A/B/Mil/TG). Residual carrier modulation schemes envisioned are phase
modulation (PCM/PM)[21] and frequency modulation (PCM/FM)[21]. The FFBD for
bit synchronization is shown in Fig. 6. This is however not a canonical implementation
as the functions may be performed in a different order.
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Figure 6: FFBD for bit synchronization

1. I/Q signal acquisition (function 1.1)
This is a hardware-independent block for receiving signals from the SDR fron-
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tend. In a number of CoTs SDR frontends, downconversion is performed by a free-
running (non-coherent downconversion) oscillator (DDS) and sampling is performed
by an analogue-to-digital converter (ADC) with a fixed clock (non-synchronous
sampling).

2. Doppler compensation (function 1.2)
This functionality uses real-time Doppler shift derived from satellite ephemeris by
predictive mathematical models. This process is performed at the baseband level
rather than the carrier frequency to prevent continuous frequency reconfiguration
of the SDR frontend DDS.

3. Diversity combining (function 1.3)
Polarization mismatch degrades RF signal reception quality. The diversity com-
bining block aggregates multiple received signals from different SDR frontend RF
input sources configured to receive RF signals in different polarizations.

4. Automatic gain controller (function 1.4)
Automatic gain controller (AGC) block maintains a constant level of the received
signal. This is useful for synchronization blocks that use tracking loops that depends
on a constant signal level.

5. Carrier frequency recovery (function 1.5)
Frequency offset between transmitter and receiver carrier oscillators arise due to
clock instability and Doppler shift. Several algorithsm such as data-aided (DA),
decision-directed (DD), non-data-aided (NDA) and clock-aided (CA) can be used.
Some of these are feedback algorithms such as frequency-locked loop (FLL)[23] or
feedforward algorithms such as delay-and-multiply[24].

6. Matched filtering (function 1.6)
A matched filter is used to maximize the signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR) of the received
signal by filtering the noise and minimizing intersymbol interference (ISI).

7. Baseband demodulation (function 1.7)
Baseband demodulation involves the translation of received I/Q signals into I/Q
symbols for a specified modulation scheme. This could be a simple assignment for
linear modulation schemes such as BPSK or differentiation for FSK-type modula-
tion schemes.

8. Symbol time recovery (function 1.8)
Symbol time recovery involves the synchronization of the transmitter and receiver
symbol clocks. There are feedback and feedforward symbol timing recovery algo-
rithms which can be either DA, DD or NDA. An example of a commonly used
feedback system consists four major components: a time error detector (TED),
a loop filter, an interpolation controller and an interpolator[24]. An example of
algorithms that could be used for error detection are maximum likelihood, early-
late , zero-crossing, Gardner and Mueller and Muller TEDs. A second or higher
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order loop, such as the proportional-plus-integrator, can be used as a loop filter.
Interpolation control can be performed by a modulo-1 counter or a recursive inter-
polation control. The piecewise interpolator or polyphase interpolator can be used
for interpolation[19].

9. Equalization (function 1.9)
Equalization is required to mitigate any remaining ISI. There is no guarantee of
a pilot signal and hence blind equalization algorithms such as constant-modulus
algorithm (CMA)[25], reduced constellation algorithm (RCA) and multi-modulus
algorithm (MMA) can be employed[26].

10. Carrier phase recovery (function 1.10)
Carrier phase recovery involves the synchronization of transmitter and receiver
carrier phases.The algorithms for carrier phase recovery can also be either DA, DD,
NDA or CA. The maximum-likelihood phase synchronizer and the Costas loop (for
suppressed carrier modulation types) are examples of algorithms commonly used.

11. Decision (function 1.11)
The decision function involves the mapping of synchronized information symbols
into hard or soft bits. Both mid-raiser and mid-tread quantizers can be used to
output soft decisions.

12. Line decoding (function 1.12)
Line decoding involves the mapping of quantized voltage levels into information
bits.

2.2 CCSDS Frame Synchronization and Error Control Decod-
ing

To ensure maximum flexibility, CCSDS specifies a number of ECC options[1]. The FFBD
in Fig. 7 shows eight ECC options as summarized in table 1.

Table 1: A summary of coding options

Coding option CADU payload TF size (bytes)
Uncoded TM-TFs 2048 Maximum

Convolutional code only TM-TFs 2048 Maximum
Punctured convolutional code only TM-TFs 2048 Maximum

Reed-Solomon code only Reed-Solomon Codeblocks (223 or 239)× Interleave depth
Concatenated Reed-Solomon and convolutional code Reed-Solomon Codeblocks (223 or 239)× Interleave depth

Concatenated Reed-Solomon and punctured convolutional code Reed-Solomon Codeblocks (223 or 239)× Interleave depth
Turbo codes only Turbo codewords 223, 446, 892 and 1115

LDPC Only LDPC codewords 892, 128 for rate-7
8
, 512,2018 for rate-1

2
, 2
3
, 4
5

The following sections present specification and operation of the blocks of the FFBD
above.
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Figure 7: FBBD for CCSDS Error Control Decoding

Convolutional decoding

This block performs convolutional decoding for the basic convolutional code specified
in table 2[1] by means of the Viterbi algorithm. The output of the G2 path can be
optionally inverted to maximize bit transition density. For modulation schemes with
more than one bit per symbol, the inverter can not guarantee enough bit transition and
hence a scrambler may be employed. Otherwise, the output can be split into two paths
and inverted separately.

Table 2: Basic convolutional code specifications

Parameter Value
Nomenclature Convolutional code with maximum-likelihood decoding
Code rate r = 1

2

Constraint length K = 7 bits
Connection vectors G1 = 1111001,G2 = 1011011
Symbol inversion Output path of G2

Punctured convolutional decoding

Punctured convolutional codes allow high coding rates at the expense of error perfor-
mance. The encoder specifications[1] are shown in table 3. The decoding process is
similar to that of unpunctured convolutional codes in section 2.2. The channel sym-
bols received by the bit synchronization block (function 1.0) are dupunctured first before
Viterbi decoding. The depuncturing process involves an insertion of null symbols speci-
fied by puncture matrices specified in table 4.
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Table 3: Punctured convolutional code specifications

Parameter Value
Nomenclature Punctured convolutional code with maximum-likelihood decoding
Code rate r = 1

2
, punctured to r = 2

3
, 3

4
, 5

6
, 7

8

Constraint length K = 7 bits
Connection vectors G1 = 1111001,G2 = 1011011
Symbol inversion None

Table 4: Puncturing matrices

Puncture matrix Code rate

M =

[
1 0
1 1

]
r = 2

3

M =

[
1 0 1
1 1 0

]
r = 3

4

M =

[
1 0 1 0 1
1 1 0 1 0

]
r = 5

6

M =

[
1 0 0 0 1 0 1
1 1 1 1 0 1 0

]
r = 7

8

Differential decoding

Phase ambiguity arises at the receiver when a phase-locked loop (PLL) or a Costas loop
has been used for carrier phase recovery[19]. Phase ambiguity manifests itself as a flip of
the channel symbols. Differential encoding and unique word detection method are among
the recommended methods of phase ambiguity resolution[5]. Differential encoding can
be applied before or after ECC. The choice of a configuration must consider the nature
of the ECC in use as well as overall system performance.

In the first configuration, differential encoding is performed before ECC. This will only
work for transparent ECC codes such as convolutional codes. In the second configuration,
differential encoding is performed after ECC. This configuration is not favored as it
involves differential detection which can degrade overall performance. Based on these
factors, the eight CCSDS ECC options have been configured to resolve phase ambiguity
as summarized below.

1. Uncoded
In uncoded systems, there is no ECC. Either differential decoding or unique word
detection method can be used for phase ambiguity resolution.

2. Convolutional coding only
Convolutional codes are transparent and hence configuration one is applicable.
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Therefore, either differential decoding or unique word detection method can be
used.

3. Punctured convolutional code only
Punctured convolutional codes are also transparent. Similar to basic convolutional
code, differential decoding or unique word detection can be used for phase ambiguity
resolution.

4. Reed-Solomon code only
Reed-Solomon codes are transparent making them suitable for configuration one.
However, Reed-Solomon codes lose their transparency when they are shortened.
Phase ambiguity needs to be resolved before any decoding. Therefore, the unique
word detection method is used for phase ambiguity resolution.

5. A concatenation of convolutional and Reed-Solomon codes
In systems that use this ECC option, phase ambiguity resolution can be performed
by either differential decoding or unique word detection method.

6. A concatenation of punctured convolutional and Reed-Solomon codes
Both differential decoding and unique word detection method can be used to per-
form phase ambiguity resolution.

7. Turbo code only
The Turbo codes used in CCSDS standard[1] are non-transparent and hence con-
figuration one cannot be used. Configuration two is known to cause severe per-
formance degradation. Therefore, phase ambiguity resolution is performed by the
unique word detection method.

8. Low-density parity-check (LDPC) code only
Like Turbo codes, LDPC codes are also non-transparent and hence configuration
one cannot be used. Phase ambiguity resolution is therefore performed by the
unique word detection method.

Frame synchronization

The main functions of frame synchronization are payload extraction from the CADU
and phase ambiguity resolution. Telemetry data consists of a contiguous trail of CADUs
as shown in Fig. 8. A CADU consists of a payload and an ASM. The payload can be
either one of the data units specified in table 1. An ASM is a pattern that enables node
synchronization. CCSDS specifies seven ASM patterns to accommodate different coding
options specified by the standard as shown in table 5.

Descrambling

To ensure adequate bit transition density, CCSDS specifies the following requirements for
both category A (below 2 million kilometers) and category B (above 2 million kilometers)
missions[5]
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ASM PAYLOAD ASM PAYLOAD ASM PAYLOAD ASM

Figure 8: Channel Access Data Unit (CADU)

Table 5: Attached Sync Markers (ASM) patterns

Error Correction Code ASM hexadecimal pattern
Uncoded, convolutional, Reed-Solomon, concatenated, and
rate- 7/8 LDPC

1ACFFC1D

Rate-1/2 Turbo and rates 1/2, 2/3, and 4/5 LDPC 034776C7272895B0
Rate-1/3 Turbo 25D5C0CE8990F6C9461BF79C
Rate-1/4 Turbo 034776C7272895B0

FCB88938D8D76A4F
Rate-1/6 Turbo 25D5C0CE8990F6C9461BF79C

DA2A3F31766F0936B9E40863

• The maximum strings of either zeros or ones must be limited to 64 bits.

• The bit transition density for category A missions must be at least 125 transitions
for every 1000 consecutive symbols.

• The bit transition density for category B missions must be at least 275 transitions
for every 1000 consecutive symbols.

A scrambler is used to ensure adequate bit transition density. CCSDS proposes an
additive scrambler with the following polynomial[1]

h (x) = x8 + x7 + x5 + x3 + 1 (1)

The seed value of this scrambler is all ones.

Reed-Solomon decoding

This block performs Reed-Solomon decoding for the code specified in table 6. It is
a systematic code capable of correcting either E = 16 symbols when it is used as a
(255,223)-Reed-Solomon code or E = 8 when it is used as a (255,239)-Reed-Solomon
code. Code interleaving can be used to improve the performance of this code in channels
with impulsive noise. The interleave depths specified for this code are I = 1 , 2, 3, 4, 5
or 8. When an interleaver is used, the Reed-Solomon encoder input is kI and the output is
nI symbols. The interleaving process starts by multiplexing the incoming TM-TF symbols
into I different frames of k symbols. A Reed-Solomon encoder calculates and adds parity
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symbols to these I frames of size k into I frames of size n symbols. Following the encoder
is a demultiplexer which combines the I frames and their parity symbols into an nI symbol
Reed-Solomon block. The combined effect of a multiplexer and demultiplexer result into
a Reed-Solomon codeblock where the original data stream remains unchanged.

Table 6: Reed-Solomon code specifications

Parameter Value
Number of bits per symbol J = 8
Error correction capability E = 8, 16
Interleave depth I = 1 , 2, 3, 4, 5, 8
Symbols per codeblock n = 2J − 1 = 255
Information symbols per codeblock k = n − 2E
Field generator polynomial f (x) = x8 + x7 + x2 + x + 1

Code generator polynomial g (x) =
∏127+E

j=128−E
(
x− α11j

)
Code characteristics (255,223) Reed-Solomon code when E = 16

(255,239) Reed-Solomon code when E = 8
(n-q,k-q) shortened Reed-Solomon code

Maximum TM TF length Lengthmax = (255− 2E− q) · I for octet compatibility
Lengthmax = (255− q) · I is
a multiple of four for 32 bits compatibility

Reed-Solomon decoding is shown by the FFBD in Fig. 9. Reed-Solomon symbols
can be presented in either conventional or Berlekamp (dual-basis) representation. The
conversion from Berlekamp to conventional representation is achieved by multiplying the
Berlekamp symbols by a Berlekamp-to-conventional conversion matrix, T−1αι , given in
equation 2. On the other hand, the conversion from conventional to Berlekamp notation
is achieved by multiplying the conventional symbols by the conventional-to-Berlekamp
conversion matrix, Tαι, given in equation 3

T−1αι =



1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1
1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1
0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0
0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0
0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1
1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1
0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0


(2)
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Tαι =



1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1
1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0
1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0
1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1
1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1
0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1


(3)
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Figure 9: The FBBD of the Reed-Solomon decoder

Turbo decoding

CCSDS specifies a systematic parallel concatenated turbo code with two recursive com-
ponent codes. Each convolutional element has 16 states. Supported rates are 1

2
, 1
3
, 1
4

and
1
6
. Turbo codes are decoded by an iterative soft-decision process[27].

LDPC decoding

LDPC codes are a class of linear block codes. CCSDS specifies a (8160,7136) LDPC code
with coding rate of R = 223

255
. This code is a modified version of a basic (8176,7156). The

standard also specifies punctured versions of this code with rates 1
2
, 2
3

and 4
5
. Decoding

can be performed by the sum-product algorithm[27]

2.3 CCSDS Virtual Channel Extraction

CCSDS VC extraction is performed according to the TM Space Data Link Protocol[2].
The TM Space Data Link Protocol is a logical protocol that channelizes one physical
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channel into a number of different VCs. A number of VCs can be aggregated into one
master channel. A combination of master channels and VCs result into service access
point (SAP) address space. A SAP address is included in the header of each TM-TF.
There are three parts of this address: transfer frame version number (TFVN), spacecraft
identifier (SCID), and virtual channel identifier (VCID). The concatenation of TFVN
and SCID is known as a master channel identifier (MCID), and the concatenation of an
MCID and a VCID is called a global virtual channel identifier (GVCID).

The TM Space Data Link Protocol provides eight services operating on the SAP
address space. There are five services provided for the virtual channel: virtual channel
packet (VCP), virtual channel access (VCA), virtual channel frame secondary header
(VC FSH), virtual channel operational control field (VC OCF), and virtual channel
frame(VCF). The SAP address for these services is GVCID. For the master channel,
there are three services: master channel frame secondary header (MC FSH), master
channel operational control field (MC OCF), and master channel frame (MCF) services.
The SAP address for these services is MCID[2].
Depending on the mode of data flow, the services can be asynchronous, synchronous or
periodic. In both cases, the services can have the following characteristics:

1. Unidirectional
The data flow is one way. All services are unidirectional.

2. Unconfirmed
No acknowledgment is given.

3. Incomplete
There is no retransmission mechanisms such as Automatic Repeat Request (ARQ)
but can optionally signal gaps in the received frame sequence. All services are
incomplete. With the exception of the VCP service, all the services can optionally
deliver a loss flag to indicate a missing frame.

4. Sequence preserving
All services deliver SDUs in a preserved sequence.

Table 7: A summary of TM services

Service name Service data unit Size Data flow Address Number of users
VCP Packet Variable Asynchronous GVCID + PVN Multiple
VCA VCA SDU Fixed Asynchronous or Periodic GVCID 1
VC FSH FSH SDU Fixed Synchronous or Periodic GVCID 1
VC OCF OCF SDU Fixed Synchronous or Periodic GVCID 1
VCF Transfer frame Fixed Asynchronous or Periodic GVCID 1
MC FSH FSH SDU Fixed Synchronous or Periodic GVCID 1
MC OCF OCF SDU Fixed Synchronous or Periodic GVCID 1
MCF Transfer frame Fixed Asynchronous or Periodic MCID 1
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CCSDS VC extraction involves the process of extracting SDUs from received TM-TFs
and their delivery to end user applications. The TM-TF format is shown in Fig. 10. The
TM-TFs consists of four parts

1. Transfer frame primary header
This field contains master channel identifier, virtual channel identifier, operational
control field, master channel frame count, virtual channel frame count and transfer
frame data field status.

2. Transfer frame secondary header
This field contains an ID and a datafield.

3. Transfer frame data field
This field contains data that is to be delivered to user applications. It can be a
packet, an SDU or an idle frame.

4. Transfer frame trailer
This is an optional field which contains an optional operational control field (OCF)
and an optional frame error control field (FECF). The OCF field allows synchro-
nized transmission of data from either a master channel or a virtual channel. The
frame error control field is a 16-bit field used for error control. Its calculation is
based on cyclic redundancy check (CRC) techniques with a generator polynomial
given by equation 4.

g (x) = x16 + x12 + x5 + 1 (4)

6 octets

Transfer frame primary 
header

TM Transfer Frame

Transfer frame secondary header

VariesUp to 64 octets

Transfer frame data field
Transfer frame trailer(Optional)

OCF(Optional) FECF(Optional)

4 octets 2 octets

Figure 10: Telemetry transfer frame and segment header formats

The FFBD of CCSDS VC extraction is shown in figure 11. Transfer frames are received
from the CCSDS frame synchronization and ECD block. The all frames reception block
receives all TFs of a physical channel. The block performs CRC checks by comparing the
TFs calculated CRC value to the FECF if present. All TFs that fail the CRC check are
dropped. The remaining blocks perform either demultiplexing, reception or forwarding of
SDUs to user data. There is a demultiplexer for master and virtual channels. The policy
involved in multiplexing and queuing is specified apriori based on system requirements.
The master channel demultiplexer routes received TM-TFs into several master channels
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present in a physical channel. It can detect sequence discontinuity by examining the
master channel frame count field in the transfer frame primary header. A loss flag
can be optionally delivered to the subsequent blocks along with the data. The virtual
channel demultiplexer routes received TM-TFs into several virtual channels present in a
master channel. It can also detect and report sequence discontinuity by examining the
virtual channel frame count field in the transfer frame primary header and deliver a loss
flag. The reception functions receive and process demultiplexed TM-TFs. They can also
detect and deliver an optional loss flag. There is a reception block for every master and
virtual channel. Data delivery itself is performed by forwarding blocks which use a set
of service.indication() primitives unique to each service as summarized in table 8[2].

Table 8: A summary of delivery primitives

Service name Delivery primitive
VCP VCP.indication(Packet, GVCID,Packet Version Number,Packet Quality

Indicator (optional), Verification Status Code (optional))
VCA VCA.indication(VCA SDU, VCA Status Fields,GVCID,VCA SDU Loss

Flag (optional),Verification Status Code (optional))
VC FSH VC FSH.indication (FSH SDU,GVCID,FSH SDU Loss Flag (optional))
VC OCF VC OCF.indication (OCF SDU,GVCID,OCF SDU Loss Flag (op-

tional))
VCF VCF.indication(Frame,GVCID,Frame Loss Flag (optional))
MC FSH MC FSH.indication (FSH SDU,MCID,FSH SDU Loss Flag (optional))
MC OCF MC OCF.indication (OCF SDU,MCID,OCF SDU Loss Flag (optional))
MCF MCF.indication(Frame,MCID,Frame Loss Flag (optional))

2.4 Non-CCSDS Mission Processing

Non-CCSDS mission processing feature caters for missions which are compliant with
a subset of common framing and ECC standards. These standards, such as amateur
X25 (AX.25), digital video broadcasting - satellite (DVB-S), digital video broadcasting
- satellite - second generation (DVB-S2) are foreseen to be used in future satellite mis-
sions. For non-CCSDS missions that do not fall in this category, telemetry is sent to
the data delivery interface block directly. For maximum flexibility, a set of standard
non-CCSDS protocols is used in conjunction with generic and customizable framing and
ECC functionality as shown in Fig. 12.
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Figure 11: The FFBD of CCSDS virtual channel extraction
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Figure 12: Non-CCSDS mission processing

3 Functional analysis for telecommand

The CCSDS telecommand[4][3] chain is shown in Fig. 13. The FFBD for the telecommand
chain is shown in figure 14. Frames are received by the MCC data transfer interface
(function 1.0). For missions using the virtual channel aggregation service, the data
transfer functionality can be realized either natively or by CCSDS SLE services. The
commonly used CCSDS SLE services for telecommand include forward space packet
(FSP), forward telecommand virtual channel access (FTCVCA), forward telecommand
frame (FTCF) as well as forward communications link transmission unit (FCLTU). In
case no framing or ECC is required, the received frames can be directly transmitted by
the bit modulation block (function 5.0). The CCSDS VC aggregation block (function 2.0)
aggregates VC SDUs from user applications into TC-TFs. The TC-TFs are transferred
to the CCSDS ECC and frame generation block (function 3.0) for ECC and CLTUs
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generation and are transmitted by the bit modulation block. Framing and ECC for non-
CCSDS missions are processed in a similar way by the non-CCSDS mission processing
block (function 4.0).
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Service Data 
Unit (SDU)

Service Data 
Unit (SDU)

Figure 13: CCSDS telecommand chain

3.1 CCSDS Virtual Channel Aggregation

The CCSDS VC aggregation functionality is specified by the CCSDS TC space datalink
protocol[3]. The SAP address space of the CCSDS TC space datalink protocol[3] is
very similar to the SAP address space of the TM space datalink protocol. The only
exception is the addition of the multiplexer access point (MAP) on the address space.
This protocol provides seven services operating on the SAP address space. There are two
services for the MAP channel: MAP packet and MAP access; four services for the VC:
VC packet, VC channel access, VC frame and command operational procedure (COP
management) services and one service for the master channel: master channel frame
service. Both of these services, with the exception of the VC frame, master channel
frame, and COP management services, can be either Type-A or Type-B service. Type-A
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Figure 14: Top level FFBD for telecommand at the sending end

services use automatic repeat request (ARQ) and a sequence-controlled mechanism that
ensures lossless, non-duplicated and in-sequence delivery of application SDUs. Type-B
(expedited) services are less reliable and are mainly used in emergency and in cases where
retransmission is handled by higher-level protocols.

Table 9: A summary of TC services

Service name Service data unit Service type Address Number of users
MAPP Packet Type-A and -B GMAP ID + PVN Multiple
VCP Packet Type-A and -B GVCID + PVN Multiple
MAPA MAP SDU Type-A and -B GMAP ID 1
VCA VCA SDU Type-A and -B GVCID 1
VCF Transfer frame N/A GVCID 1
MCF Transfer frame N/A MCID 1
COP N/A N/A GVCID 1

CCSDS VC aggregation is the process of generating TC-TFs from user application
SDUs. The TC-TF format is shown in Fig. 15. The TC-TFs consist of three fields

1. Transfer frame primary header
This field contains eight data fields: TFVN, bypass flag, control command flag,
reserved spare, SCID, frame length and frame sequence number.

2. Transfer frame data field
This field contains data units to be transmitted. These data units can carry either
control information (e.g. Unlock and Set(V(R) commands) (Type-C) or frame data
units (FDU) (Type-D) which contains application SDUs. It can be observed that
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Figure 15: Telecommand transfer frame and segment header formats

the MAP address is not part of the transfer frame primary header. For services
using the MAP channel, MAP address must be specified by means of the segment
header in Fig. 15 which is placed at the beginning of the transfer frame data field.

3. Frame error control field
The FECF used is similar to the one used in telemetry as specified in section 2.3.
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Figure 16: The FFBD of CCSDS virtual channel aggregation

The CCSDS VC aggregation is presented by the FFBD in Fig. 16. There are multi-
plexers for MAP, virtual and master channel. The policy involved in multiplexing and
queuing is also specified apriori based on system requirements. The service processing
block for MAPP, MAPA and VCP performs reception and processing of user application
SDUs before transmission. The processing involves blocking and segmentation of SDUs
into properly formatted FDUs. On the other hand, the service processing blocks for the
VCA, VCF and MCF services do not perform any blocking or segmentation on the SDUs
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before transmission. Of special interest in the FFBD are the COP management and
VC channel generation blocks. The COP management block performs processing and
transmission of directives for the communication operation procedures (COP) service for
a particular virtual channel. COP ensures a sequential delivery of transfer frames with-
out duplication or omission. It is a closed-loop procedure involving a frame operations
procedure (FOP) at the sending end and a frame acceptance and reporting mechanism
(FARM). FARM reports on the acceptance status of transfer frames transmitted by
FOP by sending communications link control words (CLCW). The VC channel genera-
tion block performs frame operations procedure (FOP) and frame generation procedures.
FOP controls transmission and retransmission of FDUs from MAP multiplexing block,
the VC packet processing block, or a VCA processing block based on the report from the
CLCW. It also receives directives from the COP management packet processing. Frame
generation procedures generates TC-TFs by attaching a transfer frame primary header
to each FDU or control command delivered by the FOP. The delivery of processed SDUs
and directives to the CCSDS ECC and frame generation block is performed by the all
frames generation block after error control coding based on CRC. User applications may
access services through service.request() primitives summarized in table 10.

Table 10: A summary of delivery primitives

Service name Delivery primitive
MAPP MAPP.request(Packet,GVCID,MAP ID,Packet Version Number,SDU

ID, Service Type)
MAPA MAPA.request(MAP SDU,GVCID,MAP ID,SDU ID,Service Type)
VCP VCP.request(Packet, GVCID,Packet Version Number,SDU ID,Service

Type)
VCA VCA.request(VCA SDU,GVCID,SDU ID,Service Type)
VCF VCF.request(Frame,GVCID)
MCF MCF.request(Frame,MCID)
COP Directive.request(GVCID,Directive ID,Directive Type,Directive Quali-

fier)

3.2 CCSDS ECC and Frame Generation

The CCSDS ECC and frame generation is performed according to the TC Synchroniza-
tion and Channel Coding[4] protocol. Transfer frames are sent to this block by using the
ChannelAccess.request(Frame,Repetitions) primitive. The FFBD in Fig. 17 shows that
this block has optional scrambling, a modified Bose- Chaudhuri-Hocquenghem (BCH)
encoding and CLTU generation.
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Figure 17: The FFBD of CCSDS ECC and Frame Generation

Scrambling

Scrambling is used to ensure an adequate bit transition density. The scrambler used the
TC Synchronization and Channel Coding[4] protocol has the similar properties to the
one employed by the TM Synchronization and Channel Coding[1] presented in section
2.2. The generator polynomial is given by the equation

h (x) = x8 + x7 + x5 + x3 + 1 (5)

BCH coding

The only ECC provided is a modified (63,56) BCH code. This is a systematic code with
a total length of 63 bits and seven parity bits. The parity bits are complemented to aid
synchronization and detection of bit slippage. In order to obtain a codeblock with an
integral number of octets, a filler bit is appended to the parity bits. This results in a
64-bit BCH code. The appended filler bit must always be set to zero. Fill bits sequence
of alternating zeros and ones with a first zero bit are appended if the CLTU does not fit
exactly in an integral number of BCH codeblocks.

56 Information bits

Information

64 bit BCH CodeBlock

Error Control

7 parity check bits (Complemented) 1 appended filler bit (Must be set to 0)

Figure 18: BCH codeblock
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Table 11: Modified BCH code specifications

Parameter Value
Code characteristics (64,56) Modified BCH code
Number of information bits 56
Number of parity bits 7
Number of filler bits 1
Code generator polynomial g (x) = x7 + x6 + x2 + 1

CLTU generation

The CLTU is the data unit transmitted by the TC Synchronization and Channel Coding
protocol. It controls synchronization and delimiting of the beginning of user data[4]. In
case there is no phase ambiguity resolution mechanism employed in the physical layer
at the receiving end, the start sequence of the CLTU can be used for phase ambiguity
resolution as a unique word. The CLTU has three parts as shown in Fig. 19

16 bits

Start sequence

Communications Link Transmission Unit
Encoded Data

Length of one BCH codeblockBCH Codeblocks

Tail sequence

Figure 19: CLTU structure codeblock

1. Start sequence
This is a 16-bit sequence that delimits the start of CLTU data. The sequence has
the value
1110101110010000.

2. Encoded data
This contains BCH codeblocks to be sent to the receiving end.

3. Tail sequence
This is a sequence which delimits the end of the codeblock. The sequence has the
value
1100010111000101110001011100010111000101110001011100010101111001.
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3.3 Non-CCSDS mission processing

Telecommand non-CCSDS mission processing, just like its telemetry counterpart, caters
for missions which are compliant with a subset of framing and ECC standards that are
foreseen to be used in future missions[28]. These protocols are AX.25[29], DVB-S[30] and
DVB-S2[31]. The FFBD is depicted in Fig. 20.
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Figure 20: Non-CCSDS mission processing

3.4 Bit modulation

This block involves a chain of functionality for transmitting information bits from the
sending end to the receiving end: line coding, modulation as well as I/Q signal transmis-
sion through the SDR frontend. The FFBD for bit modulation is depicted in Fig. 21. Of
special interest in this FFBD is the physical layer operations procedures (PLOP) func-
tionality. PLOP is a procedure that sequentially transmits carrier modulation modes
(CMMs) in table 12. The two PLOP standards are shown in Fig. 22.
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Figure 21: FFBD for bit modulation
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Table 12: Carrier modulation modes

Mode State Comments
CMM-1 Unmodulated

carrier only
Only a sinusoidal carrier at a desired frequency is transmitted.

CMM-2 Carrier mod-
ulated with
acquisition
sequence

Acquisition sequence is a sequence of bytes that aide synchro-
nization. It consists of an alternating sequence of zeros and
ones with a minimum of 16 octets.

CMM-3 Carrier mod-
ulated with
CLTU

Carrier modulated by telecommands to be transmitted

CMM-4 Carrier modu-
lated with idle
sequence

An idle sequence maintains symbol synchronization in the ab-
sence of CLTUs. It consists of an unconstrained number of
alternating ones and zeros

4 Functional analysis for ranging

Satellite ranging involves measurement of propagation delay by transmission and recep-
tion of ranging signals between the ground station and the satellite in either coherent
or non-coherent mode. This measured delay is a sum of the two-way propagation de-
lay, atmospheric delay and delay in the ranging loop transmission line (antenna, cables,
TT&C transponder, measuring equipment(baseband), etc.) Atmospheric delay can be
eliminated by knowledge of the total electronic content (TEC), while the other delays
can be eliminated by calibration before the satellite is launched[32]. Ranging suffers from
systemic and random errors. Systemic errors are caused by RF circuitry delay change,
range calibration residual errors, dynamic error, multipath effect error, and transmission
line delay error. Random errors are mainly due to the thermal noise[33].

Ranging granularity (accuracy) and maximum distance (ambiguity) are functions of
the ranging signal parameters. The state-of-the-art ranging systems utilize tone ranging,
pseudonoise ranging and hybrid PN-tone ranging, as shown in the FFBD of Fig. 23. The
MCC data transfer interface block transfers commands and configuration parameters
from the MCC to the baseband system. Configuration parameters include sequence tim-
ing and ambiguity resolution, minimum and maximum satellite-to-earth distances, tone
frequencies to be used, as well as calibration inputs. The MCC data delivery interface
block delivers ranging data to the MCC. This includes raw phase measurements (mini-
mum, maximum, standard deviation,) two-way propagation delay, one-way distance, as
well as a quality factor Q that quantifies the degree of validity of ranging measurements
as a percentage between 0 and 100.
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4.1 Tone ranging

Tone ranging utilizes pure unmodulated sine wave subcarriers (tones) on a PM or FM
carrier[34]. Range is related to the propagation delay τ , transmit/receive tone phase shift
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and tone frequency F by equation 6.

R =
cτ

2
=

cΦ

720× F
(6)

From equation 6, it can be deduced that for a given phase shift measurement error, a tone
with lower frequency (higher wavelength) will experience more ranging error than a tone
with higher frequency (lower wavelength). Therefore, a higher tone, called a major tone,
is used for phase shift measurement. Due to the periodic nature of the ranging tone, the
measured phase shift is given by equation 7, where nm is the number of complete cycles
of tone Fm in tone Fm+1.

Φ = 360× n1 + ΦMajor (7)

The process of determining the number of complete cycles n is known as range ambiguity
resolution. Phase ambiguity resolution is achieved by sending another tone of a lower fre-
quency, called the minor tone, along with the major tone. The maximum non-ambiguous
range is thus given by equation 8.

Rmax =
1

2
× c

FMinor

(8)

Typically, tone ranging systems use more than one minor tone for range ambiguity resolu-
tion. Given that the tones Fm , Fm+1 to Fm+N are arranged from higher to lower frequency
and that phase measurements have been performed successfully, the non-ambiguous ma-
jor tone (F1) phase shift is given by modifying equation 7 into equation 9, where km are
matching ratios Fm+1

Fm
of Fm and Fm+1.

Φ = (nmkm−1km−2...k2 + ...n2k2 + n1)× 360 + Φ1 (9)

One way of measuring phase shifts used in equation 9 is by processing all tones at the
same time. This method, known as the simultaneous multitone method, is not practicable
due to high power consumption. There are two other alternatives commonly known as
time-sharing multitone methods[33], shown in Fig. 24. The first method is based on
signal replication, where a major tone is sent along with a sequence of minor tones
at a time. The second method is based on direct phase measurements, where individual
tones, from the lowest to the highest frequency, are transmitted sequentially. Several tone
ranging standards are based on these methods, including ESA 100K, ESA-like, Universal
S-band (USB), Lockheed Martin Corps (LMCO) and Inmarsat standards. The summary
of these standards is shown in table 13. Some of these standards specify the frequency of
tones as well as their transmission order (ESA, LMCO, Inmarsat), whereas some others
are programmable (ESA-like, USB). To limit the bandwidth, the tones used for range
measurements (virtual tones) are folded (real tones) before they are transmitted.

Signal replication method: ESA, ESA-like and USB tone standards

The tone transmission sequence of tone ranging standards is shown in Fig. 24. The major
tone is transmitted first to allow the baseband and the satellite ranging transponder to
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Figure 24: Tone ranging standards

Table 13: State-of-the-art ranging tone ranging standards

Standard Virtual tones (kHz) Real tones (kHz)
ESA 100K Major : 100 Major : 100

Minor :
20, 4, 0.8, 0.16, 0.032, 0.008

Minor :
20, 16, 16.8, 16.16, 16.032, 16.008

Inmarsat and LMCO Major : 27.77 Major : 27.77
Minor : 27.77, 3.968, 0.283, 0.035 Minor : 27.77, 3.968, 0.283, 0.035

ESA-like and USB Programmable Programmable

be locked at time T1. The PLL on baseband recovers the transponded major tone signal.
This replica, by means of frequency division, is used to derive another replica the first
minor tone. The first minor tone is then transmitted along with the major tone up to
time T2. There is an option of adjusting the phase of the minor tones on the ground to
compensate for non-linearities in the ranging transponder. The phase difference between
the received minor tone and its replicated version is recorded. The process is repeated
for all the remaining minor tones. After all minor tones have been transmitted along
with the major tone, the major tone is transmitted alone for range measurement. Due
to the relative motion of the satellite with respect to the TT&C ground station, the
recorded minor tone phase shifts must be adjusted to compensate for this movement.
This is achieved by integrating the Doppler shift with respect to time. The phase shift
increment for a minor tone m at the end of range measurement TM is given by equation
10 where fd,m is the Doppler shift of a tone m. There exists a number of algorithms
for performing Doppler integration including single-point sampling method, multipoint
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average method and fragment accumulation method[33]

∆Φm =

∫ TM

Tm

fd,m (t) dt (10)

After the phase shifts for all the tones have been calculated and adjusted, ambiguity reso-
lution and range calculation can be performed according to equation 9 and 6, respectively.
The entire process is summarized by the FFBD in Fig. 25.
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Figure 25: FFBD for tone ranging based on signal replication

Direct phase measurement method: Inmarsat and LMCO tone standards

The tone transmission sequence of standards based on direct phase measurement is shown
in Fig. 24[35]. Typically, individual tones are transmitted sequentially from the lowest
frequency to the highest. The minor tones are used for ambiguity resolution and the
major tone is used for range measurement. In both Inmarsat and LMCO standards,
the minor tones are FM modulated at 19 kHz and 27.77 kHz, respectively. After all
the tones have been transmitted, the recorded phase shifts between transmitted and
PLL-recovered tones are adjusted according to equation 10 to compensate for satellite
movement during range measurement. After the phase shifts for all the tones have been
calculated and adjusted, ambiguity resolution and range calculation can be performed
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according to equation 9 and 6, respectively. The entire process is summarized by the
FFBD in Fig. 26.
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Figure 26: FFBD for tone ranging based on direct phase measurement

4.2 Pseudonoise ranging : The CCSDS PN Ranging Standard

The PN ranging is frequently employed in deep space missions, due to its robustness in
low SNR environment and good correlation properties. The CCSDS PN ranging standard
specifies both generative and transparent ranging. In generative ranging, the spacecraft
recovers the ranging code and re-modulates it on the downlink. This removes the uplink
noise, and can result in superior power performance over transparent ranging, in which the
ranging signal is retransmitted without PN code acquisition. Transparent ranging results
in simple spacecraft transponder design at the expense of ranging accuracy. To enable
tracking loop pre-steering by the residual carrier, the PN signal must be coherent with the
carrier. Some ranging systems may still use non-coherent transponders or transceivers to
minimize costs at the expense of degraded performance due to frequency mismatch. The
maximum one-way unambiguous range is given by equation 11[34]. Ranging accuracy is
determined by the chip period Tchip and code length L.

Rmax =
1

2
×
[

L

Rchip

]
× c (11)
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The PN ranging process is summarized by the FFBD in Fig. 27. After receiving com-
mands from the MCC Data Transfer Interface, the ranging uplink chain starts by gen-
erating the ranging code. The CCSDS PN ranging standard[36] specifies two composite
codes, which are weighted-voting balanced Tausworthe(v=2) (T2B) and weighted-voting
balanced Tausworthe(v=4) (T4B), with component subcodes and properties shown in ta-
ble 14. The composite code is formed by a logical combination of the periodic component

Table 14: Properties of component codes

m Cm Lm RT4B
m RT2B

m

1 +1 -1 2 0.9387 0.6274
2 +1 +1 +1 -1 -1 +1 -1 7 0.0613 0.2447
3 +1 +1 +1 -1 -1 -1 +1 -1 +1 +1 -1 11 0.0613 0.2481
4 +1 +1 +1 +1 -1 -1 -1 +1 -1 -1 +1 +1 -1 +1 -1 15 0.0613 0.2490
5 +1 +1 +1 +1 -1 +1 -1 +1 -1 -1 -1 -1 +1 +1 -1 +1 +1 -1 -1 19 0.0613 0.2496
6 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 -1 +1 -1 +1 +1 -1 -1 +1 +1 -1 -1 +1 -1 +1 -1 -1 -1 -1 23 0.0613 0.2496

codes, Cm (i), generated according to equation 12.

Cm (i) = Cm (i mod Li) (12)

The component code with the highest frequency, C1 is commonly referred to as the
ranging clock, and it has a frequency given by equation 13.

Fclock =
Rchip

2
=

1

2× Tchip

(13)

Since the composite codes are formed by a logical combination of periodic subcodes, they
will also be periodic with a length in chips given by

L = LCM (L1,L2, ...,L6) =
6∏

m=1

Lm = 2× 7× 11× 15× 19× 23 = 1, 009, 470 Chips

(14)
The T4B and T2B signals are given by equations 15 and 16 respectively.

CT4B (i) = Signum (4C1 (i) + C2 (i)− C3 (i)− C4 (i) + C5 (i)− C6 (i)) (15)

CT2B (i) = Signum (2C1 (i) + C2 (i)− C3 (i)− C4 (i) + C5 (i)− C6 (i)) (16)

The code components C3 (i), C4 (i) and C6 (i) are inverted to improve bit transition
density necessary for minimization of the DC component[37]. It can be seen that the
T4B code allocates more energy to the ranging clock than the T2B code. This results in
higher in-phase correlation RT4B

m compared to RT4B
m , as shown in table 14. As a result,

T4B has better accuracy than T2B. On the other hand, T2B has higher acquisition
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probability and shorter acquisition time at lower Pr

N◦
. For this reason, it can be used in

transparent ranging.

Following PN code generation is an optional baseband shaping filter with an im-
pulse response given by equation 17. This filter converts the PN code into half-period
sine waves. Baseband filtering is necessary to prevent interference with telemetry and
telecommand channels at high modulation indices and chip rates.[36].

h (t) = sin

(
πt

Tchip

)
for t ∈ [0,Tchip] and 0 elsewhere (17)

The baseband-shaped signal is linearly phase-modulated. Doppler compensation from
ephemeris data can be applied before transmission by the SDR frontend. The ranging
signal received by the spacecraft is processed in either regenerative or non-regenerative
mode, and retransmitted to a ground station coherently or non-coherently.

Back at the ground station, Doppler compensation from ephemeris data is used to
mitigate received carrier Doppler shift. The carrier is then tracked, and the ranging signal
is demodulated. After demodulation, the chip rate acquisition and tracking performs
phase, frequency and timing recovery of the PN signal chips. In coherent operation,
Doppler rate aiding can enable the tracking loops to operate without frequency errors
and hence lower loop bandwidths. This is especially important in low Pr

N◦
deep space

environment.

Following chip acquisition is PN code acquisition and tracking. This process is done
by correlation of the received composite PN code with the local replicas of component
codes.The pairs of component codes Cm (i) maybe in phase (less than one chip phase
difference) or out-of-phase (Lm − 1 chip phase difference). The ranging clock itself is
antipodal. Correlation can be done by serial or parallel correlators. In serial correlation,
the correlator for each component code correlates the received composite PN code with
the local replica of a component code by shifting replica by 1 to (Lm − 1) chips. A
threshold detector is then used to identify the phase shift in chips. For T4B and T2B,
a total of six correlators for each component code is required. In parallel correlation,
there is a correlator for every phase shift for each component code. The total number
of correlators required for T4B and T2B is 76 correlators. Parallel correlation employs
a maximum search algorithm which identifies the phase shift in chips corresponding to
maximum correlation value[38]. The phase shift of each component code is then used to
calculate the delay by means of the Chinese remainder theorem[39].

For PN ranging, a quality factor can be defined by the probability of successful ac-
quisition of ambiguity-resolving component codes C2 (i) to C2 (i). Defining acquisition
probability of component code Cm (i) as Pm, the quality factor is given by

Q = Pacq =
6∏

m=2

Pm (18)
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Figure 27: FFBD for PN ranging

where the acquisition probability of individual component codes is given by[40].

Pm =
1√
π

∫ ∞
−∞

e−x
2

1 + erf
(

x + AcRm

√
Tint × Pr

N◦

)
2

Lm−1

dx (19)

where Rm is correlation factors given in table 14, and Ac is the fractional loss of correlation
amplitude due to frequency mismatch. This factor takes values from 0 to 1. The typical
value is 1 for coherent transponders and less than 1 for non-coherent ones[40]. Given
that the acquisition probability is a function of Pr

N◦
, the value of Pr

N◦
after ranging signal

demodulation must be monitored all ranging measurements.

4.3 Hybrid PN-tone ranging : The ESA Code Standard

In hybrid PN-tone ranging systems, a sequence of PN codes is used for ambiguity reso-
lution, and a sinusoidal major tone is used for range measurements. One of the state-of-
the-art hybrid PN-tone standards is the ESA code standard[41]. The hardware-based im-
plementation of the code is part of the ESA’s multipurpose tracking system (MPTS)[41].
The standard can be used for both near-earth and deep space missions. The one-way
distance ambiguity is determined by the settable code length 2M, as given by equation[34]
20.

Rmax =
1

2
× 2M × c

Fmajor

(20)

The major tone frequency Fmajor is also settable between 100 kHz and 1.5 Mhz[41],
depending on accuracy requirements. The ambiguity-resolving component codes Cm are
periodic NRZ sub-harmonically derived from the major tone. Their periods are given
by[42]

Tm =
2m

Fmajor

for 0 ≤ m ≤ 20 (21)
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Due to poor correlation properties, the component codes above cannot be used in a
composite manner as employed by the CCSDS T4B and T2B signals. For this reason,
the components codes are transmitted sequentially rather than a composite, which makes
it possible to use sequential acquisition by integration and dump rather than correlation
search[42].

The ranging process is summarized by the FFBD in Fig. 28. At the ground station,
a pure major tone is phase-modulated on the carrier and transmitted to the spacecraft
where it is transponded back to the ground station. Carrier Doppler shift is extracted,
and the ranging signal is demodulated. The demodulated tone is recovered by a PLL.
In coherent operation, the extracted Doppler shift can be used for Doppler rate aiding
to enable the PLL to work with a narrow loop bandwidth. The major tone is phase-
modulated by the lowest PN code and modulated on the uplink for transmission. The
process is repeated until the longest code is transmitted. The PN code acquisition is
performed by correlation of the received PN code and a local replica. This determines
the phase shift in major tone cycles N. Accurate phase measurement is performed by
transmission of the pure tone alone, which establishes the ambiguous phase shift Φ◦. The
unambiguous range is calculated according to equation 22.

R =
(N× 360◦ + Φ◦) c

720× FMajor

(22)
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The quality factor can be defined in terms of the probability of correct ambiguity
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resolution. This is given by equation 23[42].

Q = Pamb =

[
1− 2erf

(√
Pr

N◦
sin2 (hr) Tint

)
+ erf2

(√
Pr

N◦
sin2 (hr) Tint

)]M/2
(23)

5 Conclusion

The functional analysis of a generic SDR-based baseband system was detailed in this
paper using FFBDs. The analysis covered the design of all aspects of satellite ground op-
erations, including telemetry, telecommand and ranging. The analysis for telemetry and
telecommand functionality was done mainly based on current CCSDS blue-book stan-
dards, though other standards were also considered, such as AX.25, DVB-S and DVB-S2.
For ranging, the functional analysis of three technique was discussed: pseudonoise, tones
and hybrid pseudonoise-tone ranging. The PN ranging technique is based on CCSDS
standards while the hybrid-tone technique is based on ESA code standard. For the tone
ranging technique, a variety of standards, including the Inmarsat, ESA 100K, LMCO,
ESA-like and USB tone standards were considered. The SDR-based system is envisioned
to improve traditional satellite ground operations architecture (Fig. 1) into a software-
as-as-Service (SaaS) cloud (Fig. 3).
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Concurrent development and verification of an

all-software baseband for satellite ground operations

Moses B. Mwakyanjala, Cristóbal Nieto-Peroy, M. Reza Emami and Jaap van de Beek

Abstract

Communication systems are adopting all-software architectures, due to their scala-
bility, extensibility, flexibility and cost-effectiveness. This paper introduces a concurrent
approach to the development and verification of baseband systems for satellite ground
operations, based on the behavior-driven development methodology. The open-source
GNU Radio development kit is used for developing the software-defined radio baseband
signal processing, as well as simulating the satellite and realistic channel impairments.
The system performance at the end shows deviations of less than 1 dB with respect
to the ideal performance and the Green Book standards specified by the Consultative
Committee for Space Data Systems.

1 Introduction

Satellite telemetry and telecommand (TM/TC) involves the collection and processing of
onboard data as well as analysis and response coordination on the ground. Onboard data
include, but not limited to, resource status, satellite attitude, modes of operation, and
health of each subsystem and the payload[1]. The TM/TC links are typically low-rate
communication links with data rates of a few kilobits per second (Kbps) for the TC
channel and a higher rate for the TM channel. For scientific telemetry, the data rate on
the TM channel is in the order of a few megabits per second (Mbps). The critical nature
of TM/TC operations mandates a dedicated communication link with a host of standards
and protocols, such as the Consultative Committee for Space Data Systems (CCSDS)
standards suite. To ensure reliability, which is a fundamental feature of TM/TC links,
a suitably replicated transponder(s) associated with one or more antennas with quasi-
omnidirectional radiation pattern is employed. However, TM/TC links can be rerouted
through payload transponders in certain cases if available, such as those in broadcast
satellites[2]. Ground operations, on the other hand, typically use a multi-mission, general-
purpose baseband system for TM/TC operations[1]. The baseband system we present in
this paper is based on software-defined radio (SDR) technology[3] and commercial-off-
the-shelf (CoTS) frontends. The SDR-based baseband (SBB) system assumes CCSDS
category A missions (less than 2 million kilometers from Earth) that operate under
the S-band (2 GHz band) within the Space Operation Services (SOS)[4]. The S-band
uplink frequency band for the SOS is between 2025 and 2120 MHz, while the downlink is
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allocated to the 2200 to 2300 MHz frequency band[2].Due to limited bandwidth, which
is typically less than 6 MHz, the typical data rate at these bands is tens of Mbps.

The state-of-the-art baseband systems, albeit employing some degree of software ele-
ments, depend on dedicated hardware, such as field programmable gate arrays (FPGAs),
digital signal processors (DSPs), and application-specific integrated circuits (ASICs).
Hence, their hardware dependency deprives them of taking the full advantage of the
SDR-based system architectures, including scalability, extensibility, flexibility and cost-
effectiveness. Nevertheless, such commonly-used baseband systems have an established
verification and validation cycles from the experience accumulated over the decades, in
full compliance with the CCSDS standards. The CCSDS standards dictate stringent
requirements on TM/TC communication systems to ensure link quality, interagency op-
erability and conformity to national and international radiofrequency policies. Such
requirements include hardware conditions, such as phase noise, nonlinearities and insta-
bilities. They also define conditions for operational parameters that account for certain
challenges in space communication systems, including link budget, satellite dynamics,
multipath propagation, occupied bandwidth, etc. In order to fully utilize SBB systems
for real-life missions, it is imperative to ensure that such newly-developed systems meet
all the CCSDS requirements.

The SBB system we present in this paper was developed with the GNU Radio de-
velopment kit[5]. The GNU Radio kit has been deployed in a number of signal pro-
cessing research projects, including acoustics[6], first responder basestation[7], cognitive
radio[8][9], and low-capacity ground stations for CubeSat missions[10][11]. The GNU Ra-
dio kit has also been used for prototyping high-performance SBB systems by researchers
at Zodiac Aerospace[12] and NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory[13]. In both research
projects, several performance bottlenecks associated with the open-source GNU Radio
and commercial off-the-shelf SDR frontends were encountered when the systems were
deployed. Therefore, traditional software engineering methodologies, such as code-and-
fix and test-last (TL) programming, may be inappropriate when system development is
based on immature open-source kits such as GNU Radio and CoTS SDR frontends. In
this paper, we present a concurrent approach to the development and verification of SBB
systems by using the behavior-driven development (BDD) methodology.

The test-driven development (TDD) methodology, as a precursor of BDD (see Sec-
tion 3 for the difference), has been adopted in a number of aerospace applications, such as
the NASA’s Johnson’s Space Center TRICK simulation tookit[14] and the attitude and
orbit control system (AOCS) of the OHB-led Small GEO satellite consortium[15]. How-
ever, the BDD methodology has not been widely adopted in the aerospace industry[16].
The BDD methodology is a software development process that conjoins the development
process with automated acceptance tests for all the functionalities that make up the
system[17]. The key feature of BDD is that the acceptance tests for each functionality
are written before the functional code. The SBB system is comprised of functionality
for the support of TM and TC links. The functionalities involved in the TM link are
bit synchronization and forward error correction (FEC) decoding, whereas the function-
alities involved in the TC link are FEC coding and bit modulation. The acceptance
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tests for the SBB system are based on performance evaluation, including bit error rate
(BER), word error rate (WER) and frame error rate (FER), rather than the traditional
BDD assertions[18]. The SBB system TM link BER characterization involves the ver-
ification of bit synchronization functionality against established theoretical models for
each modulation scheme, whereas the FER characterization checks the performance of
forward error correction (FEC) codes against the performance specified by CCSDS[19]
for our case. On the other hand, the SBB system TC link performance is evaluated by
output power characterization, transmitter error vector magnitude (EVM), transmitter
frequency stability as well as transmitter power spectrum[20].

Random Data Generation
· TM frames generation
· Bit modulation

Channel Impairments
· Satellite modulator imperfections (clock, frequency, phase and noise)
· Satellite HPA non-linearity
· Satellite OMUX delay spread
· Orbital dynamics (Doppler shift and rate)
· TT&C Station RF chain (frequency and phase offsets, AWGN)
· SDR frontend distortions (IQ-imbalance, DC offset, Clock instability, phase noise) 

Bit synchronization
· BER evaluation
· Module-specific evaluation

FEC Decoding
· BER evaluation
· FER/WER evaluation
· FEC-specific evaluation

The SBB System

Figure 1: The BDD simulation model for the TM link.

Ideally, spacecraft-ground station compatibility tests involve a satellite ”suitcase”[21],
which is an engineering model of the spacecraft communication subsystem and on-board
data handling unit. In this paper, however, the BDD process for the SBB system is
conducted purely on GNU Radio simulations without involving any external hardware.
In addition to simulating a satellite, the GNU Radio BDD cycles capture major channel
impairments expected in realistic satellite links, as shown in Fig. 1 for the TM link.
The impairments on the TM link include transponder amplifier nonlinearities, output
multiplexer (OMUX) delay spread, symbol timing offsets, orbital dynamics for category
A missions (e.g. Doppler shift), TT&C station impairments including phase noise, phase
and frequency offset. The impairments also include SDR frontend distortions, such as
phase noise, I/Q-imbalance and DC offset. The evaluation tests for the SBB sytem TC
link are highly dependent on the hardware, which cannot be captured by simulations
alone. Therefore, the tests for TC link are not included in the verification process.
Section 2 of the paper presents an overview of the SBB system architecture and the TM
channel model. Section 3 discusses the utilization of BDD methodology for the SBB
systems. Section 4 presents the BDD-based development and verification of the SBB
system. Section 5 concludes the paper.
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2 System architecture and channel modelling

The SBB system is designed to support multiple missions with different modulation
schemes and forward error correction (FEC) codes. Consequently, a number of modu-
lation schemes common in satellite TM/TC are supported, including binary phase-shift
keying (BPSK), quartenary phase-shift keying (QPSK), offset QPSK (oQPSK), pulse
code modulation/ frequency and phase modulations (PCM/PM, PCM/FM) and Gaus-
sian minimum shift keying (GMSK)[22]. The SBB system will support a number of
pulse-shaping filters including square-root-raised cosine (SRRC), raised cosine (RC) and
integral filters. Two variations of line codes commonly used in satellite TM/TC[23] ;
non-return-to-zero-level/mark/space (NRZ-L/M/S) and biphase-L/M/S are supported.
Both TM and TC links are fully compliant with the CCSDS (blue book) framing and
forward error correction codes (convolutional, Reed-Solomon, Turbo and LDPC codes)
for the TM link[24] and a modified BCH code for the TC link[25]. The system breakdown
we present in this section builds on the functional analysis of the TM and TC links for
the SBB system presented by the authors in a previous work[26]. We present the channel
models we have used in this work after the functional analysis.

2.1 Telemetry link architecture

The TM link is responsible for receiving data from the satellite. It involves bit syn-
chronization (function 1.0), CCSDS FEC decoding (function 2.0), and data transfer to
the operator’s MCC (function 5.0), as summarized by the functional flow block diagram
(FFBD) of Fig. 2[26]. Similar to the TC link, virtual channel extraction (function 3.0)
and non-CCSDS mission processing (function 4.0) are not presented in this work. Data
transfer to the MCC’s is supported by native APIs. The ”OR” function represents mul-
tiple options for functional flows.

2.0

CCSDS Frame Sync and ECD
(CCSDS 131.0-B-2 Blue Book 2011)

4.0

Non-CCSDS Mission Processing

3.0

CCSDS VC Extraction
(CCSDS 232.0-B-2 Blue Book 2015)

OR

 1.0

Bit Synchronization

5.0

MCC Data Delivery Interface
CCSDS SLE
Native API

Figure 2: Top level FFBD for the TM link[26]. The implemented functions follow the
solid line[Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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Bit synchronization

Bit synchronization is at the center of the TM link. It is responsible for recovering
information bits from a typically weak and noisy satellite signal received through an
imperfect channel. Channel impairments are modelled in the next section. The signal
is received by the I/Q signal acquisition functionality (function 1.1), which is a wrap-
per that interfaces the system with the hardware. Signal reception is proceeded by a
DC offset and I/Q imbalance correction functionality (function 1.2). Similar to the bit
modulator, the bit synchronizer also includes an optional Doppler compensation func-
tionality (function 1.3). There is also an optional diversity combiner (function 1.4) that
can combine signals received from multiple sources. An automatic gain controller (AGC)
(function 1.5) is included to maintain a constant signal level required by synchroniza-
tion blocks (frequency, timing and phase)[27]. The bit synchronizer includes various
types of FFT-based acquisition for course frequency recovery (function 1.6). These are
based on absolute-law, square-law, fourth-law and signal centroid[28]. I/Q demodu-
lation (function 1.8), which is dependent on the modulation type is performed after
matched filtering (function 1.7). The bit synchronizer has three different symbol syn-
chronizers (function 1.9). These are the generalized MSK[29] symbol synchronizer for
GFSK, polyphase symbol synchronizer[30] for RRC-based signals and a maximum like-
lihood symbol synchronizer[27]. An equalizer (function 1.10) is used to eliminate linear
distortions. No pilot signal is assumed and therefore, a blind equalizer, based on the
constant modulus algorithm (CMA)[31] with variable step-size is used[32]. The phase
synchronization functionality (function 1.11) performs fine frequency and phase recovery
for coherent demodulation (BPSK, QPSK, OQPSK, PCM/PM). The decision functional-
ity (function 1.12) is a quantizer that can output hard (1 bit quantization), soft (multiple
bits quantization) and unquantized (infinity quantization) decisions. Quantization is per-
formed by either a mid-riser or mid-tread quantizer with threshold levels recommended
by CCSDS[19]. Line decoding (function 1.13) recovers binary information from the deci-
sions. Line decoding can also be performed after Viterbi decoding if convolutional coding
is employed.

The CCSDS frame synchronization and error control decoding

The CCSDS standard recommends eight FEC codes[24] that can be selected according
to mission requirements. As shown in the FFBD of Fig. 4, the recommended coding op-
tions are uncoded, convolutional coding only, punctured convoluational code only, Reed-
Solomon only, a concatenation of Reed-Solomon and convolutional code, a concatenation
of Reed-Solomon and punctured convolutional code, LDPC code only and Turbo code
only. Frame synchronization is a paramount feature of the TM link. There are two
families of frame synchronizers implemented by the SBB. These are state-machine and
argmax synchronizers. Argmax synchronizers are typically used at low SNR environ-
ment, which some families of FEC codes, notably Turbo and LDPC codes, are expected
to operate. The matching functions implemented are soft correlator, hard correlator and
the modified Massey algorithm[19].
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Figure 3: The FFBD for bit synchronization[26] [Colour figure can be viewed at wiley-
onlinelibrary.com]
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Figure 4: The FFBD for the telemetry frame synchronization and channel decoding[26]
[Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

2.2 Telemetry link channel model

The channel model for the SBB TM link used in the BDD process is shown in Fig. 5.
The model is loosely based on the direct-to-home (DTH) scenario presented in DVB-S2X
implementation guidelines[33][34]. It has been modified to represent realistic challenges
encountered in a TM communication link. This includes transponder (modulator, os-
cillator, high power amplifier (HPA), filtering) distortions, spacecraft orbital dynamics,
TM/TC ground station frequency and phase errors, as well as SDR frontend impairments.
It is imperative for the SBB to be able to cope with the maximum level of distortions,
as recommended by the CCSDS standards. It should be noted that the figures presented
correspond to CCSDS category A missions operating in the S-band region (2 GHz)[4].

Telemetry transponder: A typical TM transponder consists of a TM encoder
and modulator, filters, a frequency upconverter and a high power amplifier (HPA).
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TM Encoder and 
Modulator
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TM Transponder

Doppler AWGN
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· Frequency
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Channel Propagation TT&C Station RF Chain SDR

Figure 5: The channel model. The model is loosely based on the DTH scenario presented
in DVB-S2X implementation guidelines[33][Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlineli-
brary.com]

Each of these components introduce distortions to the TM link. The modulator
clock introduces symbol rate offset, which is recommended to be within ±100ppm.
The modulator is also subject to phase and amplitude imbalance, which is recom-
mended to be less than 5◦/0.5dB. The oscillator used by the frequency upconverter
is subject to frequency instability, which is recommended to be within ±20ppm. In
this work, we consider the nonlinear distortions (manifested as warping and clus-
tering of the signal constellation[35]) of a typical TM satellite HPA, such as the
ESA’s 10-Watt solid-state power amplifier (SSPA) operating in linear region with-
out any signal predistortion. The amplitude-to-amplitude modulation (AM/AM)
and amplitude-to-phase modulation (AM/PM) characteristics of this amplifier can
be found in the CCSDS standards[22].

Since the nonlinear distortions introduce spectral regrowth, the OMUX filters out
the out-of-band spectra from the SSPA. The OMUX is subject to group delay
variations, which is recommended to be within 10% of the signal duration. We
have modelled the OMUX filter as a 5th-order Elliptic filter with passband ripple
0.1dB and stop-band attenuation 40 dB. The filter amplitude and group delay
responses are shown in Fig. 6 for a symbol rate of 2.5Ms/s and sample rate 10Ms/s.
The symbol duration is thus 0.4µs. The group delay variation at the band-edges is
between 0.23µs and 0.33µs, corresponding to 33% and 83% of the signal duration,
much higher than the CCSDS specified figures.

Spacecraft orbital dynamics: The spacecraft in category A missions can typi-
cally reach a maximum velocity of 10km/s and a maximum acceleration of about
380m/s2. For S-band missions, these figures correspond to a maximum Doppler shift
of±125kHz and maximum Doppler rate of±3kHz/s. The hypothetical Doppler pro-
file is shown in Fig. 7. Orbital dynamics, in combination with spacecraft geometry,
may also introduce signal fading. Fading can be observed, for example, when there
are two hemispherical antennas located at opposite sides of the spacecraft with the
nominal one pointing to Earth. In this case, spinning, such as when the satellite
is in safe mode, will introduce signal fading. However, even in this case, the co-
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Figure 6: Frequency and Group delay response of the OMUX filter. The filter is modelled
as a 5th-order elliptic filter with 0.1dB pass-band ripple[Colour figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]

herence time would be much higher than the symbol rate for fast fading to occur.
Therefore, fast fading is not included in the channel model.

Figure 7: The hypothetical worst-case Doppler profile for category A missions in S-band
(2 GHz). The SBB will have to cope with a Doppler shift equal to magnitude of the
curve, ±125kHz and Doppler rate equal to the slope of the curve, ±3kHz/s. [Colour
figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

TM/TC station RF chain imperfections: The RF chain is responsible for sig-
nal reception at the antennas, downconversion to intermediate frequency (typically
around 70 MHz) and transmission to the baseband systems. Of great concern to
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our application are additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) and phase noise. We
use the CCSDS phase noise mask specified for symbol rates between 1 to 100Ms/s.
The mask is shown in Fig. 8.

Figure 8: The CCSDS phase noise mask for symbol rates from 1Ms/s to 100Ms/s [Colour
figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

SDR DC offset and I/Q imbalance: The DC offset and I/Q imbalance artifacts
arise from the nature of homodyne receivers, which form the integral part of an
SDR frontend. The DC offset artifact arises due to local oscillator (LO) self-mixing,
which may be caused by LO leakage, LO reradiation or strong in-band interferer[36].
On the other hand, I/Q imbalance is a result of phase imbalance between the LO
I/Q components. I/Q imbalance result in cross-talk in the I/Q channels[37].

The specified values for the distortions above are summarized in Table 1.

2.3 Telecommand link architecture

The TC link operations involve the reception and processing of user telecommands into
communication link transfer units (CLTU) and transmission to space, as summarized
in the FFBD[26] of Fig. 9. Telecommands are received by the mission control center
(MCC) data transfer block (function 1.0) through native APIs or CCSDS space link
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Table 1: Channel impairment specifications.

Impairments Satellite transponder Orbital dynamics TT&C station SDR frontend Values
Modulator I/Q imbalance X 5◦ / 0.5dB

Frequency instability X ± 20 ppm
Symbol rate offset X ± 100 ppm

SSPA nonlinear distortion X CCSDS[22]
OMUX group delay variation X 10%

Doppler shift X ± 125 kHz
Doppler rate X ± 3 kHz/s

TM/TC station phase noise X Fig. 8
Received AWGN X X Variable
SDR phase noise X 1◦ rms

SDR clock stability GPS/No GPS X ± 20ppb / ± 2.5ppm
SDR I/Q imbalance X

extension (SLE) services[38]. Virtual channel aggregation (function 2.0) and operations
for non-CCSDS protocols (function 4.0) are not presented in this work, and hence they
are connected by dotted lines. The received telecommands undergo scrambling and BCH
encoding (function 3.0) before transmission (function 5.0).

1.0

MCC Data Transfer Interface
CCSDS SLE
Native API

3.0

CCSDS ECC and Frame Generation
(CCSDS 231.0-B-2 Blue Book 2010)

4.0

Non-CCSDS Mission Processing

2.0

CCSDS VC Aggregation
(CCSDS 232.0-B-3 Blue Book 2015)

OR

5.0

Bit Modulation

OR

Figure 9: Top level FFBD for the TC link[26]. The implemented functions follow the
solid line[Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

The CCSDS FEC and frame generation

The CCSDS FEC and frame generation functionality is summarized by the FFBD[26]
in Fig. 10. There is an optional scrambler (function 3.1) which is based on an additive
scrambler with an all-ones initial register value and a scrambling polynomial

h (x) = x8 + x7 + x5 + x3 + 1 (1)

Following scrambling is a modified (63,56) BCH code. For octet compatibility, the
(63,56) BCH code is modified into a (64,56) BCH code by an addition of a filler bit, which
is always set to zero. A pattern of alternating ones and zeros is appended to CLTUs with
a size that in not an integral number of BCH codeblocks. The generator polynomial for
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Figure 10: The FFBD for the telecommand link framing and FEC[26]. Implemented
functions follow the solid line[Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

the (63,56) BCH code is given by:

g (x) = x7 + x6 + x2 + 1 (2)

The CLTU enables data delimitation and synchronization. The first part of the CLTU is
a 16-bit start sequence, 0xEB90, that delimits the start of the CLTU. This is followed by
data field, which are BCH codeblocks. The last part of the CLTU is a 64-bit tail sequence,
0xC5C5C5C5C5C5C579, that delimits the end of the CLTU[25]. The full structure of
the CLTU is illustrated in Fig. 11.

16 bits

Start sequence

Communications Link Transmission Unit
Encoded Data

Length of one BCH codeblockBCH Codeblocks

Tail sequence

Figure 11: CLTU format[26][Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

Bit modulation

The modulator operations are summarized by the FFBD[26] in Fig. 12. From the
six line codes (function 5.1), NRZ-L, NRZ-M and NRZ-S are implemented as two-state
finite state machines (FSM) while BP-L, BP-M and BP-S are implemented as four-state
FSM[39]. For the 4-ary modulations, i.e., QPSK and OQPSK, the standard CCSDS
constellation or its inverted version are used[4]. The basic 2-ary constellation is used for
the remaining modulation schemes: BPSK, GMSK, PCM/PM and PCM/FM. The SBB
system is designed to operate at four samples per symbol for 2-ary and eight samples
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per symbol for 4-ary modulation schemes. The I/Q modulation functionality (function
5.4) maps the oversampled filter output into the inphase and quadrature components
as per modulation scheme. There is an optional Doppler precompensation functionality
(function 5.5) that use Doppler data derived from predictive ephemeris models. The
SBB system does not support either version of the physical layer transmission procedure
(PLOP-1 and PLOP-2). The I/Q transmission functionality is a wrapper for the driver
that interfaces the SBB system with the physical SDR frontend.
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Figure 12: FFBD for bit modulation[Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlineli-
brary.com]

3 Behavior-driven development methodology

Software-defined radios are embedded systems capable of replicating an entire radio de-
vice with a clear division between a generic resource platform and the software appli-
cation that performs all the radio functions. A major inconvenience with traditional
hardware-based radio equipment is that they are hard to modify and made usable for
various applications, and any error in the implementation is quite difficult and costly to
fix after the device is manufactured. The versatility of SDR opens up the feasibility of
developing radio equipment through a computer science approach. In particular, agile
methodologies, which have created a significant impact on the current practices in soft-
ware development, can be applied to the SDR development. Two of such methodologies
TDD[17] and BDD [40], both of which are examples of test-first approaches, where tests
are first introduced before the production code is written[41].

The TDD methodology begins with identifying the expected outputs for each ele-
ment in the system. These outputs are the technical specifications that will define the
executable unit tests. The methodology then continues with considering a unit test and
checking for its proper operation. The test must fail at this stage, since the functionality
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that the test is supposed to verify has not been implemented yet. Hence, if the test
passes, it needs to be modified accordingly, in order to reflect the lack of the intended
specific functionality. The process continues with the incremental development of the
production code by including individual functions that fulfill each test requirements. In
other words, after each function is developed, all the tests created thus far are checked,
and the developer should remain in the developing stage as long as any of them fails.
Once all tests have passed, the code that has been developed thus far can be refactored
with the condition that it must pass the tests again before moving on. Code refactoring
means enhancing the code to improve internal consistency, clarity, and maintainability
without changing its behavior[42]. The TDD methodology does not specify any con-
straint on refactoring, and it is up to the developer’s standards[42]. The development
cycle is repeated considering a new test and its corresponding function. No function that
is not targeted by any of the implemented tests must be included in the code. At the end
of the process, all functions have been successfully tested together, and any failure that
might have appeared had to be immediately corrected before adding more functions to
the code. Additional tests (and functions) can be introduced to the development process
at any time, which makes it possible to modify the system rapidly and effectively.

The BDD methodology is an evolution of its TDD counterpart. The methodology
works with the same principles; however, there is a difference with respect to the spec-
ification of the tests. The TDD methodology specifies tests as unit tests, i.e., each test
is designed for checking whether its corresponding function performs correctly, whereas
the BDD methodology specifies tests as acceptance tests, i.e., the tests are designed for
checking whether the overall behavior of the code is correct and according to system
specifications. In other words, TDD focuses on the execution of each specific function at
a time, while BDD considers the effect of the function on the entire system’s operation.
Moreover, BDD may still include TDD methodology within its development stage.

Despite some difficulties with implementing TDD and BDD methodologies, mainly
due to the lack of proper infrastructure or coordination in the development team, they
offer clear advantages compared to the test-last approaches, including the capability of
early and systematic detection and correction of defects, compatibility assurance between
different functions, and facilitating system modularity and reusability [40].

The BDD methodology has been adopted in this paper for the development of the
SBB system. Particularly, this methodology changes the focus from individual functional
tests to performance evaluation through simulation of the system. Although SDRs are
embedded systems and both hardware and software should be equally considered, the
paper focuses on the software development, and does not address the hardware specifica-
tions. Hence, the proposed approach to the SBB system development can be implemented
using any generic SDR hardware platform. The current methodology assumes that basic
functions, such as down conversion and RF sampling, are already implemented in the
hardware and the drivers, leaving the remaining development to the application software.

Figure 13 presents the activity diagram of the BDD methodology that has been
implemented for the development of the SBB. The implementation begins with gathering
the requirements, e.g., the need for coherent communications, as well as specifying the
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system in smaller functional elements, e.g., carrier phase recovery. For this application,
instead of utilizing assertions for testing purposes, the methodology defines tests as the
impairments found in the SBB’s communication channel, e.g. carrier offset, and measures
how that specific channel impairment affects any feature of system performance, e.g.,
BER variation. In other words, tests are all documented sources of deviation from the
proper functioning of the system.

Figure 13: Methodology activity diagram[Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlineli-
brary.com]
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After all requirements are gathered, various tests are defined in the first stage. At
each time, one channel impairment from the corpus shown in Fig. 1 is considered, and
simulation of the channel impairment and its executable test is created. Then, the test
is challenged twice: For the first time, the acceptance test must fail in the absence of
the corresponding function that is yet to be developed. For the second time, the channel
impairment is varied while the test is being executed to check whether system output
varies according to the theoretical model. For example, a test is defined to introduce
phase offset to the simulation; First, such an offset must cause BER degradation without
having a carrier recovery circuit in the simulation, such as Costa’s loop. Secondly, by
varying the phase offset the BER should also vary accordingly. These two actions would
not only confirm that the defined test is effective, but also verify certain aspects of the
simulation.

The second stage of the methodology is code development. The corresponding func-
tion is developed in the SBB production code to correct for the specific channel im-
pairment. In this stage, the simulation is run and the function is corrected until the
performance obtained in the simulation corresponds to the desired output performance.
At this point, all the previous tests must be re-examined to make sure that the SBB
production code passes all of them.

A third stage can be performed for code refactoring, given that the code still passes the
specific test as well as all the previous ones. The above-mentioned activities are repeated
considering a new test in every iteration until all channel impairments are corrected.

The proposed approach to the SBB development is customized to the channel models
derived from CCSDS Standards, as presented in Section 2.2, since they already define a
baseline for the acceptance tests of baseband equipment. In such standards every chan-
nel impairment has an individual model, and therefore every function can be developed
and verified separately. However, the result of the test does not reflect the actual oper-
ation of every function but its individual effect on the output performance of the entire
system. The accumulation of channel impairments throughout the SBB development
using the proposed approach would gradually make the simulations more complex and
time-consuming. Nevertheless, adding one channel impairment at the time and repeat-
ing the BDD steps are imperative in achieving an error-free code at the end, which may
eventually save time for code diagnosis and debugging.
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4 System Development and Verification

The functionalities of the SBB system have been outlined in the system architecture
presented in section 2. In this section, the proposed BDD-based approach is applied
to the concurrent development and verification of TM bit synchronization and FEC
decoding.

4.1 Development and verification of TM bit synchronization

The blocks involved in bit synchronization are presented in Fig. 3. All the modulation
schemes : BPSK, QPSK, OQPSK, PCM/PM, PCM/FM and GMSK, were developed
using the BDD-based approach and by utilizing the impairments listed in Table 1 as
acceptance tests. For brevity, only the development of BPSK is presented in this section.
The GNU Radio flowgraph used for the BDD cycle of BPSK is illustrated in Fig. 14. The
transmitter pulse shape is based on a square-root raised-cosine (SRRC)[27] filter with a
roll-off factor of α = 0.35, and the line code used is NRZ-L. The flowgraph includes all the
channel impairments in Table 1. It should be noted that only one impairment or a few
inter-related impairments were tested at a time to uncouple the errors that might have
arised during the development phase so they can be corrected as soon as they appear.
The combined effect of all impairments in Table 1 is presented later in the section. All
impairments were simulated under AWGN channel with bit energy-to-noise-ratio (Eb/No)
from 0 to 10 dBs.

The effects of AWGN

The AWGN was used as the channel impairment (BDD acceptance test) during the
development of blocks for a basic BPSK receiver, i.e., matched filter, I/Q demodulation,
constellation demapping, and line decoding. In particular, this acceptance test is focused
on the performance of the matched filter. The failing test involves a BPSK receiver with a
second-order, low-pass filter (LPF). This filter is not matched to the pulse shaping filter
at the transmitter, which is a square-root-raised-cosine (SRRC) filter. Therefore, the
low-pass filter is expected to be unable to compensate for intersymbol interference (ISI).
The effect of ISI is confirmed by observing BER degradation with respect to the (desired)
theoretical values. Then, a proper SRRC matched filter was designed for receiver, the
system performance was simulated again under AWGN, and the BER variation became
very close to its theoretical values. The results of both stages 1 and 2 of the BDD cycle
are shown in Fig. 15.

The effects of phase step error and phase noise

Phase step error and phase noise channel impairments were used during the development
and verification of a phase recovery circuit, which is based on the Costa’s loop algorithm.
As per stage 1 of the BDD cycle, the failing test involves the basic BPSK receiver pre-
sented in 4.1 in the presence of phase step error and phase noise without any means of
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Figure 14: GNU Radio BDD simulation flowgraph.[Colour figure can be viewed at wi-
leyonlinelibrary.com]

Figure 15: The effects of AWGN on the basic BPSK receiver.[Colour figure can be viewed
at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

mitigation. The increase in phase error, with values of θ = 5◦ and θ = 10◦, showed an
increase in BER degradation. In stage 2 of the BDD cycle, a Costa’s loop was put in
place and the simulation was rerun; the BER became closer to the theoretical values.
The results of both stage 1 and stage 2 of the BDD cycle are shown in Fig. 16.
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Figure 16: The effects of phase step and phase noise.[Colour figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]

The effects of carrier frequency offset

Carrier frequency offset was used during the development and verification of a course
carrier acquisition circuit. Carrier frequency offset is a combination of satellite, TT&C
station and SDR frontend oscillator offsets, as well as orbital dynamics effects (Doppler
shift and rate). Since carrier recovery involves both course and fine frequency recovery,
stage 1 of the BDD cycle involves the simulation of the BPSK receiver presented in
section 4.1 in the presence of frequency offsets above the acquisition range of the Costa’s
loop. As expected, the Costa’s loop was not able to lock, and BER characterization
was not possible. Stage 2 of the BDD cycle involves the placement of the square-Law
FFT unit for course frequency recovery. As shown in Fig. 17, the square-law FFT course
frequency acquisition unit is able to extract the carrier from a noisy signal and use the
derived carrier to center the received signal around baseband. The BER characterization
for three common cases of frequency offset: less than 10% of, approximately equal to,
and larger than symbol rate are shown in Fig. 18

The effects of timing offsets

Timing offsets were used during the development and verification of the symbol time
recovery block. Timing offsets accounts for the clock instabilities of the satellite TM
modulator and the SDR frontend. Timing offset manifests itself as the spreading of the
signal constellation. Stage 1 of the BDD cycle involves the simulation of the basic receiver
presented in 4.1 in the presence of time offset without the symbol time recovery block.
As expected, the increase in symbol time offset, e.g. 10ppm and 100ppm, resulted into
an increase in BER degradation. During stage 2 of the BDD cycle, the polyphase filter
bank time recovery block[30] was put in place and the simulation was rerun. The results
of both stages of the BDD cycle are shown in Fig. 19.
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Figure 17: A GNU Radio plot showing course carrier frequency recovery by the square-
law FFT unit at carrier power to noise spectral density of C/No = 68.01 dB−Hz.[Colour
figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

Figure 18: The effects of carrier frequency
offset .[Colour figure can be viewed at wi-
leyonlinelibrary.com]

Figure 19: The effects of timing off-
sets.[Colour figure can be viewed at wiley-
onlinelibrary.com]

The effects of SSPA nonlinear distortions

The effects of SSPA distortions were considered to check whether a functional block
is required for compensating the impairment. The SSPA nonlinearity causes spectral
regrowth in both linear and compression regions as shown in Fig. 20. Stage 1 of the BDD
cycle involved the simulation of the basic BPSK receiver when the SSPA was operating
in compression region, e.g., at input back-off (IBO) = -3 dB. As expected, there was
BER degradation, with maximum loss of 1 dB. This effect can be mitigated by either
a pre-distorter at the satellite or a nonlinear equalizer at the ground station. However,
since the SSPA is expected to operate in the linear region, neither of these blocks needed
to be implemented. Therefore, Stage 2 of the BDD cycle merely involved the verification
of BER performance when the SSPA operates in the linear region, e.g., IBO = -10 dB.
In this region, the maximum BER loss was less than 0.5 dB. The performance results for
both stage 1 and 2 of the BDD cycle are reported in Fig. 22.
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Figure 20: GNU Radio plot showing spectral regrowth at different values of IBO.[Colour
figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

The effects of OMUX group delay distortion

The group delay distortion of the OMUX was used during the development and verifi-
cation of the linear equalizer. Stage 1 of the BDD cycle involves the simulation of the
basic BPSK receiver of section 4.1 when an OMUX is introduced to filter out-of-band
emissions caused by the SSPA spectral regrowth, as shown in Fig. 21. As expected, the
SSPA introduced linear distortions that a matched filter alone is unable to cope with.
During stage 2 of the BDD cycle, a PFB symbol time synchronizer and a CMA equalizer
were put in place, and the simulation was rerun under different SSPA operating regions.
As shown in Fig. 23, the combination of the PFB and CMA blocks was able to mitigate
the effects of the OMUX group delay distortion with performance loss of 0.8 and 1.4 dB
for linear and nonlinear SSPA regions, respectively.

Figure 21: GNU Radio plot showing OMUX filter with the SSPA at IBO = -3dB.[Colour
figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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Figure 22: BER degradation caused by
SSPA nonlinearity at different IBO val-
ues.[Colour figure can be viewed at wiley-
onlinelibrary.com]

Figure 23: BER degradation due to the
combined effect of the OMUX and the
SSPA at different IBO values.[Colour figure
can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

The effects of I/Q-imbalance

The I/Q imbalance is introduced into the channel by the modulator at the satellite and
the SDR frontend in order to examine the need for a functional block to mitigate the I/Q
branches interference. Stage 1 of the BDD cycle involved the simulation of basic BPSK
receiver under I/Q imbalance and without any mitigation measures. As expected for
the case of BPSK, I/Q imbalance causes minimal BER degradation as shown in Fig. 24,
hence no mitigation technique was included.

Figure 24: The effects of I/Q-
Imbalance.[Colour figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]

Figure 25: The combined effect of all chan-
nel impairments on bit error rate.[Colour
figure can be viewed at wileyonlineli-
brary.com]

The effect of all channel impairments

After the simulation of each impairment, the simulator was used to evaluate the combined
effect of all impairments summarized in Table 1. The combined effect is observed by
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looking at the BER performance at typical SNR values required by the CCSDS FEC
codes[19] discussed in the next section. The dominating impairment is the combination
of OMUX group-delay distortion and the HPA nonlinearity. As shown in Fig. 25, the
performance degradation at SSPA compression region, IBO = -3 dB, is less than 1.5 dB,
while the performance degradation in the linear region, IBO = -10 dB, is less than 0.5
dB.

4.2 Development and verification of telemetry frame synchro-
nization and FEC decoding

Frame synchronization and FEC decoding involves the extraction of channel access data
units (CADU) and their subsequent error correction by any of the FEC codes in the
FFBD of Fig. 4, namely convolutional, Reed-Solomon, concatenated Reed-Solomon and
convolutional, Turbo, and LDPC codes. The BDD failing tests in stage 1 involve monitor-
ing performance degradation introduced by certain artifacts that a particular FEC code is
sensitive to. Some examples of such artifacts include truncation length for Viterbi decod-
ing, interleave depth for concatenated Reed-Solomon convolutional codes, and a number
of iterations in the iterative decoding of Turbo and LDPC codes. For brevity, the results
of Turbo and LDPC codes are not presented in this paper. The BDD acceptance tests
in stage 2 involve performance improvement when these artifacts are mitigated. Both
failing and acceptance tests are confirmed by comparing the BER and FER with the
performance reported by the CCSDS green book[19], which considers an AWGN channel
without any other channel impairments. For a fair comparison, all but AWGN channel
impairment is taken into account by the simulation of FEC decoding. The effects of
frame synchronization are not considered either.

Convolutional code

The CCSDS convolutional code is a rate-1/2 code with a constraint length of K = 7 bits.
The standard also specifies punctured versions of the CC(7,1/2) code, which include
CC(7,2/3), CC(7,3/4), CC(7,5/6), and CC(7,7/8). The convolutional decoder in the
simulation uses the default GNU Radio Viterbi decoder for the basic CC(7,1/2) code.
The BDD tests, therefore, aim at verifying the effects of decision quantization, Viterbi
truncation length (D), and puncturing on the decoder.

For optimum performance, the Viterbi decoder requires unquantized soft decisions.
Hence, Stage 1 of the BDD cycle involves decoder simulation with decision values quan-
tized at 1, 3 and 6 bits. As expected, there is performance improvement with increasing
quantization bits, as shown in Fig. 26. During stage 2 of the BDD cycle, the simulation
is rerun under unquantized soft decisions, which shows a further improvement in BER
performance. The BER performance for both stage 1 and 2 is also checked with the
performance reported by the CCSDS green book, as shown in Fig. 26.

The CCSDS green book simulations have shown that a Viterbi truncation length of D
= 60 achieves near optimum performance[19]. The GNU Radio Viterbi decoder, on the
other hand, has a fixed truncation length of 32 bits. Stage 1 of the BDD cycle involves
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the simulation and verification of FER performance for different frame lengths. As shown
in Fig. 26, the GNU Radio Viterbi experiences minimal performance degradation. Since
the truncation length is fixed, no mitigation measures should be taken in stage 2 of the
BDD cycle.

Figure 26: The BER and FER performance of the GNU Radio CC(7,1/2) decoder com-
pared with results obtained from the CCSDS green book[19].[Colour figure can be viewed
at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

The CCSDS puncture matrices for the basic CC(7,1/2)[24] code are shown in table2[26].
The GNU Radio puncture and depuncture blocks expect an equivalent puncture pattern
and size, which are also shown in the table. Stage 1 of the BDD cycle involves BER and
FER simulations for the punctured codes. Fig. 27 shows the performance of the GNU
Radio punctured codes compared with the performance specified by the CCSDS green
book[19], where the BER performance degradation of 2.4 dB between the CC(7,1/2) and
CC(7,7/8) is confirmed. Since puncturing is an FEC feature rather than an impairment,
no mitigation measures are required by stage 2 of the BDD cycle.

Table 2: Puncturing matrices

Puncture matrix Code rate GNU Radio Puncture Pattern GNU Radio Puncture size

M =

[
1 0
1 1

]
r = 2

3
1101 = 0xD 4

M =

[
1 0 1
1 1 0

]
r = 3

4
110110 = 0x36 6

M =

[
1 0 1 0 1
1 1 0 1 0

]
r = 5

6
1101100110 = 0x366 10

M =

[
1 0 0 0 1 0 1
1 1 1 1 0 1 0

]
r = 7

8
11010101100110 = 0x3566 14
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Figure 27: The BER and FER performance of the GNU Radio CC(7,1/2) punctured
decoder compared with results obtained from the CCSDS green book[19].[Colour figure
can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

Reed-Solomon code

The BDD tests for Reed-Solomon codes involve comparing the BER and FER perfor-
mance with the CCSDS green book[19]. As for the case of the CCSDS green book[19],
the simulation was run with an interleave depth of I = 1. In this case, WER is the same
as FER. The performance of the developed Reed-Solomon decoder is reported in Fig. 28.

Concatenated Reed-Solomon and convolutional code

The first BDD failing test for concatenated Reed-Solomon and convolutional code was
comparing BER with the CCSDS green book[19].The BER test was simulated for full
RS(255,223) and shortened RS(255,239) with an interleave depth of I = 16. The BER
performance of the decoder is close to the CCSDS performance as reported by the curves
in Fig. 29.

Unlike Reed-Solomon codes, the WER of concatenated Reed-Solomon codes is sensi-
tive to finite interleaving. The second BDD failing test, therefore, involved performance
verification under finite interleaving. The performance criteria used is WER under in-
terleave depth of I = 5. The performance curves for full RS(255,223) and RS(255,239)
compared with the CCSDS green book[19] are shown in Fig. 30.
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Figure 28: The FER and BER performance of our Reed-Solomon decoder compared
with results obtained from the CCSDS green book[19].[Colour figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]

Figure 29: The BER performance for concatenated RS(255,223) and RS(225,239) Reed-
Solomon codes compared with results obtained from the CCSDS green book[19].[Colour
figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

4.3 Verification of end-to-end telemetry link

The performance of the TM FEC codes under ideal AWGN channel was presented in
the previous section. The evaluation was not complete, since realistic TM links are
intrinsically imperfect. In this section, a complete performance evaluation of the SBB
end-to-end TM link is presented under realistic TM channel model given in Table 1.

The first scenario considers an end-to-end BPSK TM link with the standard CCSDS
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Figure 30: The WER performance for concatenated RS(255,223) and RS(225,239)
I = 5 Reed-Solomon codes compared with results obtained from the CCSDS green
book[19].[Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

CC(7,1/2) convolutional code with performance curves depicted in Fig. 31. The Viterbi
algorithm is sensitive to imperfect carrier synchronization, i.e. tracking phase jitter,
which for our case, is introduced by the Costa’s loop[43]. The loop phase error process
is Tikhonov-distributed and its variance is inverse proportional to Eb/No; a fact that
could explain the poor performance at Eb/No below 2 dB. It can be seen from Fig. 31
that the SBB’s BER and FER performance curves under all impairments are within 0.5
dB of the corresponding CCSDS Green Book curves under AWGN alone.

In the second scenario, we consider an end-to-end BPSK TM link with the standard
RS(255,223) and RS(255,239) CCSDS Reed-Solomon codes with performance curves de-
picted in Fig. 32. The performance of Reed-Solomon codes are directly dependent on
the performance of the underlying modulation scheme, which is BPSK link in this case.
From Fig. 25, the performance degradation of the BPSK link in the region of interest
for Reed-Solomon codes is around 0.5 dB for an IBO of -10 dB. This performance loss
translates into an end-to-end performance degradation of less than 0.5 dB.

In the third scenario, we consider an end-to-end BPSK TM link with concatenated
CCSDS RS(255,223) and RS(255,239) Reed-Solomon codes as well as the unpunctured
CCSDS CC(7,1/2) convolutional code. The Eb/No region of interest for the CCSDS
Reed-Solomon families is larger than 5 dB, while that of the CCSDS CC(7,1/2) is larger
than 4 dB. From the BER and WER curves in Figs. 29 and 30, the region of interest for
the concatenated and unpunctured CCSDS CC(7,1/2) is around 1.5 - 2.5 dB, a region
severely affected by tracking phase jitter. The SBB’s performance has been compared
with specified CCSDS performance with Reed-Solomon code interleave depth set to I =
1. In this configuration, Reed-Solomon WER is equivalent to FER. The RS(255,223)
concatenated code suffers a maximum BER and FER degradation of 1 dB, and the
RS(255,239) concatenated code suffers a maximum BER and FER degradation of 0.6
dB.
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Figure 31: The end-to-end BER and FER performance for CC(7,1/2) code compared
with results obtained from the CCSDS green book[19].The frame length used is L = 8920
bits, corresponding to RS(255,223) with interleave depth I = 5. [Colour figure can be
viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

Figure 32: The end-to-end BER and FER performance for RS(255,223) and
RS(225,239) Reed-Solomon codes compared with results obtained from the CCSDS green
book[19].[Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

4.4 Development and verification of telecommand link

The TC link for the bit modulation block, Fig. 12, including line coding, constellation
mapping, pulse shaping and I/Q modulation, was simultaneously developed and verified
as part of the TM link BDD process in Secs. 4.1 and 4.2.

The verification of figures of merit for TC, including output power, transmitter EVM,
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Figure 33: The end-to-end BER and FER performance for Concatenated RS(255,223)
and RS(255,239) + CC(7,1/2) code compared with results obtained from the CCSDS
green book[19]. [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

and frequency stability, are highly dependent on the SDR frontend hardware. Therefore,
the verification of TC link should be done on a hardware basis.

5 Conclusion

A new approach, based on the behavior-driven development (BDD) methodology, was
introduced to the concurrent development and verification of SDR-based baseband (SBB)
systems for satellite ground operations. An open-source GNU Radio development kit
was used for the SBB system synthesis and analysis. The BDD tests were performed by
introducing channel impairments to the TM and TC blocks, and proper codes were then
created to pass the acceptance tests. The SBB system performance at the end shows
degradations within 1 dB of the performance recommended by the CCSDS Green Book
standards. The developed system has a potential to transform the business model for the
ground operations, due to its scalability, extensibility, flexibility and cost-effectiveness.
Therefore, It would be possible to replace the costly state-of-the-art baseband systems
with a private cloud and affordable SDR frontends. But, before the verified design is
used in real-life TT&C operations, extensive hardware-in-the-loop simulations must be
conducted. The next step in our work is, therefore, running simulations that include a
satellite ”suitcase” as well as orbiting spacecraft.
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Abstract

This paper presents the validation of a software-defined baseband (SDB) system for
satellite telemetry and telecommand (TM/TC). The baseband system was developed
using the open-source GNU Radio development kit. It runs on a personal computer
connected to a commercial-off-the-shelf (CoTS) RF frontend. The validation process
was performed by the use of a mission-qualified satellite emulator, a state-of-the-art
baseband unit, and orbiting satellites. The baseband is designed to offer multimission
support. Hence it includes a suite of modulation schemes, line codes, matched filters, and
CCSDS forward error correction codes (convolutional, Reed-Solomon, concatenated, and
low-density parity-check (LDPC)) typically employed in TM/TC missions. The figures
of merit used for the validation of the TM receiver are bit error rate (BER) and frame
error rate (FER). For the TC transmitter, the validated features are modulation index,
power spectrum, and the physical layer operations procedures (PLOP).

1 Introduction

Satellite telemetry and telecommand (TM/TC) is a crucial part of every space mission.
It involves the gathering, collection, and processing of spacecraft onboard data to en-
sure the unerring operation of the satellite[1]. Typically, the TM/TC subsystem aboard
a satellite includes one or more transponders associated with quasi-omnidirectional an-
tennas to ensure RF link availability from the ground[2]. The TM/TC system on the
ground typically includes a baseband system, a device that performs radio functions in-
cluding transmission, reception, and forward error correction (FEC). In this paper, we
present the validation of a low-cost software-defined baseband (SDB) system developed
using the open-source GNU Radio software-defined radio (SDR) development kit[3]. The
SDB system runs on a standard Linux computer connected to the Ettus USRP X310[4]
commercial-off-the-shelf (CoTS) RF frontend. The SDB system is primarily optimized
for Consultative Committee for Space Data Systems (CCSDS) category A (less than 2
million kilometers) missions operating in S-band.

Reliability is a paramount feature of any baseband system involved in TM/TC ground
operations. To achieve reliability for the SDB system, the authors begun with an exten-
sive analysis of the functional design, which was presented in a previous work[5]. This was
followed by the verification process which involved extensive simulations, evaluation, and
optimization of the SDB system performance. A small part of this verification process,
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which was done for binary phase-shift keying (BPSK) and several CCSDS FEC codes,
was presented by the authors in another work[6]. The next step required to ensure the
reliability of the SDB system is validation, a process that is carried out on a laboratory
testbed and orbiting satellites and is the subject of this paper. In the validation cam-
paign, the SDB system was subjected to a suite of validation tests that were agreed upon
after a discussion with different stakeholders including satellite operators and TM/TC
transponder manufacturers. The suite of validation tests is based on standard industrial
satellite-ground station compatibility tests such as those presented by Yang et al[7]. It
should be noted that the TM and TC communication links have different requirements
and hence different validation tests, as shown in Fig. 1. The validation tests on the TC
transmitter include the characterization of modulation index, power spectrum, and the
end-to-end validation of the physical layer operations procedures (PLOP). The validation
tests on the TM receiver include bit error rate (BER) for bit synchronization and frame
error rate (FER) characterization for CCSDS FEC codes[8].

The hardware testbed consists of a state-of-the-art (SoTA) baseband unit, a satellite
emulator, a spectrum analyzer, and a 70 Mhz IF interface connected to an antenna
switch matrix that enables communication with orbiting satellites. The testbed was
configured for two separate setups for TM receiver and TC transmitter validation. For
the TM receiver validation, the output of the SoTA baseband was connected to the input
port of the SDB system. On the other hand, the SDB TC transmitter was validated
by directly connecting the output of the SDB system to a spectrum analyzer for the
characterization of modulation index and power spectrum. The end-to-end validation of
the TC transmitter PLOP function was performed by connecting the output of the SDB
system to the satellite emulator.

To the best of our knowledge, most of the publicly available literature sources that
detail the performance of TM/TC basebands do not take into account realistic channel
conditions encountered in TM/TC links. Thus, they do not address the related synchro-
nization issues. Baldi et al. presented the performance evaluation of the new TC coding
options in additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN)[9] and jamming channels[10]. Both
scenarios assumed perfect synchronization. The continuation work by Baldi et al.[11]
presented the performance of TM/TC links in a channel with solar scintillations. This
work also assumed perfect synchronization.The final work by Baldi et al on the topic
employs the ENTRust simulator that takes into account channel impairments including
orbital, plasma, and AWGN[12]. An extensive analysis of loop bandwidth optimization is
presented. However, the work does not involve a physical hardware-based testbed. Thus,
it does not consider the effects of hardware tolerances and their effects on synchroniza-
tion. Mwakyanjala et al.[6] presented the evaluation of TM receiver performance under
simulated channel conditions. This evaluation did not involve a laboratory testbed, and
thus it did not fully capture the synchronization issues. An elaborate evaluation of low-
density parity-check (LDPC) and Turbo decoders for a TM receiver was presented by
Andrews et al. [13]. The evaluation was performed on an FPGA-based testbed at the
NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL). Similarly, this work considered only AWGN.
Thus, none of the issues related to synchronization were presented.
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Figure 1: Block diagram of the SDB system. The system runs on a Linux computer. The
SDR frontend, Ettus USRP X310, interfaces the system with the RF environment, which
is typically an IF port connected to a TM/TC antenna. The TC transmitter performance
was validated by the characterization of modulation index, power spectrum, and the end-
to-end validation of the physical layer operations procedures (PLOP). On the other hand,
the TM receiver performance was validated by BER and FER characterization.[Colour
figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

In this paper, we present the validation campaign of the SDB TC transmitter and
TM receiver on a laboratory testbed that emulates realistic channel conditions in S-band
TM/TC links along with impairments associated with low-cost CoTS RF frontends. We
show that the power spectrum from the SDB transmitter radiating from the CoTS RF
frontend conforms to theoretical models. Characterization of the TC transmitter modu-
lation index results in curves that are very close to theoretical models. Using the satellite
emulator, we demonstrate that the TC transmitter can transmit the PLOP carrier mod-
ulation modes (CMMs) as expected. We also show that, after extensive optimization
of synchronization parameters to account for channel impairments, in particular Costas
loop bandwidth, the performance of the SDB TM receiver receiving from the CoTS RF
frontend is within 1 dB of ideal performance for uncoded BPSK when an optimum Costas
loop bandwidth from 0.15% to 0.5% of the symbol rate is employed. For coded BPSK,
the performance is compared to CCSDS Green Book curves[14]. We show that this is
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within 1 dB for the Reed-Solomon code, 2 dB for the convolutional code, and 2 dB for
concatenated codes. Through simulations, we show that the SDB LDPC decoder per-
forms comparably to the CCSDS reference decoder. In this work, we do not take into
account the validation of Turbo codes. This can be found in Baldi et al.[11] and Andrews
et al.[13]. Finally, we show that the SDB is capable of operating in a realistic TM/TC
scenario by communicating with three different orbiting satellites.

The paper is organized into six sections. Section 2 presents an overview of the SDB
functional analysis and the hardware testbed. Section 3 presents the validation method-
ology for the SDB TC transmitter. Section 4 covers the validation methodology for the
SDB TM receiver for coded and uncoded BPSK. Section 5 presents field validation of the
SDB TM receiver by a suite of orbiting satellites tracked from the Esrange Space Station
in Kiruna, Sweden. Section 6 concludes the paper.

2 SDB functional analysis and the hardware testbed

In this section, we present the functional analysis of the SDB system and the hardware
testbed. The functional analysis presents the functional breakdown of the TM/TC radio
functions that compose the SDB system. The testbed covers the laboratory setup that
was used during the validation campaign.

2.1 SDB functional analysis

The SDB system is designed to support multiple TM/TC missions. For that reason,
the TC transmitter supports three modulation schemes for what CCSDS defines as low-,
medium-, and high-rate modulations. These are PCM/PSK/PM, PCM/PM, and BPSK
with maximum bit rates of 4000 bps, 256000 bps, and 2.048 Mbps[15] respectively. The
TM receiver supports multiple modulation schemes including BPSK, quadrature phase-
shift keying (QPSK), offset QPSK (oQPSK), pulse code modulation/frequency and phase
modulations (PCM/PM, PCM/FM), and Gaussian minimum shift keying (GMSK)[16].
The TM receiver also supports several matched filters including square-root-raised co-
sine (SRRC), raised cosine (RC), and integrate-and-dump (IDF) filters. Two variations of
line codes commonly used in satellite TM/TC[17]; non-return-to-zero-level/mark/space
(NRZ-L/M/S) and biphase-L/M/S are supported by both the TM receiver and the TC
transmitter. The functional breakdown of the SDB is summarized in Fig. 2. A more
comprehensive functional analysis of the SDB system, which includes telemetry, telecom-
mand, and ranging was presented by the authors in a previous work[5].

The TC transmitter is illustrated in the upper part of Fig. 2. Telecommands are
received by the MCC data transfer interface (Function 1.0). TC transfer is performed by
APIs native to the SDB system since CCSDS SLE transfer services[18], including forward
space packet (FSP), forward TC virtual channel access (FTCVCA), forward TC frame
(FTCF) as well as forward communications link transmission unit (FCLTU) have been
implemented in a separate proprietary package. The received TCs are further processed
by FEC and frame generation (Function 2.0) to generate channel link transfer units
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(CLTU) after optional randomization and FEC encoding. The FEC codes specified in
the standard[19] are BCH and two families of LDPC codes namely LDPC(n=128,k=64)
and LDPC (n=512,k=256). The encoded CLTUs are transferred to the bit modulation
function (Function 3.0) for transmission to the spacecraft.

To maximize the acceptance rate of TCs, the CCSDS standard proposes the use of
an acknowledgment-based close-loop procedure referred to as the PLOP[19]. In this pro-
cedure, the ground station transmits CMMs which the satellite acknowledges by sending
the communications link control word (CLCW) NO RF AVAILABLE and NO BIT
LOCK flags. Upon the reception of CLTUs, the PLOP starts by transmitting an un-
modulated carrier (CMM-1). When the satellite locks to the carrier, it transmits the
NO RF AVAILABLE to the ground station. Upon the reception of the NO RF
AVAILABLE flag, the ground station transmits an acquisition sequence (CMM-2) and
optionally an idle sequence (CMM-4). When the satellite bit synchronizer locks to the
acquisition sequence, it transmits the NO BIT LOCK flag to the ground station. Upon
the reception of the NO BIT LOCK, the ground station transmits modulated CLTUs
(CMM-3) and optionally the CMM-4 idle sequence. The operation of versions 1 and 2
of the PLOP is illustrated in Fig. 3. The I/Q samples from the PLOP are transferred to
the hardware frontend through a hardware interface such as the Ettus UHD[20].

The lower part of Fig. 2 illustrates the functional design of the TM receiver. The first
functional unit (Function 1.0) summarizes the operations of the bit synchronizer. The I/Q
samples are received from a hardware interface such as the Ettus USRP Hardware Driver
(UHD)[20]. The demodulation, synchronization, and equalization functions generate soft
symbols, which are delivered to the CCSDS FEC decoding and frame synchronization[21]
functions (Function 2.0). The supported FEC codes are convolutional, Reed-Solomon,
concatenated, and C2 LDPC code. There is also an optional derandomizer, which can
be used to improve bit transition density. The frame synchronizer is based on finite state
machines (FSM) with SEARCH, CHECK, FLYWHEEL, and LOCK states as recom-
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Figure 3: Signal sequence for the physical layer operations procedure versions 1 and
2.[Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

mended by CCSDS standards[14]. The channel data access units (CADU)s extracted by
Function 2.0 are delivered to the mission control center (MCC) data delivery interface
(Function 3.0) for delivery to the end-user. The delivery is performed by APIs native to
the SDB system. Similarly, the CCSDS space link extension (SLE) delivery services[18]
including return all frames (RAF), return channel frames (RCF), return frame secondary
header (RFSH), return operational control field (ROCF), and return space packet (RSP)
have been implemented in another proprietary package.

2.2 Hardware testbed

The upper part of Fig. 4 illustrates the testbed setup for the SDB TC transmitter. The
SDB system runs on a Linux computer connected to the USRP X310 through an ether-
net connection. The physical characteristics of the TC transmitter including modulation
index and power spectrum are validated by a spectrum analyzer connected to the output
port of the USRP X310. The TM receiver of the SoTA baseband unit is used to validate
the integrity of TC transfer frames transmitted by the SDB. The PLOP validation en-
compasses validation of the entire TC transmitter chain, which is facilitated by the use
of the satellite emulator compliant with CCSDS TC space link[22], TC synchronization
and FEC coding[19] as well as the command operations procedure (COP)[23].

The validation setup for the SDB TM receiver is illustrated in the lower part of
Fig. 4. The TC transmitter of the SoTA baseband unit is used to emulate a satellite
TM transponder for BER and FER measurements. In addition to the generation of
TM transfer frames needed for BER and FER measurements, the baseband unit also
introduces modulator I/Q imbalance, frequency instability and symbol rate offset as
would a realistic TM transponder (Txp). The baseband unit has an internal AWGN
generator which sets the operating carrier power-to-noise spectral density (C/No) for
accurate BER and FER measurements. The baseband is also equipped with a frequency
sweeping unit which has been repurposed to emulate Doppler shift and rate. A complete
list of channel impairments considered during BER and FER measurements and their
sources are summarized in Table 1.
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Figure 4: The hardware testbed[Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

Table 1: Channel impairments introduced by the testbed during BER and FER mea-
surements.

Impairments Baseband Unit SDR frontend Value
Txp Modulator I/Q imbalance X –
Txp Frequency instability X –
Txp Symbol rate offset X –
Sweep range X ± 150 kHz
Sweep rate X ± 3 kHz/s
AWGN X –
SDR phase noise X –
SDR clock instability X –
SDR I/Q imbalance X –

In addition to BER and FER measurements by the baseband unit, the SDB sys-
tem must be further validated against orbiting satellites. Thus, the hardware testbed
includes an IF interface to a parabolic dish antenna configured to receive signals from
orbiting S-band satellites. In this setup, the channel model includes transponder am-
plifier nonlinearities, output multiplexer (OMUX) delay spread, symbol timing offsets,
orbital dynamics for category A missions (e.g. Doppler shift and rate), TM/TC station
impairments including phase noise, phase offset, and frequency offset. The impairments
also include SDR frontend distortions, including phase noise, I/Q-imbalance, and DC
offset[6].
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3 Laboratory validation of the telecommand trans-

mitter

The flowgraph used for the validation of the TC transmitter is illustrated in Fig. 5. On the
left side of the flowgraph, there are message strobes that generate TCs and CLCW NO
RF AVAILABLE and NO BIT LOCK flags[22]. The strobes generate messages after
1, 5, and 10 seconds respectively. The TC Multiplexer block reformats the generated TCs
into valid TC transfer frames. The transfer frames are received by the PLOP block after
CLTU generation. Both PLOP-1 and PLOP-2 are supported. The CMM-1 and CMM-2
check options specify whether the PLOP waits for NO RF AVAILABLE and NO
BIT LOCK flags respectively. The waiting time is specified in seconds by the RF Set
and Fall times respectively. The locations of the flags are specified by the respective byte
offsets and masks. The CMMs generated by the PLOP are modulated and transmitted by
the TC Modulator, which supports PCM/PSK/PM, PCM/PM, and BPSK modulations.
The modulator provides sinusoid and square subcarriers for PCM/PSK/PM. To avoid
interference with ranging signals, the modulator provides the carrier frequency argument,
which can be used to specify the center frequency of the TC signals.

NO BIT LOCK FLAG 
GENERATOR

NO RF AVAILABLE 
FLAG GENERATOR

TC Messages

Figure 5: GNU Radio flowgraph for the SDB TC transmitter.[Colour figure can be viewed
at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

The suite of tests for validation of the TC transmitter includes the characterization
of the modulation index and the radiated power spectrum. The tests were performed for
a PCM/BPSK/PM signal with a bit rate of 2000 bps and a 16000 Hz sinusoid subcarrier.
The modulation index used was 1 radian.

3.1 Power spectrum characterization

Power spectrum characterization validates the ability of the SDB system to transmit a
signal with accurate bit rate, carrier and subcarrier frequencies. The power spectrum of
the PCM/BPSK/PM signal is given by the equation[24]
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S (f) = PTJ2
0 (β) δ (f − fc) + PT

∑
i Even

J2
i (β) [δ (f − fc − ifsc) + δ (f − fc + ifsc)]+

PT

∑
k Odd

J2
k (β) [Sd (f − fc − kfsc) + Sd (f − fc + kfsc)] , f ≥ 0

(1)

where β is the modulation index, Jk (.) is the kth-order Bessel function, fc and fsc are
carrier and subcarrier frequency respectively. The power spectrum of the underlying line
code is presented by Sd (f) given by the equation[24]

Sd (f) =

{
1
Rs

sin2(πf/Rs)

(πf/Rs)2
For NRZ− Shaped Data

1
Rs

sin4(πf/2Rs)

(πf/2Rs)4
For Biphase− Shaped Data

(2)

The first term in equation 1 represents the residual carrier, the second term represents
intermodulation loss components, and the last term represents the data components. For
modulation indices between 0.1 and 1.5, the information is concentrated at the first Bessel
image. For this reason, the significant intermodulation component is concentrated at the
first even Bessel function i.e. i = 2. This is located at a frequency which is twice
the subcarrier frequency away from the residual carrier. Similarly, the significant data
component is concentrated at the first odd Bessel function i.e k = 1. This is located at
a frequency that is one subcarrier frequency away from the residual carrier. The signal
spectrum can be validated by comparing the theoretical spectrum predicted by equation
1 with a signal transmitted by the SDB.

The upper part of Fig. 6 illustrates the theoretical signal spectrum from equation 1.
The lower part Fig. 6 illustrates the signal spectrum when an acquisition sequence (CMM-
2) was transmitted by the flowgraph of Fig. 5 and captured by a spectrum analyzer. As
expected, both spectra show the 2000 bps data signal at 16000 Hz from the carrier. The
intermodulation loss components can be seen at 32000 Hz from the carrier, twice the
subcarrier frequency.

3.2 Modulation index characterization

The power and subcarrier components, Pc and Pd, can be directly derived from equation
1. These are, respectively,

Pc = PTJ2
0 (β) (3)

Pd = 2PTJ2
1 (β) (4)

The remaining power represents the power in intermodulation components. The two
equations above demonstrate that power allocation is directly dependent on the modu-
lation index, β. Thus, for power limited communication systems, the modulation index
represents the tradeoff between synchronization accuracy and achievable bit rate. There-
fore, the modulation index of the SDB TC transmitter must be validated.
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Figure 6: Power spectra for PCM/PSK/PM signals. The upper figure illustrates the the-
oretical power spectrum plotted from Equation 1. The lower figure illustrates the modu-
lated acquisition sequence (CMM-2) spectrum captured by a spectrum analyzer.[Colour
figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

One way of validating the modulation index is through the measurement of carrier
power drop before and after data modulation. This is the same as carrier power drop
between PLOP CMM-1 and CMM-2 as illustrated in Fig. 6 for a modulation index of 1
radian. The power drop is mathematically given by the equation

∆ = −20Log (Jo (β)) (5)

Illustrated in Fig. 7 is the measured carrier power drop for modulation indices rang-
ing from 0.4 to 1.4 radians. The power drop is very close to theoretical values. This
observation concludes that the SDB TC transmitter is performing as expected.

3.3 Physical layer operations procedures

The validation of the PLOP entails the validation of the entire SDB TC link. The process
was performed in two stages. The first stage was aimed at the validation of CLTU gener-
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Figure 7: The relationship between SDB modulation index and carrier power
drop.[Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

ation function, byte endianness, line codes, and modulation schemes. The first stage was
performed by connecting the output of the SDB transmitter to the SoTA baseband TM
receiver. The SDB transmitter was configured with BCH(n=64,k=56) FEC code along
with all permutations of modulation schemes (PCM/BPSK/PM, PCM/PM, and BPSK)
and line codes (NRZ-L/M/S and BP-L/M/S). The data received by the SoTA baseband
showed validly formatted CLTUs with proper byte endianness for all permutations. On
the other hand, the CLTUs with LDPC(n=128,k=64) and LDPC(n=512,k=256) FECs
were instead verified by software simulations, with special TC frames capable of ”sift-
ing” rows of the LDPC generator matrices specified in Tables 4-1 and 4-2 of the latest
CCSDS blue book[19]. The rows of Table 4-1 (1st, 17th, 33rd, or 49th), which correspond
to LDPC(n=128,k=64), were sifted by 64-bit TC frames with a one in a corresponding
position (i.e. all zeros except bit 1, 17, 33, or 49). Similarly, the rows of Table 4-2 (1st,
65th, 129th, or 193rd), which correspond to LDPC(n=512,k=128), were sifted by 256-bit
TC frames with a one in a corresponding position (i.e. all zeros except bit 1, 65, 129, or
193).

Finally, the output of the SDB transmitter with BCH-encoded CLTUs was connected
to the satellite emulator for the validation of the PLOP sequence illustrated in Fig. 3
in section 2.1. To emulate a realistic scenario where the CLCW flags are not provided
due to security reasons, the satellite emulator was not configured to send CLCW NO
RF AVAILABLE and NO BIT LOCK flags. The flags were instead emulated by
the message strobes as illustrated by the flowgraph of Fig. 5. The strobes generated the
CLTUs, CLCW NO RF AVAILABLE and NO BIT LOCK flags [22] after 1, 5, and
10 seconds respectively. The timeout for NO RF AVAILABLE and NO BIT LOCK
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flags are specified by the CMM-1 RF Set Time and CMM-2 RF Fall Time which
were set to 10 and 15 seconds respectively. If the timeout expires before a CLCW flag is
received, the PLOP sequence terminates and reports a failure. The interaction between
the SDB and the satellite emulator for PLOP-2 is illustrated by the time sequence in
Fig. 8. The statuses of the emulator PLL and bit lock are displayed on the right side of
the time-sequence diagram.

When the first CLTU is received at t = 1 second, the SDB transmits the CMM-1
signal and waits for the NO RF AVAILABLE. The NO RF AVAILABLE is received
at t = 5 seconds, 5 seconds before CMM-1 RF Set Time timeout. Upon the reception
of the NO RF AVAILABLE, the SDB transmits the CMM-2 signal and waits for the
NO BIT LOCK flag, which is received at t = 10 seconds, 10 seconds before CMM-2
RF Fall Time timeout. At this point, the satellite emulator had achieved both PLL
and bit lock, a condition necessary for the satellite emulator to allow CLTU (CMM-3)
reception. When CMM-3 is transmitted, the satellite emulator successfully receives the
10 CLTUs.
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Figure 8: Time sequence illustrating the interaction between the SDB and the satellite
emulator.[Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

4 Laboratory validation of the telemetry receiver

In this section, we present the results from the validation campaign of the SDB TM re-
ceiver against the hardware testbed. The SDB TM receiver is validated by BER and FER
performance measured after signal reception from the SoTA baseband unit. The SDB
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TM receiver consists of bit and frame synchronization along with FEC decoding blocks.
The ultimate validation test for bit synchronization is BER. The frame synchronization
and FEC decoding block can be validated through both BER and FER measurements.
The validation process was performed on all supported modulation schemes and line
codes. However, in this work, we will concentrate on the BPSK modulation scheme
only along with four out of the five supported CCSDS FEC codes namely convolutional,
Reed-Solomon, concatenated, and LDPC codes.

4.1 Validation of BPSK bit synchronization

The flowgraph of the BPSK receiver is illustrated in Fig. 9. The I/Q signals are received
from the RF frontend at 4 Mbaud, four times higher than the bit rate, 1 Mbps. The
automatic gain control (AGC) is used to maintain a fixed signal amplitude, which is
necessary for synchronization blocks that require a constant-level signal. An FFT-based
carrier acquisition tracks a carrier generated by square law and uses it to shift the received
signal to baseband. Following carrier frequency recovery is matched filtering and symbol
time recovery. Symbol time recovery is performed by the maximum likelihood time error
detector (TED). Symbol time recovery is followed by an equalizer which eliminates any
remaining ISI. Typically, there is no pilot signal associated with the TM link. Therefore,
a blind equalizer, based on the constant modulus algorithm (CMA)[25] with variable
step-size is used[26]. The final step is carrier phase recovery, which is performed by
the Costas loop. This is followed by the frame synchronization of CADUs and the
measurement of BER performance by the pseudorandom binary signal (PRBS) sink block.
The Costas loop is also followed by a histogram at the bottom of the flowgraph that
measures constellation statistics.

Figure 9: GNU Radio flowgraph illustrating the implementation of a BPSK re-
ceiver.[Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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During the validation process, several parameters for different blocks were optimized
to maximize BER performance. The BER performance was particularly sensitive to the
loop bandwidth of the Costas loop, as shown in the BER curves of Fig. 10. The optimum
loop bandwidth, which ranges between 0.15% to 0.5% of the symbol rate will be assumed
throughout this paper.
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Figure 10: BER performance for BPSK. The optimum loop bandwidth, which ranges
between 0.15% to 0.5% of the symbol rate will be assumed throughout this paper[Colour
figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

For the completion of the validation test, signal statistics after bit synchronization
were also validated against theory as shown in Fig. 11. Before synchronization, both
in-phase and quadrature signals were zero mean and Gaussian distributed. The phase
was uniformly distributed between 0 and 2π. After synchronization, the quadrature
signal maintained the same distribution while the in-phase signal becomes a sum of two
Gaussian distributions with a ±1 mean, as predicted by theory.

4.2 Validation of Reed-Solomon decoder

The flowgraph for the BPSK receiver with a Reed-Solomon decoder is illustrated in
Fig. 12. The decoder receives RS codeblocks from the frame synchronizer. The multi-
state (SEARCH, CHECK, FLYWHEEL, LOCK) FSM frame synchronizer described in
section 2 is used. The attached synchronization marker (ASM) pattern is found by a
bit-by-bit with input hard bits. An ASM is found when the comparison logic output has
fewer unmatched bits than the synchronization threshold.
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(a) Before Synchronization (b) After Synchronization

Figure 11: Signal statistics before and after synchronization[Colour figure can be viewed
at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

The first parameter of the decoder is the family of the Reed-Solomon code. The
CCSDS RS(255,223) and RS(255,239) families along with conventional and dual-basis
data encodings are supported. The FERT and WERT flags enable FER and WER
measurement. These are calculated in terms of transmitted and received number of
frames and words respectively. For an end-to-end link, FER and WER are also influenced
by the frame synchronizer. Therefore, another block outside the Reed-Solomon decoder
is required for more accurate FER and WER measurements. The Pass All flag of the
RS decoder is thus enabled and the FERT and WERT flags are disabled. To accurately
perform FER and WER measurements, each frame header is encoded with a 64-bit
sequence number along with a 16-bit cyclic redundancy check (CRC) tail. The frame
sequence number represents the number of transmitted frames. The message count block
receives frames from the RS decoder. Using the CRC, the message count block keeps
track of the number of valid frames received. Thus, the block can accurately calculate
FER and WER. The same PRBS block used for measuring the BER of uncoded BPSK
is also used in this case. The performance curves for non-shortened CCSDS RS(255,223)
and RS(255,239) are illustrated in Fig. 13. An interleave depth of I = 1 is used as
interleave depth does not influence the performance of non-concatenated Reed-Solomon
codes. The performance loss for both codes is approximately 1 dB with respect to Fig
5-7 and 5-8 of CCSDS green book performance curves[14]. The loss is attributed to the
synchronization loss of the Costas loop. The loss is exacerbated by a low loop signal-to-
noise ratio (SNR) reduced by coding. However, the loss is not too severe due to the high
coding rate of the two codes. In this regard, the optimization of loop bandwidth of the
Costas loop is of paramount importance. An optimum loop bandwidth of 0.2% of the
bit rate was used in this case.
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Figure 12: GNU Radio flowgraph illustrating the implementation of a BPSK receiver
with a Reed-Solomon decoder.[Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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Figure 13: Validation of Reed-Solomon decoder.[Colour figure can be viewed at wileyon-
linelibrary.com]

4.3 Validation of convolutional decoder

The convolutional code specified by the CCSDS standards is a rate-1/2 code with a
constraint length of K = 7. The encoder produces two bits for every input bit. For
successful decoding, the order of encoded bits must be preserved. However, in practical
communications, the decoder has no way of knowing which bit comes first. This is
the classical node synchronization problem for convolutional codes[14]. The approach
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adopted in this work was the use of frame synchronization for both node and CADU
synchronization. This approach takes advantage of the constant encoded ASM. For a
standard 32-bit ASM, the CCSDS CC(7,1/2) encoder produces a 64-bit pattern consisting
of a 12-bit unknown pattern depending on the previous CADU and a constant 52-bit
pattern. The 52-bit pattern is correlated against received soft symbols thereby achieving
both node and soft frame synchronization simultaneously.

Figure 14: GNU Radio flowgraph illustrating the implementation of a BPSK receiver
with a Viterbi decoder.[Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

The soft frame synchronizer belongs to the family of argmax frame synchronizers
described in CCSDS Green Book[14]. It accepts floating-point complex input. The
complex input is quantized with an 8-bit resolution. The metrics used during correlation
were precomputed and stored in a lookup table. The use of lookup tables significantly
improves throughput. The quantized soft input is first split into odd and even positions
and correlated against rotated variations of the 52-bit constant encoded ASM pattern.
The four rotations correspond to no phase shift (0◦), 90◦ phase shift, I/Q swap (180◦

phase shift), and 90◦ phase shift and I/Q swap (270◦ phase shift). The argmax matching
function is based on the simplified Massey algorithm given by[27]

f (s, y) =

{
0 sign(y) = s
|y| otherwise

(6)

where y is the input soft bits and s is the synchronization pattern. The output is zero
when there is a perfect match. Otherwise, the output is the number of symbols with
the wrong sign qualified by their magnitude. An ASM is found when the output of the
matching function is less than the synchronization threshold. Unlike the hard frame syn-
chronizers used for uncoded BPSK and RS codes in Figs. 10 and 13, the synchronization
threshold for the correlation-based soft frame synchronizer is much higher. As illustrated
in the flowgraph of Fig. 14, a synchronization threshold of 25 bits was used. After an
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ASM is found, the same FSM logic with SEARCH, CHECK, FLYWHEEL, and LOCK
states is used.

The procedure presented for Reed-Solomon codes for FER and BER measurements
was also employed for the CC(7,1/2) convolutional decoder. The decoder works on the
8-bit quantized soft frames from the frame synchronizer. The log-likelihood metrics used
by the decoder were precomputed for 8-bit soft values and saved in a lookup table.
The traceback length used was 48 bits. The performance curves for CC(7,1/2) code
are illustrated in Fig. 15. There is a performance loss of 2.1 dB in BER and 0.7 dB
in FER performance with respect to Fig. 4-10 and 4-11 of the CCSDS Green book[14].
Much the same as Reed-Solomon and other FEC codes, the coding rate of the CC(7,1/2)
introduces a 3-dB reduction in transmitted power and hence received C/No. This results
in a significant reduction of loop SNR which attributes to high synchronization errors
at low Eb/No values. The degradation of BER and FER performance also depends on
frame synchronization strategy. The synchronization threshold must be optimized.
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Figure 15: Validation of CCSDS CC(7,1/2) decoder.[Colour figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]

4.4 Validation of concatenated Reed-Solomon and convolutional
decoders

The flowgraph for BPSK with concatenated Reed-Solomon and convolutional decoder is
illustrated in Fig. 16. Concatenated codes are sensitive to interleave depth. The BER
and FER performances improve with increasing interleave depth as illustrated in Figures
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6-6, 6-7, 6-8, and 6-9 of the CCSDS Green book[14]. In this validation test, an interleave
depth of 1 was selected to represent the worst-case performance of concatenated codes.
As presented in section 4.3, node and frame synchronization are jointly performed with
a synchronization threshold of 25 bits. On the other hand, Reed-Solomon decoding is
performed as described in section 4.2.

Figure 16: GNU Radio flowgraph illustrating the implementation of a BPSK receiver
with concatenated Reed-Solomon and Viterbi decoders.[Colour figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]

As it can be seen in Fig. 17, both BER and FER performance of the concatenated
decoders suffer degradation of 2 dB with respect to Figures 6-6, 6-7, 6-8, and 6-9 of the
CCSDS Green book[14]. The degradation is attributed to synchronization losses caused
by reduced loop SNR which is a consequence of employing a low-rate FEC code[28].
The low coding rates of the concatenated CC(7,1/2) with RS(255,223) and RS(255,239)
codes lower the transmitted power and hence the received C/No by -3.6 and -3.3 dB
respectively. Thus, the degradation can be mitigated by further optimization of Costas
loop bandwidth[28] as well as the synchronization strategy.

4.5 Verification of LDPC decoder

The CCSDS standard[8] specifies two families of LDPC codes for TM links. The high-
rate family, LDPC C2(n=8160,k=7136)[29] is specified for near-Earth (CCSDS category
A) missions. The second family based on accumulate, repeat-by-4, jagged accumulate
(AR4JA)[30] is a low-rate LDPC family specified for deep space (CCSDS category B)
missions. The implemented LDPC decoder is transparent to the LDPC family used.
However, since the SDB is customized for near-Earth missions, we only focus on the C2
code. The C2 LDPC encoder and decoder have been successfully integrated into the
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Figure 17: Validation of concatenated CCSDS Reed-Solomon and CC(7,1/2) de-
coders.[Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

testbed. However, validation tests were not run. Thus, we rely on software simulations
and hence the process becomes verification rather than validation.

The implemented decoder is based on the belief-propagation algorithm. The algo-
rithm operates by iteratively passing extrinsic information between variable nodes and
check nodes in a Tanner graph constructed from the LDPC parity check matrix[31]. The
extrinsic information between variable nodes (denoted by vi) and check nodes (denoted
by cj) are respectively updated according to the equations

vi = λi +
∑
j 6=i

cj (7)

and

cj = 2tanh−1

(∏
j 6=i

tanh
vi

2

)
(8)

with all values expressed in log-likelihood ratios (LLR)[8].

The flowgraph of the LDPC simulation under BPSK is illustrated in Fig. 18. Of par-
ticular importance is the LdpcCaduSync block. In addition to frame synchronization,
the LdpcCaduSync block also performs LDPC decoding. The frame synchronization
parameters have already been described in the previous sections. The parameters cor-
responding to LDPC decoding are the number of decoding iterations and an Alist file.
The Alist format[32] is used to conveniently represent large LDPC parity check matrices,
such as the 1022× 8176 C2 parity check matrix in this case.
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Figure 18: GNU Radio flowgraph illustrating the implementation of a BPSK receiver
with LDPC decoder.[Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

The performance of LDPC codes depends on the code as well as the implementation
of the decoder. Thus, the CCSDS green book[14] uses the performance of the JPL
decoder performance as a reference[13]. The performance curves for the JPL and SDB
LDPC decoders are illustrated in Fig. 19 for a small range of Eb/No values. Higher
Eb/No values were not simulated due to the computational demand required to perform
measurements at a high confidence level.
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Figure 19: Verification of the LDPC decoder.[Colour figure can be viewed at wileyon-
linelibrary.com]
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5 Field validation of the telemetry receiver by orbit-

ing satellites

The SDB system was further validated by receiving telemetry from CCSDS-compliant
LEO satellites operating in S-band. In this scenario, the SDB TM receiver was subjected
to all the channel impairments in Table 1. A suite of satellites was selected to validate
the modulation schemes supported by the SDB TM receiver. The three satellites, hereby
referred to as satellites 1, 2, and 3, employ concatenated convolutional and Reed-Solomon
codes. Validation with orbiting satellites poses several challenges to the evaluation of
BER and FER. The two performance metrics are difficult to evaluate in this setting
because the data in the TM transfer frames are not known a priori. Even if the data
are known apriori, the C/No values are not known and vary with time according to
the satellite trajectory. And finally, even if the data content of the TM transfer frames
and C/No values are known apriori, a typical LEO satellite pass lasts for about 10
minutes, which makes it hard to evaluate the performance metrics at any meaningful
confidence level. Therefore, a rudimentary way for validating bit synchronization of the
TM receiver is by observing the constellation diagrams of the demodulated signals. Since
all the candidate satellites employ concatenated codes, the number of errors reported
by the decoders can also provide a rudimentary way of validating the FEC decoding
functionality.

Figure 20: Received and demodulated signals from satellite 1.[Colour figure can be viewed
at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

The power spectrum of the received signal from satellite 1 is illustrated on the left
side of Fig. 20. The satellite transmits a BPSK signal with a data rate of 2000000 bps.
The SDB TM receiver sampled the transmitted signal at four samples per symbol. Since
satellite 1 uses a square pulse-shaping filter, the integrate-and-dump filter was used as
the SDB matched filter. The signal constellation after demodulation is illustrated on the
right side of Fig. 20. The Viterbi decoder was monitored for error rate, which was found
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to be zero. Further validation was provided by the Reed-Solomon decoder, which also
reported zero frame and word error rates.

Figure 21: Received and demodulated signals from satellite 2.[Colour figure can be viewed
at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

Satellite 2 transmits TM data at a rate of 235294 bps. The modulation scheme used
is QPSK, pulse-shaped by the square filter. The transmitted signal was sampled at four
samples per symbol, which for QPSK, is equivalent to twice the bit rate. The power
spectrum of the received signal is illustrated on the left side of Fig. 21. The constellation
diagram of the demodulated signal is illustrated on the right. In this case, the Viterbi
and Reed-Solomon decoders also reported error-free performance.

Figure 22: Received and demodulated signals from satellite 3.[Colour figure can be viewed
at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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Satellite 3 was used to validate the SDB oQPSK modulation scheme. As illustrated
in Fig. 22, an SRRC pulse-shaping filter is employed to transmit the TM data at a rate of
1024000 bps. The constellation diagram of the demodulated signal is illustrated on the
right side of Fig. 22. Similar to the previous two cases, the Viterbi and Reed-Solomon
decoders reported error-free performance.

The SDB system successfully communicated with satellites 1, 2, and 3. Bit synchro-
nization was successful for BPSK, QPSK, and oQPSK respectively. The Viterbi and
Reed-Solomon decoders also performed as expected. Since this validation was performed
at a realistic commercial TT&C infrastructure, we can conclude that the SDB system is
one step closer to becoming mission ready.

6 Conclusion

The validation methodology for a software-defined baseband (SDB) system has been pre-
sented. The process was first conducted in a laboratory environment, where a commercial
baseband and a satellite emulator were used. The performance results for the SDB TM
receiver, which were presented for uncoded and coded BPSK, showed appreciable degra-
dation, which was expected for a practical communication system. The results for power
spectrum, modulation index, and PLOP operations validated the SDB TC transmitter.
Finally, the SDB TM receiver was further validated by successfully receiving and de-
coding signals from orbiting LEO satellites. Further work is needed to make the SDB
system usable in practical TM/TC missions. Single instruction, multiple data (SIMD)
optimization is needed to improve data throughput. Data delivery system, such as SLE
services, are needed to facilitate data transfer between the SDB and end-users. Rang-
ing functionality is an indispensable part of most TM/TC missions. This includes tone,
pseudo-noise, and novel ranging techniques such as telemetry-ranging. Furthermore, an
extensive validation campaign with more satellites is also be needed.
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Software-Defined Radios for Satellite Ground

Stations

Moses B. Mwakyanjala

Abstract

This report presents a literature survery on software-defined radio (SDR) technology
and commercial-off-the-shelf (CoTS) SDR frontends. The survey on SDR technology
covers hardware components with special emphasis on signal processing devices. On the
other hand, the survey on CoTS covers two SDR platforms that are considered for the
development of a software defined satellite ground station. This development is part of
a project jointly hosted by Lule̊a Tekniska Universitet (LTU) and the Swedish Space
Corporation (SSC). It is titled ”Advanced Software Defined Radio technology for
new satellite ground equipment architecture”

1 Introduction to software-defined radios

This literature survey was conducted jointly by LTU and SSC. It was undertaken to
investigate the use of software-defined radios (SDRs) in satellite ground stations.

The Wireless Innovation Forum has given the following definition of SDR
A software defined radio is a radio in which some or all parts of the physical
layer functions are software defined

The physical layer in the definition of SDR given above is the lowest layer of the
OSI system. This layer manages and controls information transmitted at bit level. The
architecture for a generic radio system is illustrated in Fig. 1.
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Figure 1: Generic radio system

SDR technology can leverage the power brought by theoretical advances in digital
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signal processing (DSP) and digital communications at a low cost and efficiently. As
envisioned by Mitola in 1995, it is one of the greatest innovations in the evolution of radio
telecommunications. It brings about a number of possibilities which are either impossible
or too complex to be implemented in traditional radios. Some of the advantages are:[1][2].

1. Scalable, extendible and modular design to support evolution over time

2. Application or waveform upgrade without hardware change

3. Commercial-off-the-shelf (CoTS) solutions have made SDR an affordable technol-
ogy

4. Enables quick prototyping for research and development

5. Reconfigurability allows efficient use of resources under varying conditions. Some
of new technologies that have been pushed forward by this feature include adaptive
coding and modulation (ACM), cognitive radio (GR) and Green radio

Like any other new technology, SDRs have a number of operational and practical disad-
vantages including:

1. High power consumption

2. Vulnerability to software threats

3. High performance field programmable gate arrays (FPGAs), DSPs as well as mixed
signal converters1 with high bandwidth are required

4. Limited scope to the physical layer renders SDRs incapable of taking advantage of
throughput improvement from upper OSI layers

2 SDR Hardware Components

The essence of SDR technology is the replacement of hardware-based RF chain and
signal processing framework by one or multiple blocks which can be fully controlled by
a software. In terms of hardware components, SDR technology transfigure the generic
architecture illustrated in Fig. 1 into the topology illustrated in Fig. 2.

2.1 Overview

It can be seen in the figure 2 that the SDR hardware is composed of radio frequency
frontend (RFFE), analog-to-digital and digital-to-analog (ADC and DAC) converters
and a signal processing device. In some cases, the RFFE and analog-to-digital or digital-
to-analog (A/D/A) are implemented in a single chip referred to as a radio frequency
integrated circuit (RFIC).

1ADC and DAC
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Figure 2: Generic SDR-based radio system

A/D/A Converters
These converters perform mixed-signal operations that transfigures signals from
digital to analog domains and vice versa.

Radio Frequency Front End
An RFFE is needed for both frequency down- and up-conversion for the receiving
and transmitting chains respectively. Due to limitations in sampling capabilities,
the RFFE is combined with a filter designed to choose only a small frequency band
of interest. The most preferred RFFE architecture is the homodyne architecture
otherwise known as Zero-IF since it translates received waveform directly into DC
at the receiving chain or directly translates the baseband signal directly into RF
at the transmitter chain unlike the more popular heterodyne architecture which
performs frequency translations to an intermediate frequency first before the desired
frequency. At the receiver side, the homodyne RFFE shifts the received signal to
a lower frequency for practical reasons such as realistic filter implementation with
low Q-factors. Since homodyne receivers do not utilize any intermediate frequency,
they have the following advantages[3]

1. There is no image problem.

2. Due to absence of image problem, there is no need for extra hardware such
as image-rejecting filters. This makes the homodyne architecture capable of
acting as a universal RFFE.

However, the homodyne receiver has a number of drawbacks including second order
distortions, flicker noise, IQ mismatch and DC-offsets.
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Conversely, a homodyne transmitter also have a number of useful and practical
features for SDR platforms. Some of the advantages are

1. Baseband and DACs operate at a rate proportional to bandwidth of the signal
and hence consumes less power

2. High carrier frequency can be supported with minimal increase in power con-
sumption.

Like its receiver counterpart, homodyne transmitters also experience a few issues as
a result of directly converting a baseband signal into RF. Some of the disadvantages
are[1]

1. Any IQ imbalance can result in creation of an inverted frequency image.

2. Any DC-offset can result in local oscillator (LO) leakage through RF port2

IQ-imbalance is caused by gain mismatches in In-phase and Quadrature chains.
DC-offset is a DC level which appears as interference at the middle of a desired
band. IQ-imbalance and DC-offsets are artifacts of homodyne transceivers.
DC-offsets arise from signal self-mixing. In the case of a homodyne receiver or
transmitter, DC-offsets are caused by the self-mix of the LO with itself. This can
arise in three different mechanisms as elaborated below[3]:

1. LO leakage
This happens when signal from a powerful LO leaks into the mixer. Worst
case scenario is when this signal leaks into the low-noise amplifier (LNA).

2. Reradiation
In this mechanism, the signal leaked from the LO is reradiated back to the
receiver chain. In this case it gets amplified by the LNA and traverses all the
way to the mixer resulting in self-mixing and hence DC-offsets

3. Strong inband interferer
In this mechanism, a powerful interfering signal from either inside the homo-
dyne transceiver or outside gets into the mixer.

Signal processing devices
A signal processing device determines signal processing properties of an SDR plat-
form including bandwidth, power, level of reconfiguration and ultimately its cost.
The signal processing device is responsible for generation, reception and transmis-
sion of telecommunication waveforms. In this context, a waveform is referred to as
a signal with specific values for all parameters such as carrier frequency, data rate,
modulation scheme, coding, pseudonoise sequence (PN) etc.

2To be elaborated in the next section
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2.2 Signal processing devices

There are at least five families of signal processing devices that have been deployed in cur-
rent SDR platforms. These are general-purpose processor GPP,FPGA, DSP, specialized
processing units (SPU) and Hybrid devices[1]. The selection of which signal processing
device to use depends on the type of application.

General Purpose Processors

A GPP is a traditional processor used in almost all computers and smart phones. Some
of the GPP devices available in the market are Intel, AMD, ARM and MIPS microproces-
sors. GPPs have been optimized to support control which makes them the best candidate
to a huge array of applications in both traditional user computers and specialized SDR
platforms. In traditional user computers, GPPs can host complex operating systems such
as Windows, Linux or MacOs. These operating systems can in turn support traditional
user applications such as word processing, datasheet, presentation and other specialized
applications. In SDR devices, GPPs can be used support digital signal processing as well
as network stacks and applications.

Field Programmable Gate Arrays

FPGA is a user-reconfigurable microchip used in traditional electronic systems in such
areas as aerospace and defense, medical applications, application-specific intergrated cir-
cuit (ASIC) prototyping, consumer electronics, communication systems etc. The biggest
manufacturers of FPGA microchips are Xilinx and Altera with a combined control of
over 80% of the global FPGA market. Xilinx offers a number of FPGA families namely
Virtex, Kintex, Artix, Zynq, Spartan and EasyPath families[4]. Altera has a number of
FPGA series namely Stratix, Arria, Cyclone and MAX 10 series[5].
The FPGA fabric is composed of logic blocks and interconnection wires that a user can
use to specify different functions. The specification is achieved through a hardware de-
scription language (HDL) such as VHDL and Verilog. FPGAs can be classified based on
the type of memory registers used to carry out the configuration. Some of the families
are[1]

1. SRAM-based FPGA family
This family uses volatile memory registers to configure the FPGA fabric. Due to
memory volatility, FPGA configuration is lost when the FPGA is powered down.
Therefore, an external device with non-volatile memory such as a micro-controller
is needed to load the configuration every time the FPGA is powered on. One of
the advantages of this family is that it uses small part of the FPGA microchip and
leaves room for FPGA fabric used for user applications and hence all big FPGAs
such as those offered by Xilinx and Altera are SRAM-based.

2. FLASH-based FPGA family
This family uses non-volatile flash registers which do not require an external non-
volatile device to load configurations. Unlike SRAM-based family FPGAs, FLASH
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registers do not consume power resulting in lower idle power consumption. This
family has higher radiation resistance making them a good candidate for space
applications. However, flash registers are bigger and hence leaves little room for
user applications. Microsemi is an example of a vendor of this family of FPGAs.

3. Antifuse FPGAs
This family can only be programmed once. It uses chemical switches which close
permanently after programming. The large size of antifuse registers leaves little
room for user logic. Antifuse FPGAs are resistant to radiation and hence they are
used extensively in aerospace applications. An example of a vendor of this family
is Actel.

Due to their inability to reconfigure after programming, Antifuse FPGAs have not been
deployed in SDR applications. On the other hand, FLASH-based FPGAs can be recon-
figured. However, due to little programmable user logic fabric, they are not fast enough
to carry out complicated SDR tasks.

Most of FPGA-based SDR platforms in both space and terrestrial applications there-
fore use SRAM-based FPGA. Unlike GPPs, FPGAs are not optimized for extensive
control applications. However, since they are optimized for a particular task, FPGAs
offers higher throughput than GPPs.

Digital Signal Processors

DSPs are microprocessors which have been optimized for intensive calculations. They
are not well optimized for control applications. Therefore, DSPs do not have a need for
peripheral control as well as complicated caches and hence use less power than GPPs.
Texas Instruments offers a number of digital signal processors including the C55x,
C66x and C674x families[6]. Other vendors are AMD and Freescale.

Specialized Processing Units

SPUs are devices which are used in very specific applications. These devices do not fit
in any other category mentioned above. The main idea is to tweak these specialized
devices into SDR processing platforms since both use the same computation principles.
This tweaking always involve more than one processing device and hence multi-core SDR
platform.
One example of SPU is a graphics processing unit (GPU). A GPU can be five times
more powerful than a GPP and three times more powerful than a DSP. GPU vendors
have started market powerful processing devices based on GPU for other applications in
what is known as general-purpose graphics processing unit (GPGPU). A GPGPU can be
programmed in CUDA programming language provided by NVIDIA. OpenCL is an open
source programming language that can also be used to program GPGPUs. Both of these
programming languages are not very intuitive and hence the programming of GPGPUs
is still very challenging.
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SPUs can be used in conjunction with GPPs to bring about heterogeneous multi-core
SDR platforms. A GPP is needed for control in most cases.

Hybrid solutions

Hybrid solutions are processing platforms which contain two or more processing devices
in a single chip. One architecture combines a GPP and DSP cores. An example is the
Texas Instrument C6000 system-on-a-chip (SoC) solutions which combines multicore
Texas Instrument DSP and ARM processors[7]. The C6000 family has a number of solu-
tions namely OMAP-L138, 66AK2E05, 66AK2H14 and 66AK2L06. Another architecture
combines a GPP and an FPGA. An example is the Zynq SoC by Xilinx which contains
an ARM processor and the FPGA fabric.

Tradeoffs between processing devices

The selection of a right processing device depends on the type of application and the
budget. There are four different trade-offs that could guide a developer towards selecting
the best option namely throughput, power consumption, development effort and cost.
These trade-offs are summarized by the diagram below[1].

3 Software Defined Radios Architecture

An SDR architecture depends on the type of processing devices that make up the SDR
hardware as discussed in the previous section. Current SDR platforms can be categorized
in the following groups[1]

1. All-software platforms using GPPs

2. Accelerated GPP based platforms. Device acceleration can be provided by an
FPGA or SPU.

3. FPGA-based platforms

3.1 GPP-based SDR architecture

GPPs are inherently flexible processing devices and hence very interesting for SDR de-
velopment. Waveform generation involves execution of multiple functions which a GPP
can execute easily as it can fetch appropriate instructions from memory.
The low cost of GPPs makes GPP-based platforms ideal for lab prototyping where power
requirements are not a big concern. GPPs, unlike other platforms can be programmed
by a number of high-level programming languages such as C, C++, Python, Ada3 etc.

3General-purpose High-level programming languages are more intuitive and elegant than specialized
languages like HDL (Verilog and VHDL) or Nvidia’s CUDA
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Figure 3: Trade-offs between different processing devices

The widely-available programming skill set4 for GPP-based SDR platforms makes them
easy to adopt.

3.2 Accelerated GPP-based SDR architecture

There has been a number of platforms that have successfully mapped SDR blocks into a
multi-core platform. Some of these implementations are described below[8]

1. IMEC’s BEAR Platform
This platform is made up of 6 different cores with a carefully mapped data flow.
Processing power is supplemented by two accelerators. Control is performed by one
ARM processor as a GPP is more suitable for control tasks. Baseband processing

4High-level language skill sets are often transferable
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is performed by two Dynamically Reconfigurable Embedded System (DRES) pro-
cessors. Finally, coarse time synchronization needed by Digital Front End (DFE)
is performed by three Application Specific Instruction Set Processor (ASIP)s

2. Sandberg SB3500
This platform has four different cores. Control is performed by a GPP which is the
ARM processor. Data processing is performed by custom-made processors called
Sandblasters

3. Infeneon Music
This platform consists of four different cores supplemented by a number of accel-
erators. They are both used to carry out different physical layer functions.

4. St-Ericsson Extreme Vector Processing(EVP) Platform
This platform is powered by 16-wide Single Instruction Multiple Data (SIMD) pro-
cessor. It has five different slots with three slots dedicated to vector data processing
and two slots dedicated for scalar data processing.

5. ARM/University of Michigan Ardberg platform
This system is equipped with four different cores. There is one core dedicated for
control and two cores dedicated for baseband processing.

Custom-made accelerated SDR platforms have also been employed by NASA’s Communi-
cations, Navigation, and Networking reConfigurable Testbed (CoNNeCT) project which
developed an SDR platform as a testbed aboard the international space station (ISS).
This testbed is known as SCAN. There are three SDR platforms in the SCAN testbed.
These were manufactured by different companies as listed below[9].

1. Harris SDR platform
Harris SDR is made up of four Xilinx Vertex IV FPGAs, 1 GFLOP DSP, AITech
950 single-board computers (SBC) running VxWorks RTOS and an S-band to Ka-
band converter

2. General Dynamics SDR platform
This platform consists of ACTEL RTAX, one 3 million gate Xilinx QPRO Virtex
II FPGA, a Coldfire microprocessor and an RF conversion module.

3. JPL SDR platform
This one consists of Actel RTAX 2000, 2 Virtex II Xilinx FPGAs, ACTEL AT697
with SPARC V8 processor and an RF conversion module.

3.3 FPGA-based SDR architecture

It was explained before that FPGAs can support a relatively higher throughput com-
pared to other processing devices. This is because they use dedicated circuitry to carry
out different tasks. This makes them less flexible for control application compared to
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GPPs which switch from one function to another by reading instructions from mem-
ory. Regardless of their inflexibility, FPGAs can be used to implement high performance
SDRs. The support of multiple waveform is the most important functionality of an SDR
platform. FPGAs have can use the following methods to create different waveform[1]

1. Separate configuration for each required waveform
Each waveform of interest can be implemented in a separate file that can be loaded
when needed. A typical waveform can take up to 40Mb which could take up to
100microseconds to be fully loaded. This method is very easy to implement.
However, it becomes impractical when the number of waveforms required to imple-
ment a particular radio is large.

2. Configuration of multiple waveforms Another approach is by creating a firmware
with all desired waveforms. Instead of loading an entire file for a particular wave-
form, a few registers can be modified at runtime to bring about the required wave-
form.

3. Partial reconfiguration Partial reconfiguration is a feature which enables run-
time change to both datapath5 and signal flow. It is supported by both Xilinx
and Altera FPGAs. Partial reconfiguration can therefore be used to generate a
number of waveforms by changing the appropriate circuitry responsible for a certain
waveform parameter at run-time.

In theory, FPGAs can implement SDR platforms even though they are poor in handling
control functions. Current FPGA-based SDR achieve control functionality by one of the
following ways

1. Using a dedicated GPP for control alongside the FPGA. Examples are Ettus uni-
versal software radio peripherals (USRPs).

2. Using an embedded microcontroller for control. A microcontroller can be embedded
inside the FPGA fabric

3. Using an embedded GPP for control. These are hybrid signal processing devices
which includes a GPP and FPGA fabric into one chip. A good example is the
Xilinx Zinq SoC.

5Datapath is a collection of different blocks. For example, modulation block, signal acquisition block
etc.
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4 Application frameworks for GPP-based SDR plat-

forms

The biggest advantage of GPP-based SDR platforms is that different radio specifications
can be implemented entirely by software. To this end, a number of application frameworks
for implementing radio functions have been developed. The most popular ones are GNU
Radio and OSSIE. Other known application frameworks are Microsoft SORA, LabView
and X-Midas.

4.1 GNU Radio

GNU Radio is an intuitive application framework for SDR development. It provides
a number of libraries which can be used to implement radio functions including signal
processing, error correction and signal acquisition. It is an open-source software which
makes it the best candidate for prototyping.
GNU Radio comes with a GUI tool which can be used to implement a radio block
diagram in a drag-and-drop fashion. Data is passed from block to block by means of
circular buffers. The implementation behind these blocks is written in Python though
the actual signal processing is implemented in C++ since it is more efficient. Some of the
signal processing functions have been customized for high speed real-time operation by
taking advantage of single instruction, multiple data (SIMD) instructions which comes
with specific processor type. GNU radio has a multi-threaded scheduler which enables
each block to run separately.

4.2 Open-Source SCA Implementation: Embedded (OSSIE)

Open-Source Software Communications Architecture (SCA) Implementation: Embedded
(OSSIE) is an open-source application framework based on SCA standard. It also comes
with a drag-and-drop GUI tool for easier programming. OSSIE supports secure and
robust SDR-based systems since it is based on a sophisticated military standard. Since
OSSIE is based on SCA which specifies a specific XML ontology, connections between
blocks is specified by XML files. Actual connections are performed by a middleware. The
middleware used by OSSIE is common object request broker architecture (CORBA).

4.3 Microsoft Research Software Radio (SORA)

SORA is an SDR platform that was initialized by Microsoft Research in Asia. Unlike the
previously discussed application frameworks , SORA framework contains hardware ele-
ment. The hardware component is known as Radio Control Board (RCB). Its main task
is to interconnect the RF frontend and the GPP[10]. SORA is available to institutions
and it is not a commercial product[1].
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4.4 LabVIEW

Laboratory Virtual Instrument Engineering Workbench is an SDR application framework
developed by National Instruments. Like GNU Radio, LabVIEW supports creation of
radio functionality through a GUI environment. GUI elements are referred to as Vir-
tual Instruments (VI). Their operations and appearances are identical to their hardware
counterparts. LabVIEW has a lot libraries which can be used to realize sophisticated
radio circuitry and communication protocols.

4.5 Mathworks Matlab and Simulink

Matlab/Simulink are high level mathematical computer packages which are capable of
interacting directly with hardware. Latest versions have the capability of interacting
with a number of SDR platforms including the USRP.

5 Commercial-off-the-shelf SDR frontends

There is a number of CoTS SDR platforms in the market today. This section presents two
accelerated GPP-based platforms. These are Crimson SDR and Ettus B210 platforms.
One of these will be used for the development of the software-defined satellite ground
station.

5.1 CRIMSON SDR platform

CRIMSON is an SDR platform that operates between 0 to 6 Ghz. It has 4 transmit and
receive chains. It provides an instantaneous bandwidth of 322 MHz. Signal processing can
be done on the platform itself or sent through 10GBe interfaces to an external processing
platform. Its price ranges from USD 6750 to USD 7750 depending on extra peripherals
included in the development kit[11].

Crimson external interface

Management functions are generally carried out over a web page, hosted by the CRIM-
SON transceiver, and accessible using Ethernet port on the front face of the device and
data is sent over the 10Gbps SFP+ ports. Receive and transmit antennas connect to the
SMA connectors on the front of the device. Listed below is a list of available interfaces.

1. Gigabit management port
Interface the external world with the Linux operating system running on the
transceiver FPGA silicon. This provides a unified interface to control remaining
devices.
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Figure 4: Crimson external interfaces[Printed with permissions : Property of Per Vices
Corporation]

2. 10Gbps SFP+ ports
These ports interface directly with the FPGA fabric. This could provide high-
bandwidth, low latency between the DACs and ADCs

3. 50 ohm SMA interface

• Rx : Four independent receive channels.

• Txgit : Four independent transmit channels.

• Ext Ref : External 10 MHZ reference.

• Ext Sync : Used to synchronize multiple devices.

• Ext VCO: Used for the very demanding applications. Full external synchro-
nization.

4. USB 2.0 : a USB port that connects to the Linux system on the Hard Processor
Systems.
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5. Micro-SD slot : The FPGA and Hard Processor System may be rebooted or
configured using an external Micro-SD card.

6. Mini-SIM slot : Directly connects to the FPGA.

7. ICE320 Power: Standard computer power cable. Accepts either 120V or 240V.

Crimson operating system

Since Crimson has an embedded GPP, it can host any operating system preferably various
Linux distributions. The following applications can be used to provide an interface to
the operating system.

1. Management : Achieved through a provided Web GUI.

2. SSH

3. UART app

Crimson processing platform

The processing device of this platform is FPGA-based. As it was discussed in section 3.2,
one of the FPGA-based architectures involve implementation of a GPP on the FPGA
for control. This platform is powered by Altera Arria V ST[12]. The Altera Arria
V ST has an embedded ARM Cortex-9 processor programmed on the FPGA fabric.
The platform also has an Atmel ATxmega256A3 microcontroller. The role of the
micro-controller is to communicate with transmission, reception and time blocks.
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Figure 5: Crimson processing platform [Printed with permissions : Property of Per Vices
Corporation]

5.2 Ettus B210 USRP SDR platform

This is the board that we currently have in the LTU NanoSatLab as shown in Fig. 6. It
was procured at an estimated cost of around USD 1000. It has the following features

1. RF coverage from 70 MHz to 6 GHz

2. GNU Radio, C++ and Python APIs

3. USB 3.0 SuperSpeed interface

4. Standard-B USB 3.0 connector

5. Flexible rate 12 bit ADC/DAC

6. Grounded mounting holes

7. 2 Transmitters and 2 Receivers, Half or Full Duplex

8. Fully-coherent 2x2 MIMO capability

9. Up to 56 MHz of instantaneous bandwidth in 1x1
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10. Up to 30.72 MHz of instantaneous bandwidth in 2x2

11. Includes DC power supply

12. GPIO capability

Ettus B210 external interface

The board has a number of interfaces that are used to connect it to a GPP via USB
cable or to other clocking and GPS modules. A list of all interfaces is given below

1. External power
External power has not been used. All power will be supplied by the USB 3.0 cable
connection

2. USB Connector
The USB connector seems to be capable of providing power. The LED on the board
indicates that power is received from the USB cable.

3. External PPS input
There is no means of providing PPS signals to the board at the moment. Therefore,
this clocking mechanism will not be used

4. GPS antenna
GPS antenna is not needed as GPSDO will not be used to provide clock reference.

5. External 10 Mhz input
This is the clocking mechanism that will be used

6. Radiofrequency interfaces
There are four RF interfaces on the board. These will be discussed in the next
section.

Processing architecture

Ettus B210 belongs to a class of Ettus Bus series. Bus series platforms are connected to
the computer through a USB connection. The board therefore has USB 3 PHY which
receive samples from the USB connector.

The architecture of this frontend is illustrated in Fig. 7. The samples are processed
by the FPGA. This platform is powered by an FPGA which is Xilinx Spartan 6
XC6SLX150 FPGA. There is no embedded or external GPP. However, the FPGA
contains the USRP Hardware Driver (UHD) which handles transport control and syn-
chronization between the USRP and the GPP. Therefore, this USRP can be programmed
as if it were an all-software GPP platform. There are also four different DSP logic for
each of the transmitters and receivers implemented on the FPGA fabric.
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Figure 6: Ettus USRP B210 in the lab

Attached to the Spartan FPGA is a system clock and time generation module. This mod-
ule is connected to SMA external interface, SMA 1PPS and GPSDO modules. These
modules provide synchronization.
The RF input and output are connected to the RF frontend. In this board, the RF
frontend is implemented in an integrated RFIC. The RFIC used is Analog Devices
AD9361[13] which is a Zero-IF transceiver as illustrated in Fig. 8. Its two receivers
are equipped with automatic gain controllers (AGCs), IQ-imbalance and DC offset cor-
rections and hence there is no need to implement these in digital baseband. There is an
ADC with high dynamic range for each in-phase and quadrature channel. They digitize
the signal and pass it through decimation filters and then 128-tap FIR filters to produce
a 12-bit output signal at a desired sampling rate. The two transmitters are also direct
conversion.
Following the RFIC is an RF front-end switch network. This block routes RF signals to
their appropriate ports.

6 Conclusion

A literature survey on SDR technology was presented. The survey covered SDR hard-
ware components with particular interest in signal processing devices. There were FP-
GAs, ASICs, DSPs, GPPs and SPUs. A multiplicity of practical implementations of
SDR architectures in particular those that are based on accelerated GPP-based architec-
ture were presented. Application frameworks, including GNU Radio, OSSIE, Microsoft
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Figure 7: Ettus USRP B210 architecture

SORA, LabView and Mathworks MatLab/Simulink were presented in the context of SDR
application development. An overview of two CoTS SDR frontends, namely Crimson and
Ettus USRP was also presented. Based on the tradeoffs presented in Fig. 3, a GPP-based
architecture based on Ettus USRP and GNU Radio was selected for all the development
tasks during the course of the PhD work. The Ettus USRP board was chosen over the
Crimson board due to its significantly lower cost. The selected development platform is
illustrated in Fig. 9. In the platform, the Ettus USRP board is connected to a personal
computer by a USB 3.0 cable. The IF interface to the ground station RF chain is done
by a set of SMA cables. The personal computer runs Ubuntu Linux distribution and
GNU Radio.
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Figure 8: Analog Devices AD9361 RFIC[Printed with Permissions : Property of Analog
Devices]
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Figure 9: The SDR platform used for development
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Software-defined radio transceiver for QB50

CubeSat telemetry and telecommand

Moses B. Mwakyanjala, M. Reza Emami and Jaap van de Beek

Abstract

This paper presents the development of a ground system based on software-defined
radio for supporting both ground testing and space telemetry and telecommand of one
of the nanosatellites in the QB50 mission. The QB50 project is an ongoing European
Commission Seventh Framework initiative, which aims at launching a constellation of 50
CubeSats in the lower thermosphere to carry out in-situ scientific measurements. The
paper discusses the implementation of amateur radio protocols and telecommunication
modulation schemes on the ground system. The system setup, deployment and scheduling
are also discussed using two separate ground stations. The use of different software for
testing the system is detailed, the results show the operability of the developed ground
system.

1 Introduction

The QB50[1] mission is a project initiated by the European Commission Seventh Frame-
work (FP7) in late 2011 for launching a cluster of 50 CubeSats in the lower thermosphere
to carry out in-situ scientific measurements. The nanosatellites will be in a circular or-
bit at nearly 380Km altitude. The primary goal of the initiative is to facilitate access to
space for small scale research missions. One important component of the QB50 mission is
proper ground systems for telemetry and telecommand. Hardware transceivers are often
expensive, inflexible and with limited support for new protocols in space communications.

This paper presents the development of a transceiver based on Software-Defined Radio
(SDR), which has been used for performing transmission/reception tests, as well as future
operations, of one of the QB50 CubeSats developed at the Onboard Space Systems group
of Lule̊a University of Technology in partnership with the UK-based Open Cosmos, Ltd.
The nanosatellite is scheduled to be launched by early 2017.

The CubeSat platform consists of a global positioning system (GPS), attitude deter-
mination and control system (ADCS), onboard computer (OBC), electronic power system
(EPS), and NanoCom AX100 transceiver. The GomSpace NanoCom AX100 transceiver
uses Gaussian Frequency Shift Keying (GFSK) for modulation/demodulation[3]. The
allocated frequency is 435.8 MHz with GFSK modulation index set at 0.6667. Internal
communications between the satellite platform and the payload are supported by the
CubeSat Space Protocol (CSP)[4]. The Telemetry/Telecommand (TM/TC) tasks are
done by encapsulating the CSP frames inside AX.25 frames. The AX.25 protocol is used
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as part of the QB50 mandatory requirements[5]. The payload on the CubeSat is a science
unit for the Flux-φ-Probe experiment (FIPEX)[6], measuring time-resolved behavior of
molecular and atomic oxygen as a key parameter of the lower thermosphere.

The telemetry data consists of whole orbit data (WOD), FIPEX housekeeping data
(SU-HK), FIPEX science data (SU-SDP), and miscellaneous information. The whole
orbit data set is collected over the entire orbit once every minute. It contains platform
housekeeping information for monitoring the health and status of the platform. The SU-
HK data set contains information about the health and status of the FIPEX payload.
In addition, the SU-SDP data set contains readings of the FIPEX payload. Telemetry is
forwarded to QB50 data processing and archiving center (DPAC) servers as part of the
QB50 requirements. The Telecommand data consists of encrypted messages that can be
used to control the nanosatellite and make requests for telemetry. Some of these requests
are WOD packet request, SU-HK request and SU-SDP requests.

Section II of the paper details development of the transceiver and its verification.
Section III covers ground system setup, deployment, and testing in two different stations.
Section IV concludes the paper.

2 Development

The transceiver software has two distinct parts, namely signal processing application
(SPA) and a proprietary TM/TC application developed by our industrial partner, Open
Cosmos, Ltd. The TM/TC application handles the generation of telecommand and pro-
cessing of telemetry messages. Another application, called frame processing application
(FPA), was developed for conducting all the basic tests to ensure that the SPA can
communicate with the satellite without any problems (Fig.1). To ensure portability,
communications to and from the SPA are achieved via TCP sockets. The SPA module
was developed in GNU radio, due to the presence of robust signal processing utilities,
while the FPA module was developed in C++.

On the telemetry chain, the received signal is processed by the SPA module first. The
validated TM frames from the SPA are sent to the FPA in the testing configuration or to
the TM/TC application in the final configuration. The processed telemetry by either of
the two programs is then forwarded to QB50 DPAC servers. On the telecommand chain,
test telecommand frames generated by the FPA or actual telecommand frames generated
by the TM/TC application are sent to the SPA to be modulated and transmitted to the
satellite.

2.1 Signal processing application

The main role of the SPA is to demodulate the received signal and extract AX.25 frames as
well as modulation and transmission of AX.25 telecommands. The received signal is mod-
ulated in GFSK with a modulation index of h = 0.6667. The data rate is R = 9600 kbps.
Since GFSK carries a single bit per symbol, then baud rate = 9600 baud. To ensure ro-
bust operation, the received signal is upsampled by a factor of 36. Total signal bandwidth
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Figure 1: Ground station software architecture

is given by

bandwidth = baud rate× (1 + h) = 16000 Hz (1)

This results into a sampling rate of

sample rate = bandwidth× upsampling factor = 576000 baud (2)

The samples per symbol, sps, is therefore calculated as

sps =
bandwidth

baudrate
= 60 (3)

The SPA is divided into two logical parts, namely the reception and transmission chains.
The flowgraph of each part will be presented separately for simplicity. However, these
two logical parts belong to one SPA flowgraph.

SPA reception chain

The flowgraph of the SPA reception chain is presented in Fig. 2. The first three
blocks, UHD:USRP Source, Power Squelch and Frequency Xlating FIR Filter ensure
that the received signal is preprocessed properly before demodulation. Signal reception
is performed by the UHD:USRP Source block, which interfaces the GNU Radio with
universal software radio peripheral (USRP) hardware hriver (UHD). This block allows
the user to specify radio parameters of the hardware front-end, namely the antenna to be
used, antenna gain, frequency and sampling rate. The employed antenna is TX/RX. The
antenna gain has been set to be tunable from 0 to 70 dBs, with a default value of 50 dBs.
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Very high gain values may result into signal clipping by the USRP analogue-to-digital
converters (ADC)s.

Following the UHD:USRP Source block is the Power Squelch block. This module
blocks signals below a certain threshold value. The threshold used here is -100 dB. This
value will block noise from passing into the demodulation chain, and hence reducing
unnecessary computer processing power. However, the power squelch and UHD:USRP
Source blocks would not guarantee a noiseless signal. The Frequency Xlating FIR Filter
block, therefore, filters the incoming signal and shifts the bandwidth of interest to DC
for easier demodulation.

Figure 2: SPA reception chain flowgraph

The filtered signal from the three blocks discussed above is sent to a GFSK demodu-
lator. In GNU Radio, GFSK demodulation can be achieved by the GFSK Demod block.
This is a hierarchical block composed of three different blocks, namely Quadrature De-
mod block for FM demodulation, Clock Recovery MM block that implements Mueller
and Muller synchronization algorithm, and the Binary Slicer block that makes decisions
about the value of the recovered bit. All tests using GFSK Demod block failed, because
the Clock Recovery MM block was unable to lock to real-world signals captured by the
hardware. Demodulation had to be reimplemented by using another clock recovery al-
gorithm based on polyphase filter banks. This algorithm has already been implemented
in GNU Radio by the block Polyphase Clock Sync. Demodulation was therefore im-
plemented by concatenation of the three blocks in GRC without the use of a unified
hierarchical block.

The Quadrature Demod block expects one gain parameter. The gain is related to the
modulation index and samples per symbol by

G =
sps

π × h
(4)
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Following the Quadrature Demod block is the Polyphase Clock Sync block[7]. This block
expects a number of parameters including number of samples per symbol, loop band-
width, number of filters in the filter bank, an initial phase and the output samples per
symbol. The number of samples per symbol is set at the default value of 60, the loop
bandwidth is set at 2×π

100
. The number of filters used is 64 with an initial phase of 32.

Since GFSK carries one bit per symbol, the output samples per symbol value is set at
1. The signal from Polyphase Clock Sync is passed to the Binary Slicer block that is
a quantizer with two distinct values corresponding to binary 0 and binary 1. A sample
value below 0 falls into the binary 0. Conversely, a sample value above 0 falls into binary
1.

The next two blocks after the Binary Slicer ensure that the received binary stream
is recovered properly without a loss of synchronization. This is achieved by data scram-
bling and Non-Return-to-Zero-Inverted (NRZI) encoding. Therefore, the reception chain
includes a descrambler and an NRZI decoder.

The scrambler used is the multiplicative scrambler proposed by James Miller (G3RUH)
[8] for use in 9600 baud packet radio for amateur radio communications. The scrambling
polynomial is given by

p (x) = x17 + x12 + 1 (5)

The GNU Radio block Descrambler implements a multiplicative descrambler of a given
mask, seed and length. The mask can be calculated from the scrambling polynomial. In
GNU Radio, the polynomial has to be written in least significant bit (LSB) first order
before the mask is calculated[9]. For the polynomial above, the mask is calculated as

mask = 00000000000100001 = 0x21 (6)

The NanoCom AX100 transceiver uses a seed with a value of 0x00. The same seed value
is used by the Descrambler block. From the source code of this block, it can be deduced
that the length in this context refers to the number of bit positions that a shift register
needs to move when a new bit is being inserted. Therefore, the length can be calculated
as

length = deg (p (x))− 1 (7)

Following the Descrambler are two blocks that implement NRZI decoding. NRZI decod-
ing is achieved by concatenating Differential Decoder and Invert Bit Value blocks.

Following NRZI decoding is bit synchronization and frame recovery. This has been
implemented by an out-of-tree ax25 rx block. The process is aided by the preamble and
postamble, which are included in the transmitted data stream. This block also performs
AX.25 CRC-16 checks to ensure that output AX.25 frames sent to either the FPA or
TM/TC application are error-free. Framing will be discussed further in section 2.2.

After successful frame recovery, the frame is sent to either the FPA in testing config-
uration or the TM/TC application in the final configuration via a TCP socket. The TCP
connectivity is performed by the asynchronous Socket PDU block in server mode. A local
IP address, 127.0.0.1, and an arbitrary port number 5001 are used by this application.
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SPA transmission chain

The SPA transmission chain is presented in the flowgraph given in Fig. 3. Data from
FPA are received through a TCP socket via the Socket PDU block operating in server
mode with an IP address of 127.0.0.1 and an arbitrary port number 5002. This data is
received asynchronously. To operate synchronously at the specified sampling rate, the
data must be passed synchronously to other GNU Radio blocks. This is achieved by
using the PDU to Tagged Stream block.

The synchronous bit stream is passed through an NRZI encoder, which is carried out
by a concatenation of the Invert Bit Values and the Differential Encoder blocks.

NRZI-encoded bit stream is scrambled by using the same G3RUH scrambling poly-
nomial presented in 2.1 to ensure bit synchronization when the data stream is received
by the NanoCom AX100 transceiver.

GFSK modulation is performed by the GFSK Mod block. This block accepts data
that are packed into bytes. Therefore, another block, Pack K Bits, which has been set
to pack 8 bits into one byte is used. The GFSK Mod block accepts three parameters,
namely number of samples per symbol, sensitivity and time-bandwidth product (BT).
The default value of samples per symbol, 60, has been used. The sensitivity is related to
the modulation index and the number of samples per symbol by

Sensitivity =
1

Gain
=
π × h

sps
(8)

Transmission by the USRP board is achieved through the UHD:USRP Sink block. Before
the modulated signal is passed through this block, care must be taken to make sure
that the amplitude is less than one, so as to avoid signal clipping by digital-to-analogue
converters (DACs). This is achieved by multiplying the signal by a factor with a value
of less than one, in our case 0.7.

Figure 3: SPA transmission chain flowgraph

2.2 Frame Processing application

The frame processing application performs high-level communication with the CubeSat.
It is also equipped with an interface to QB50 DPAC servers. The main tasks are therefore
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AX.25 framing/deframing, CSP framing/deframing, and QB50 DPAC interfacing.

AX.25 and CSP framing

The QB50 requirements specify that AX.25 unnumbered information (UI) frames[10],
which follows connectionless procedure, be used for communication between all QB50
CubeSats and ground stations[5]. AX.25 and CSP framing are therefore done according
to the NanoCom AX100 AX.25 and CSP framing format as shown in Fig. 4. It can be seen
from the diagram that NanoCom AX100 sorrounds all AX.25 frames by trailing bytes of
preamble and postamble. These have been put in place to enable frame synchronization.
CSP has been encoded using Reed-Solomon code, RS(255,233), capable of correcting up
to 16 bytes of data.

PREAMBLE
50 x 0X7E

AX.25 HEADER
16 Bytes

AX.25 DATA 
[CSP data]

AX.25 CRC-16
2 Bytes

POSTAMBLE
24 x 0X7E

CSP HEADER
4 Bytes

DATA
0 – 65535 Bytes

CSP CRC-32
4 Bytes

Figure 4: AX.25 and CSP framing

QB50 DPAC interfacing

QB50 DPAC provides a common portal that can be accessed from the web [11]. However,
access is granted to verified and registered users only. This portal provides access to a
number of tools as well as useful information regarding the QB50 project. There is a list
of all satellites and their corresponding status, including uploaded data. There is also a
list of ground stations that support QB50 satellites. All QB50 CubeSats in orbit can be
tracked via a live satellite tracking tool available on this portal. However, at the time
of writing of this paper, there are only two QB50 CubeSats that are in orbit. These are
QB50 precursor satellites namely QB50P1 and QB50P2.
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Of utmost importance is the upload interface. This is the only point where data
received by ground systems from the QB50 nanosatellites are uploaded. The portal
provides a HTTP form for manual file upload. This is a simple GUI form that enables
users to upload files from their local computers. The drawback of this manual interface
is that one needs to log in first every time before uploading a file.

An alternative to the manual interface is provided in the form of an automatic HTTP
post request. This does not require any login. The required HTTP fields are listed below:

• AUTHID
This is a 32-character-long key that is needed to authenticate the user, since there
is no login required. This key is provided to the verified and registered users only.

• FILE
This is the file to be uploaded to the QB50 DPAC servers.

• FILETYPE
QB50 DPAC servers expect files of appropriate format. There are six different file
types that are accepted by the system, namely

1. Beacon data (BEA),

2. Whole Orbit Data (WOD),

3. Science Unit Data (SD),

4. Audio files (WAV),

5. Miscellaneous files (MISC),

6. Test upload (TEST).

• CUBESAT
This is the name of the CubeSat whose data are to be uploaded. In our case, the
CubeSat designated name is ON01SE.

• CTIME
This is the satellite contact time in UTC when the data were recorded.

• CHKSUM
This is an optional MD5 checksum to ensure data integrity.

After a HTTP POST request with fields above has been received, the server will respond
by giving the sender a status report. This report is given in terms of HTTP return codes
listed below:

• 200 - OK. This means that the file has been accepted and uploaded successfully.

• 401 - Unauthorized. The HTTP POST did not use a correct AUTHID value.

• 413 - File size is too large. This means that the file size is larger than the specified
maximum file size of 1 MB.
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• 422 - Unprocessed request. This code is returned when submitted parameters are
not correct.

• 500 - Internal server error. There has been an error when user request was being
processed. A user needs to try again after a short time.

• 503 - Service unavailable. The server is off-line for maintenance.

The FPA uses a free Linux tool curl[12] to perform HTTP POST requests.

2.3 Laboratory tests and results

End-to-end tests were performed in the laboratory, which correspond to the testing loop
of the software architecture shown in Fig. 1. All communications between the CubeSat
and the SDR-based ground station were in real time. The aim of these tests was to verify
reception and decoding, encoding and transmission as well as DPAC interfacing.

Reception and decoding

This test was performed by receiving and decoding the beacon transmitted by the Cube-
Sat. The beacon format is shown in Fig. 5. The beacon has 12 bytes of WOD data
formatted according to QB50 official format[13]. There is also one byte of power in-
formation, one byte with a list of enabled services, and one byte with a list of services
running. These correspond to ADCS, FIPEX, GPS and OCOBC status.

WOD 
12 Bytes

Power Info
1 Byte

Services Enabled
1 Byte

Services Running
1 Byte

RESERVED
15 Bytes

Figure 5: CubeSat beacon

Figure 6 shows a successfully demodulated and extracted AX.25 beacon frame in raw
hexadecimal format. It can be seen that the frame is sent from SE-01 to SE-01. In
addition to CSP header and the beacon data itself, there is also a reserved field of 15
bytes that will be used in the future. For the time being, these have been filled with
ASCII characters, which is the name of our industrial partner.

Table 1 lists the decoded data according to the beacon format shown in Fig. 5. All
parameters in the WOD information field have been decoded successfully, except for the
communications unit temperature. This is because there is no means of reading the
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Figure 6: Raw AX.25 Frames

temperature of the NanoCom AX100 transceiver. The remaining parameters have also
been decoded successfully, since the beacon was recorded when the ADCS, FIPEX, GPS
and OCOBC were turned off.

Encoding and transmission

The NanoCom AX100 transceiver has ping functionality, with which valid encoded frames
sent to CSP ping port are echoed back. In addition, the transceiver also keeps the record
of the number of valid frames received. This feature can also be used to verify whether
transmitted frames have been received successfully. Therefore, a number of test frames
with different combinations of hexadecimal data were used to perform such tests, as
described below:

Each test frame consists of 16 test patterns with each pattern having a size of eight
bytes, totaling 128 bytes per frame. There is a total of seven primary patterns, resulting
into seven test frames. Each test frame can also be rearranged into a transpose of itself,
resulting into a total of 14 test frames. The test patterns used are

1. all zeros,
0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00

2. all ones,
0xff,0xff,0xff,0xff,0xff,0xff,0xff,0xff

3. increasing numbers,
0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7

4. bits,
1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128

5. inverted bits,
254,253,251,247,239,223,191,127

6. alternating patterns,
0xf0,0x0f,0xcc,0x33,0xaa,0x55,0x3c,0x66
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Table 1: Decoded ONSE01 beacon from Kiruna ground station

Parameter Value
WOD Information

Beacon number 1
Satellite ID SE-01

Epoch 517061358 seconds
Mode 0

Battery voltage(Volts) 7.4
Battery current(Amperes) 0.09393
3v3 bus current(Amperes) 0.125
5V bus current(Amperes) 0

Comms temperature(Celcius) NA
EPS temperature(Celcius) 30

Battery temperature(Celcius) 30
Power Information

ADCS OFF
FIPEX OFF
GPS OFF

OCOBC OFF
Services Enabled

ADCS DISABLED
FIPEX DISABLED

OCOBC DISABLED
Services Running

ADCS NOT RUNNING
FIPEX NOT RUNNING

OCOBC NOT RUNNING

7. text.
’P’, ’O’, ’T’, ’A’, ’T’, ’O’, ’E’, ’S’

After the test frames were sent, the CubeSat was able to echo the received frame. It
was verified that the test frames received were the same as those that were transmitted.
In addition, there was an increment of 14 frames in the NanoCom frame counter, which
further verified that the frames were successfully received and that the echoed messages
were not coming from somewhere else rather than the CubeSat.

DPAC interfacing

The recorded beacon file was uploaded to QB50 DPAC servers in both test (TEST) and
AX.25 beacon file (BEA) modes. In both cases, the received HTTP response code was
200, indicating that the file was uploaded successfully. Another conducted test was the
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uploading of a WOD data file. This file was downloaded off-line. The received HTTP
code was again 200, indicating that the file had valid WOD frames.

3 Setup and Deployment

This section presents scheduling, TM/TC operations and ground system setup. Schedul-
ing addresses the exact timeline when TM/TC operations are to be performed. the
TM/TC operations involve a list of actions performed during a satellite pass relative
to the acquisition of signal (AOS). Ground system setup and deployment discusses the
coordination and testing of the ground stations that will be used in the QB50 mission.
Our ground station is located in Kiruna, Sweden, which is about 150 Km inside the
Arctic circle. This means that there will be a limited visibility from Kiruna ground sta-
tion for our CubeSat, which will be launched from the International Space Station (ISS).
Therefore, another ground station from a partner university will be used in conjunction
with our own. This ground station is located in Seville, Spain. Both ground stations
were subjected to tests as prescribed by the QB50 requirements. These tests involve
communication with a QB50 precursor satellite, QB50P1. The satellite employs AX.25
protocol for communications. The encoding is similar to our CubeSat, using NRZI. The
modulation scheme is binary phase shift keying (BPSK). The data rate used is 1200 bps.
The first test requires a successful reception and decoding of the QB50P1 beacon. The
second test requires a successful transmission to the satellite.

3.1 Scheduling and TM/TC operations

The ground station in Seville will be used for TM/TC operations when the satellite
is in Southern Europe, since it is much closer to the Equator than our ground station
in Kiruna. The CubeSat beacon reception, telecommanding and data upload to QB50
DPAC servers will be automatic. However, these operations will be done when at least
one person is at the ground station for emergency situations. Therefore, the TM/TC
operations will be performed during the official hours between 8am and 4pm local time
on weekdays.

There are three TM/TC modes for nominal pass operations:

• Science data download
During this mode, WOD and FIPEX payload data are downloaded (Table 2).

• Science script upload
This mode involves the upload of a script that is needed for the operation of the
FIPEX payload onboard the CubeSat (Table 3).

• Non-science phase
This mode involves miscellaneous operations necessary to ensure successful perfor-
mance of the CubeSat (Table 4).
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Table 2: Nominal pass operation for science download

Time Task
AOS - 3 min Start antenna tracking and point towards the estimated AOS horizon

AOS Listen to beacon transmissions from CubeSat
AOS + 1 min Perform initial health-check: request full HK packet using the command [qb hk]
> 10◦ elevation Requesting WOD data
> 10◦ elevation Requesting FIPEX data(SU HSK and SU SDP parameters)

LOS - 1 Park-position of antenna

Table 3: Nominal pass operation for science script upload

Time Task
AOS - 3 min Start antenna tracking and point towards the estimated AOS horizon

AOS Listen to beacon transmissions from CubeSat
AOS + 1 min Perform initial health-check: request full HK packet using the command [qb hk]
> 10◦ elevation Requesting WOD data
> 10◦ elevation Upload science script

LOS - 1 Park-position of antenna

Table 4: Nominal pass operation for non-science phase

Time Task
AOS - 3 min Start antenna tracking and point towards estimated AOS horizon

AOS Listen to beacon transmissions from CubeSat
AOS + 1 min Perform initial health-check: request full HK packet using the command [qb hk]
> 10◦ elevation Start commanding
> 10◦ elevation Download system and reset logs
> 10◦ elevation Take image and download list of files
> 10◦ elevation Schedule and upload commands for out-of-sight operations

LOS - 1 Park-position of antenna
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Table 5: NanoSatLab component specifications

Parameter Information
Ground station name SK2UL

University Lule̊a University of Technology
City Kiruna

Altitude 382m

Latitude 67.7N
Longitude 20.3E

Tower CUE DEE
Operating frequencies 144 - 146 MHz, 432-438 MHz

Antenna 1 (2m - VHF) (Gain: 13 dB) (Beamwidth : 44 deg) CUE DEE 15 x 144
Antenna 2 (70 cm - UHF) (Gain: 14 dB) (Beamwidth : 40 deg) CUE DEE 17 x 432

Antenna rotor Yaesu G-5400B
Rotor computer interface Yaesu GS 232B

Rotor computer interface driver RS 232
Radio 1 ICOM 910H
Radio 2 YAESU FT-736 R

3.2 Kiruna ground station

The NanoSatLab Laboratory at the Lule̊a University of Technology in Kiruna, Sweden, is
the main laboratory housing the satellite ground station and the platform for SDR-based
ground station development. There are also facilities at the laboratory for other aspects of
nanosatellite technology, such as a clean room, Machanical and electronic manufacturing
facilities, and hardware-in-the-loop simulation platforms for development and test of
CubeSats. The laboratory’s ground station is equipped with certain components, as
listed in Table 5, which facilitate satellite communications and SDR developments in
general.

Software-defined radio ground station setup

The block diagram of the SDR-based ground station setup is shown in Fig. 7. There
is a PC hosting Ubuntu 12.10 and a number of software, namely GNU radio, Eclipse
integrated developer environment (IDE) used for C++ and Python application devel-
opment, and GPredict[14] for satellite tracking and rotator control. The PC also has a
USB connection to the Ettus board. The board is connected to a low noise amplifier
(LNA) on the reception side and a high power amplifier (HPA) on the transmission side.
These amplifiers are connected to the antenna on the roof via standard radio frequency
cables. The PC is also connected to a GS-232B rotator controller. Through this con-
troller, a program such as GPredict, can control a number of different rotators, including
Yaesu G-5400B rotator that is used by our ground station. GPredict is used to track
satellites based on latest two-line elements (TLE) provided by NORAD. With the help
of Linux daemons, rotctld and ritctld, GPredict can communicate with a controller such
as GS-232B. GPredict can also predict satellite Doppler shift, and pass this information
to a transceiver via a TCP socket. This helps the transceiver to mitigate the effect of
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Doppler shift. The SDR board used in this development is the Ettus B210. This is an
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Figure 7: Kiruna satellite ground station

FPGA-based board powered by the Xilinx Spartan 6 XC6SLX150 FPGA. Its architecture
is shown in Fig. 8. A general purpose processor (GPP) is an important part of any SDR
board. However, there is neither a GPP chip on the board nor an embedded GPP on the
Xilinx FPGA fabric. Therefore, the board must be connected to an external GPP via a
USB 3.0 interface. The FPGA contains the USRP UHD, which handles transport con-
trol and synchronization between the USRP and the external GPP. Therefore, this SRD
board can be programmed as if it was an all-software GPP platform. There are also two
different DSP logic modules for each of the transmitters and receivers implemented on
the FPGA fabric. Attached to the Spartan FPGA is a system clock and time generation
module. This module is connected to SMA external interface, SMA 1PPS and GPSDO
modules. These modules provide synchronization.

The RF input and output are connected to the RF front-end. On the Ettus board,
the RF front-end is implemented on an integrated radio frequency integrated circuit
(RFIC). The RFIC used is Analog Devices AD9361[15] which is a Zero-IF transceiver.
Its two receivers are equipped with automatic gain controllers (AGCs), IQ-imbalance and
DC-offset corrections[16], and hence there is no need for implementing these functions
in digital baseband. There is an ADC with high dynamic range for each in-phase and
quadrature channel. They digitize the signal and pass it through decimation filters and
128-tap FIR filters to produce a 12-bit output signal at a desired sampling rate. The two
transmitters are also direct conversion. Following the RFIC is an RF front-end switch
network module. This module routes RF signals to their appropriate ports.

QB50 tests for Kiruna ground station

According to the QB50 requirements, a two way communication to QB50P1 was required.
However, only beacon reception and decoding tests have been performed, since the coor-
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Figure 8: Ettus USRP B210 architecture

dination process with QB50P1 proprietors to grant permission for telecommanding the
nanosatellite has not been finalized during the writing of this paper. An application
for receiving and decoding QB50P1 beacon was developed. Signal processing and frame
extraction tasks are performed in GNU radio, while beacon decoding task is performed
by a separate C++ application. The flowgraph of the BPSK-based signal processing
application used to demodulate and extract AX.25 frames from QB50P1 nanosatellite is
shown in Fig. 9.
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Figure 9: QB50P1 BPSK-based signal processing application flowgraph

The QB50P1 nanosatellite has two AX.25 beacons. However, the implemented C++
decoder can decode the first beacon frame only. This beacon has a large number of
parameters divided into six fields, namely beacon frame field information, TRXUV field
information, antenna field information, electrical power subsystem(EPS) field informa-
tion, solar panels field information, and V2 operations field information. Full beacon
information can be found in [17]. A decoded beacon is shown in Table 6.
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Table 6: Decoded QB50P1 beacon from Kiruna ground station

Parameter Value
Frame Field Information

Source callsign QB50P1
Destination callsign QB50P1

Software ID V2 software
Satellite ID QB50P1
Frame Type AX.25 beacon #1

Operational Mode Nominal mode
Boot Counter 632

Packet Counter 271
Commands Received 0

Commands Valid 0
Satellite Uptime 395

Data Valid 1 0xff
Data Valid 2 0xff
Data Valid 3 0x3f

TRXUV Field Information
TRXUV Doppler 173

TRXUV RSSI 149
TRXUV Reflected power 14.2291 mW
TRXUV Forward power 12.4242 mW

TRXUV TX Current 24.095 mA
TRXUV RX Current 93.22 mA

TRXUV PA Temperature 153.604 deg. C
TRXUV Bus Voltage 0.516128 V

Antenna Field Information
Antenna deployment status - A 0x00

Antenna temperature - A 155.878 deg. C
Antenna deployment status - B 0x00

Antenna temperature - B 155.586 deg. C
Electrical Power System (EPS) Field Information

Boost Converter 1 Voltage 258 mV
Boost Converter 2 Voltage 344 mV
Boost Converter 3 Voltage 348 mV

Battery Voltage 599 mV
Boost Converter 1 Current 95 mA
Boost Converter 2 Current 77 mA
Boost Converter 3 Current 174 mA
Total photovoltaic current 94 mA

Total system current 64 mA
Switched channel current - 3v3 #1 6 mA
Switched channel current - 3v3 #2 4 mA
Switched channel current - 3v3 #3 3 mA
Switched channel current - 5v #1 91 mA
Switched channel current - 5v #2 1 mA
Switched channel current - 5v #3 0 mA
Boost Converter 1 Temperature 9 deg. C
Boost Converter 2 Temperature 8 deg. C
Boost Converter 3 Temperature 8 deg. C

Battery Temperature 6 deg. C
Channel status 0x9
EPS boot cause 0x4
Battery mode Normal

EPS Powerpoint tracking mode Maximum Power Point Tracking
Solar Panel Field Information

Solar panel 0 temperature 27.4844 deg. C
Solar panel 1 temperature 23.4844 deg. C
Solar panel 2 temperature 17.4844 deg. C
Solar panel 3 temperature 20.9844 deg. C
Solar panel 4 temperature 26.9844 deg. C

V2 Operations Field Information
SU last response ID 0x0

SU thermocouple temperature -273 deg. C
Log OK markers 0x77
WOD log entries 3880

SU log entries 3880
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3.3 Seville ground station

The Seville ground station uses a commercial turn-key ground station kit developed by
Innovative Solutions in Space (ISIS). This ground station kit (GSKit) has a full radio
frequency circuitry, including antennas and amplifiers. The antennas can be rotated by
the antenna rotator controllable by a software, which is also part of the kit. Communica-
tions with satellites is handled by an SDR-based transceiver. This transceiver supports
UHF, VHF and optional S-band communications. GSKit is controlled by a GUI-based
software. Some key features of the SDR transceiver are[18]

• VHF and UHF downlink capability

• VHF and UHF uplink capability

• Dual band full duplex

• Downlink up to 9600 bps (Raised-Cosine BPSK, AFSK, FSK, GMSK)

• Uplink configurable to 1200, 2400, 4800, 9600 bps (AFSK, FSK, BPSK)

• AX.25 support in both uplink and downlink

TCP interface

The GSKit software has a command line interface whereby demodulated data can be vi-
sualized. However, in order to ensure that the transceiver is compatible with other appli-
cations, there are KISS and raw binary data interfaces. Through these interfaces, uplink
and downlink data can be exchanged between GSKit and any TCP-based application[19].
The raw binary data interface, which can be accessed via TCP port 3210, has been se-
lected. A sublayer for interfacing applications with GSKit has been developed. This
sublayer wraps application data according to the frame format used by GSKit software.
The transmit and receive frame formats are given in Fig. 10 and Fig. 11, respectively.

Packet
Send Frame Command (0x56)

1 Byte

Frame Length
(Unsigned int32)

4 Bytes

HEADER PAYLOAD

Figure 10: Transmit frame data structure
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Data Rate
(unsigned int32)

4 Bytes

Receive Frame Command 
(0x55)
1 Byte

Frame Length
(Unsigned int32)

4 Bytes

HEADER PAYLOAD

Modulation name 
length

(unsigned char)
1 Byte

Modulation 
name 

(unsigned char[])

RSSI 
(IEEE 754 double)

Frequency 
(IEEE 754 double)

UTC Time from 
Epoch

(unsigned long)

Packet 
(unsigned char[])

Packet Length
(unsigned short)

Figure 11: Receive frame data structure

QB50 tests for Seville ground station

The Seville ground station was also tested according to QB50 specifications. Like it was
in the case of the Kiruna ground station, only the beacon reception and decoding test
was performed. The decoded beacon is shown in Table 7.

3.4 Final system setup

The final system setup is shown in Fig. 12, depicting that both Kiruna and Seville ground
stations will be used for operating our nanosatellite. However, the Seville ground station
will be used exclusively during Launch and Early Orbit Phase (LEOP), due to its better
orbit visibility. Nominal operations will involve both ground stations.

Third Party Servers

TM/TC Application

SEVILLE Ground Station

GSKit

KIRUNA Ground Station

Signal Processing 
Application (SPA)

0N01SE CubeSat

Figure 12: Final system setup
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4 Conclusion

The development and deployment of an SDR-based ground system was detailed for oper-
ating one of the QB50 CubeSats. The main advantages of this ground system are that it
is a reconfigurable system and has been developed at a significantly lower cost and faster
pace, compared to its counterpart hardware-based ground stations. The nanosatellite
transceiver can be readily reconfigured in-orbit when needed. Due to its inherent recon-
figurability, the ground station can adjust accordingly to support the new configurations
without a need to change the hardware. The Ground system deployment and setup,
as well as TM/TC scheduling, were also discussed. The TM/TC scheduling has been
planned to minimize the load on the ground system. Due to its geographical location,
the SDR-based ground system in Kiruna will have to share the load of another ground
station in Seville, Spain. Both ground stations have been verified according to the QB50
specifications. Verification was performed through communications with the QB50 pre-
cursor nanonosatellite QB50P1.
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Table 7: Decoded QB50P1 beacon from Seville ground station

Parameter Value
Frame Field Information

Source callsign QB50P1
Destination callsign QB50P1

Software ID V2 software
Satellite ID QB50P1
Frame Type AX.25 beacon #1

Operational Mode Nominal mode
Boot Counter 599

Packet Counter 991
Commands Received 0

Commands Valid 0
Satellite Uptime 3995

Data Valid 1 0xff
Data Valid 2 0xff
Data Valid 3 0x3f

TRXUV Field Information
TRXUV Doppler 152

TRXUV RSSI 170
TRXUV Reflected power 14.2291 mW
TRXUV Forward power 12.7533 mW

TRXUV TX Current 24.49 mA
TRXUV RX Current 93.22 mA

TRXUV PA Temperature 149.462 deg. C
TRXUV Bus Voltage 4.32257 V

Antenna Field Information
Antenna deployment status - A 0x00

Antenna temperature - A 152.372 deg. C
Antenna deployment status - B 0x00

Antenna temperature - B 152.08 deg. C
Electrical Power System (EPS) Field Information

Boost Converter 1 Voltage 359 mV
Boost Converter 2 Voltage 508 mV
Boost Converter 3 Voltage 391 mV

Battery Voltage 561 mV
Boost Converter 1 Current 30 mA
Boost Converter 2 Current 193 mA
Boost Converter 3 Current 221 mA
Total photovoltaic current 100 mA

Total system current 64 mA
Switched channel current - 3v3 #1 6 mA
Switched channel current - 3v3 #2 4 mA
Switched channel current - 3v3 #3 3 mA
Switched channel current - 5v #1 75 mA
Switched channel current - 5v #2 1 mA
Switched channel current - 5v #3 0 mA
Boost Converter 1 Temperature 4 deg. C
Boost Converter 2 Temperature 4 deg. C
Boost Converter 3 Temperature 3 deg. C

Battery Temperature 1 deg. C
Channel status 0x9
EPS boot cause 0x4
Battery mode Normal

EPS Powerpoint tracking mode Maximum Power Point Tracking
Solar Panel Field Information

Solar panel 0 temperature 21.4844 deg. C
Solar panel 1 temperature 17.9844 deg. C
Solar panel 2 temperature 3.48438 deg. C
Solar panel 3 temperature 14.9844 deg. C
Solar panel 4 temperature 25.4844 deg. C

V2 Operations Field Information
SU last response ID 0x0

SU thermocouple temperature -273 deg. C
Log OK markers 0x77
WOD log entries 3880

SU log entries 3880
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Verification of phase and frequency modulation for

software-defined radio baseband system using field

data

Moses B. Mwakyanjala, M. Reza Emami and Jaap van de Beek

Abstract

This paper presents the verification of phase and frequency modulation schemes for a
software-defined radio baseband system that is being prototyped to support satellite
telemetry, telecommand and ranging. It presents the theory behind the two modulation
schemes, implementation and verification against emulated signals from a space-qualified
hardware-based baseband system as well as from the Odin satellite.

Nomenclature

P Total carrier power
ω0 Carrier angular velocity
θi Modulation index of i-th subcarrier in a PCM/PM scheme
β Modulation index of direct PCM/FM
s (t) Modulated signal
d (t) Normalized data sequence
M Number of subcarriers in a PCM/PM scheme
I (t) In-phase component
Q (t) Quadrature component
K Constraint length of a convolutional code
G Connection vectors of a convolutional code
r Code rate

1 Introduction

A software-defined radio (SDR) baseband system is being prototyped. This SDR-based
baseband system is envisioned to support telemetry, telecommand, ranging and Doppler
measurements in the form of Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) private cloud as shown in
Fig. 1. The telemetry and telecommand functionality is designed to support the latest
blue-book standards from the Consultative Committee for Space Data Systems (CCSDS)[1].
The protocols used for telemetry (TM) are TM Synchronization and Channel Coding[2]
for frame synchronization and error control coding(ECC) and TM Space Data Link

217
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SDR TT&C Station

SDR Private 
Cloud

Internet

Satellite operator #1 Mission Control Center(MCC)

Satellite Operator #2 Mission Control Center(MCC)

Interface Server

Figure 1: SDR-based satellite management architecture

Protocol[3] for CCSDS virtual channel (VC) extraction as shown by the functional flow
block diagram (FFBD) in Fig. 2[1]. The protocols used for telecommand (TC) are TC

2.0

CCSDS Frame Synchronization and 
ECD

(CCSDS 131.0-B-2
Blue Book
Aug 2011)

4.0

Non-CCSDS Data Processing

3.0

CCSDS VC Extraction
(CCSDS 232.0-B-2

Blue Book
Sept 2015)

OR

 1.0

Bit Synchronization

5.0

MCC Data Delivery Interface

Figure 2: Top level FFBD for telemetry receiving end

Space Data Link Protocol[4] for CCSDS VC aggregation and TC Synchronization and
Channel Coding[5] for error correction coding (ECC) as shown by the FFBD in Fig. 3.

The ranging functionality is envisaged to support ranging for category A (below 2
million kilometers) and category B (above 2 million kilometers) missions. These are
tone-ranging ranging standards[6] (ESA 100K tone[7], Inmarsat tone, Lockheed Mar-
tin Corporation (LMCO) tone, ESA-like tone, USB tone), pseudonoise (PN) ranging
(CCSDS Pseudonoise (PN) Systems blue-book standard[8]) as well as hybrid PN-tone
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1.0

MCC Data Transfer Interface

3.0

CCSDS ECC and Frame Generation
(CCSDS 231.0-B-2

Blue Book
Sept 2010)

4.0

Non-CCSDS Data Processing

2.0

CCSDS VC Aggregation
(CCSDS 232.0-B-3

Blue Book
Sept 2015)

OR

5.0

Bit Modulation

OR

Figure 3: Top level FFBD for telecommand at the sending end

ranging (The ESA code standard[9]). Bit synchronization and modulation support an
array of line codes and modulation schemes to carter to different mission specifications.
The synchronizer supports line codes and modulation schemes commonly found in space
communications. The line codes that the system can support are[10] biphase-level (BP-
L), biphase-mark (BP-M), biphase-space (BP-S), non-return-to-zero-level (NRZ-L), non-
return-to-zero-mark (NRZ-M), non-return-to-zero-space (NRZ-S), differential biphase -
space (DBP-S), differential biphase - mark (DBP-M), delay modulation - mark (DM-
M)[11], delay modulation - space (DM-S)[11], randomized non-return-to-zero (R-NRZ),
NRZ-L + V35 and NRZ-M + V35. The system supports both suppressed and residual
carrier systems[12] . Suppressed carrier modulation schemes that can be supported are
binary phase shift keying (BPSK)[13], frequency shift keying (FSK)[14], Gaussian fre-
quency shift keying (GFSK)[14], quadrature phase shift keying (QPSK)[13], unbalanced
quadrature phase shift keying (UQPSK)[15], π

4
-QPSK[14], four variants of shaped offset

QPSK[16][14] (SOQPSK-A, SOQPSK-B, SOQPSK-MIL, SOQPSK-TG) and frequency
modulation (PCM/FM)[15]. Residual carrier modulation scheme that can be supported
supported is phase modulation (PCM/PM)[15].

The paper presents a systematic approach to verifying the phase and frequency mod-
ulation schemes in SDR baseband systems. The verification is aided by using signals
from the ODIN satellite[17]. The ODIN satellite is a scientific satellite launched in 2001.
It is a joint mission by space agencies of Sweden, Canada, Finland and France. The
satellite is at the sun-synchronous orbit with an altitude of about 620 Km. The scientific
missions carried out by ODIN fall under astronomy and aeronomy categories. The as-
tronomy mission objective is to perform detailed studies of the physics and the chemistry
of the interstellar medium by observing emissions from comets, planets, circumstellar en-
volopes, nearby galaxies, giant molecular clouds, and nearby dark clouds. The aeronomy
mission addresses scientific problem areas in the atmosphere and mesosphere, such as
stratospheric and mesospheric ozone science, summer mesospheric science, and coupling
of atmospheric regions.
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The ODIN satellite uses PCM/PM for downlink and PCM/FM for uplink. Standard
CCSDS convolutional code[2] is used in the downlink while no ECC is used in the uplink.
There is a number of custom packet formats supported by the satellite. These packets
are used for the transfer of TM data from platform and payload to the mission control
center (MCC) as well as the transfer of TC from the MCC to the satellite. The TM/TC
functions are handled by a separate framework created specifically for the satellite. The
role of the SDR-based baseband system will not include any TM or TC processing, but
rather transmission of packets to/from the TM/TC framework via TCP sockets. Since
the SDR-based baseband system will be relaying data to the TM/TC application, it will
therefore act as stand-alone TCP server.

The Ettus USRP X310[18] SDR board is used for prototyping and testing the base-
band. The USRP X310 operates from DC to 6 Ghz. The instantaneous bandwidth is 120
Mhz. It has two simplex channels for reception and two full-duplex channels. The ADC
and DAC resolutions are 14 and 16 bits respectively. When an optional GPS receiver is
connected, the board can achieve clock stability of 20 parts per billion. On the telemetry
side, the USRP X310 samples and down-converts RF signals from the satellite into I/Q
complex baseband signal. The opposite is done on the telecommand side; symbols to be
transmitted are expressed in I/Q format, up-converted by the USRP X310 into RF sig-
nals and transmitted to the satellite. There is a number of application frameworks that
can be used to process I/Q signals. The application framework selected for this baseband
is GNU radio[19]. GNU radio is an open-source framework equipped with a large array
of off-the-shelf blocks that can carry out digital communications, signal processing and
forward-error correction (FEC) functions. Custom blocks can also be written in either
C++ or Python. GNU Radio is licensed under the GNU General Public License (GPL)
version 3 or later. All of the code is copyright of the Free Software Foundation.

The following sections present the implementation and verification of PCM/PM and
PCM/FM for the Odin satellite. Section II presents PCM/PM for the downlink while
section III presents PCM/FM for the uplink. Section IV concludes the paper.

2 Verification of PCM/PM on the downlink

PCM/PM modulation is a modulation scheme in which information is modulated directly
on the carrier phase. In addition to being an efficient binary signalling scheme, constant
envolope of the PCM/PM scheme make suitable for both category A and B missions.
The ideal PCM/PM signal is expressed by:

s (t) =
√

2P sin

[
ω0t +

M∑
i=1

θidi (t)

]
(1)

PCM/PM with subcarriers is not employed by the Odin satellite. Therefore, M = 1. In
this case, the PCM/PM signal takes the form:

s (t)M=1 =
√

2P cos θ1 sinω0t +
√

2Pd1 (t) sin θ1 cosω0t (2)
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The signal can be decomposed into I/Q format expressed by[15]:

s (t)M=1 = I (t) cosω0t−Q(t) sinω0t (3)

where

I (t) =
√

2Ps1 (t) sin θ1 (4)

and

Q (t) = −
√

2P cos θ1 (5)

2.1 GNU radio implementation for PCM/PM downlink

From the FFBD in Fig. 2, the tasks involved in downlink are bit synchronization (function
1.0), non-CCSDS data processing for framing and ECC that is not compatible with
CCSDS (function 4.0) as well as MCC data delivery interface (function 5.0). The FFBD
breakdown for functions 1.0, 4.0 and 5.0 is outlined in parallel with respective GNU radio
implementation shown in Fig. 4.

Figure 4: GNU radio implementation for PCM/PM downlink
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Bit synchronization

The FFBD for bit synchronization (function 1.0) is shown in Fig. 5. The functions
involved in bit synchronization are outline below

1.10

Line Decoding
BP-L
BP-M
BP-S

NRZ-L
NRZ-M
NRZ-S
DBP-M
DBP-S
DM-M
DM-S
R-NRZ

NRZ-L + V35
NRZ-M + V35

1.6

Baseband 
Demodulation

BPSK
FSK

GFSK
QPSK

UQPSK
π/4- QPSK
SOQPSK-A
SOQPSK-B

SOQPSK-MIL
SOQPSK-TG

PCM/PM
PCM/FM

(3.0)Ref
CCSDS ECC and 

Frame 
Synchronizatiion

(4.0)Ref
Non-CCSDS Data 

Processing

OR

1.1

I/Q Signal Acquisition

1.3

Automatic Gain 
Controller (AGC)

1.4

Assisted Doppler 
Correction

1.5

Carrier Frequency 
Recovery

1.7

Symbol Timing Recovery
Maximum likelihood TED

Early-late TED
Zero-crossing TED

 Gardner TED 
Mueller and Muller TED

1.8

Channel Equalization
CMA 

LMS DD

1.9

Carrier Phase Recovery
Costas Loop

ML phase synchronizer

OR

OR

 1.2

Diversity Combining
OR

Figure 5: FFBD for bit synchronization

1. I/Q signal acquisition (function 1.1)
This block receives I/Q signals from the SDR front-end. The corresponding GNU
radio implementation is the UHD:USRP Source block.

2. Diversity combining (function 1.2)
This is an optional block that can improve signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) by taking
advantage of diversity. However, only one antenna port was used and hence this
block is not employed.

3. Automatic gain controller (function 1.3)
This block maintains a constant signal level which is useful for tracking loops that
depend on signal level in calculating loop coeffients[13]. The corresponding GNU
radio implementation is the AGC2 block.

4. Assisted Doppler shift correction (function 1.4)
This block performs coarse Doppler correction. Doppler shift is predicted by an
external software. Since the Doppler shift for Odin is much less relative to the
symbol rate, this block is not necessary.

5. Carrier frequency recovery (function 1.5)
This block synchronizes transmitter and receiver carrier oscillator frequency. The
corresponding GNU radio implementation is the FLL Band-Edge block[20].
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6. Baseband demodulation (function 1.6)
With PCM/PM, the inphase and quadrature components are as defined by the
equations 4 and 5. Since PCM/PM is linear, mathematical calculations of the
inphase and quadrature components are not needed[15].

7. Symbol time recovery (function 1.7)
This block synchronizes transmitter and receiver data clocks. The corresponding
GNU radio implementation is the Polyphase Clock Sync block. The implemen-
tation is based on maximum likelihood error detector[21].

8. Equalization (function 1.8)
This block mitigates the effect of channel non-linearities. The corresponding GNU
radio implementation is the constant-modulus algorithm (CMA)[22] equalizer block.

9. Carrier phase recovery (function 1.9)
This block synchronizes transmitter and receiver carrier phase. Residual carrier
receivers such as PCM/PM perform this task by tracking the residual component.
Suppressed carrier receivers such as BPSK can use a Costas loop[13]. GNU radio
has only Costas Loop block for carrier phase synchronization. A combination
of GNU radio DC Blocker and Costas Loop blocks can perform carrier phase
synchronization for PCM/PM.

10. Line decoding (function 1.10)
The Odin downlink is based on the NRZ-L line code. For PCM/PM, the infor-
mation is on inphase channel. This is extracted by the GNU radio Complex to
Real. Since there are two distinct levels for PM, binary 1 and 0, symbol decision
is performed by a signum function. This is performed by the GNU radio Binary
Slicer block.

Non-CCSDS data processing

The FFBD for Non-CCSDS data processing is shown in Fig. 6. This block performs
deframing and customizable ECC for protocols that are foreseen to be used in future
space applications including amateur X25 (AX.25), digital video broadcasting - satellite
(DVB-S), digital video broadcasting - satellite - second generation (DVB-S2) .

1. Error control decoding (function 4.1)
This block performs decoding for various error control codes. The code used for
Odin is the standard CCSDS convolutional code specificied in table 1. The GNU
radio implementation is the FEC Extended Decoder block. The parameters for
this block include constraint length, connection vectors and puncture patterns.

2. Deframing
The Odin satellite uses a custom frame format. Therefore, this optional block
is bypassed. The data is therefore forwarded to the MCC which has a specific
deframer.
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 4.2 Framing

AX.25 Deframing
DVB-S Deframing

DVB-S2 Deframing

4.1 Error Control Decoding

DVB-S ECC
DVB-S2 ECC

Generic differential decoding
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(5.0)Ref
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(1.0)Ref
Bit Synchronization
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Figure 6: Non-CCSDS data processing

Table 1: Basic convolutional code specifications

Parameter Value
Nomenclature Convolutional code with maximum-likelihood decoding
Code rate r = 1

2

Constraint length K = 7 bits
Connection vectors G1 = 1111001,G2 = 1011011
Symbol inversion Output path of G2

MCC data delivery interface

This block (function 5.0) delivers data to the MCC via standard TCP/IP sockets. The
GNU radio implementation is the TCP Sink block. The block parameters are IP address,
port number and operation mode (server or client).

2.2 Simulation results

The software simulation was performed by transmitting and receiving AX.25 packets.
The binary data was read from a file. The received signal and the constellation diagram
after phase carrier recovery are shown in Fig. 7. From the received signal, it can be seen
that the data rate used was 24kbps and a sampling rate of 240baud. The test messages
were received as shown Fig. 8.

2.3 Verification commercial baseband

The receiver was verified under a commercial baseband system. The data to the baseband
system was also read from a test file. Similar to the simulation, the data rate and sample
rate used are 24kbps and 240baud. The baseband was connected to the Ettus USRP via
standard SMA cable. The received signal as well as the equalized and locked symbols
are shown in Fig. 9. It can be seen that the signal is slightly noisier compared to the
simulation. Fig. 10 shows the received data and the synchronization word.
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Figure 7: Received waveform and constellation diagram from the simulation

2.4 Verification with Odin signals

The Odin satellite signals were received by the USRP and processed by the flowgraph
in Fig. 4. From the graph and constellation diagram of Fig. 11, the signal was not fully
synchronized.

3 Verification of PCM/FM on the uplink

PCM/FM is a modulation scheme in which information is modulated directly on the
carrier frequency. Similar to PCM/PM, PCM/FM has a constant envelope which makes
it suitable to both category A and B missions. The ideal PCM/FM signal is expressed
by[15]:

s (t) =
√

2P cos [ω0t + βd (t)] (6)

The signal can be expanded and take the form:

s (t) =
√

2P cos β cosω0t−
√

2Pd (t) sin β sinω0t (7)
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Figure 8: Received test messages from the simulation

Figure 9: Received waveform and constellation diagram from the baseband

The signal can be decomposed into I/Q format expressed by:

s (t) = I (t) cosω0t−Q(t) sinω0t (8)
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Figure 10: Received test messages from the baseband

where
I (t) =

√
2P cos β (9)

and
Q (t) =

√
2Pd (t) sin β (10)

3.1 GNU radio implementation for PCM/FM uplink

From the FFBD in Fig. 3, the tasks involved in uplink are MCC data transfer (function
1.0) and bit modulation (function 5.0) since there is no framing or ECC on the uplink.
The FFBD breakdown for functions 1.0 and 5.0 is outlined in parallel with respective
GNU radio implementation shown in Fig. 12.

MCC data transfer interface (function 1.0)

This block receives telecommands from the MCC. This data can be received through
TCP sockets. The GNU radio implementation is the TCP Source block. The block
parameters are IP address, port number and operation mode (server or client).

Bit modulation (function 5.0)

The FFBD for bit modulation (function 5.0) is shown in Fig. 13. The functions involved
are outlined below:

1. Line coding (function 5.1)
The line code used on the uplink is NRZ-L. The GNU radio implementation involves
upsampling of the bit stream and pulse shaping performed by the Raised Cosine
Filter block.
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Figure 11: Received Odin signal

Figure 12: GNU radio implementation for PCM/FM uplink

2. Baseband modulation (function 5.2)
The baseband modulation used is PCM/FM. The input bits are modulated accord-
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Figure 13: FFBD for bit modulation

ing to the equations 9 and 10. The GNU radio implementation is the custom-made
fm mod block.

3. Non-PLOP transmission (function 5.5)
Physical layer operations procedure (PLOP) is a mechanism for transmitting a
modulated signal to the satellite[5]. However, in this implementation, no PLOP is
used.

4. I/Q signal transmission (function 5.6)
This block transmits the modulated I/Q signal through the SDR front-end. The
GNU radio implementation is the UHD:USRP Sink.

3.2 Results

Transmission to the satellite was not possible due to security reasons. Therefore, the
FM waveform generated by the program was compared to the FM waveform generated
by the commercial baseband of the same configuration parameters. As it can be seen in
Fig. 14, the two waveforms have the same shape.

4 Conclusion

The paper presented an overall functionality of the SDR-based baseband with special
emphasis on PCM/PM and PCM/FM modulation schemes which are used by the Odin
satellite. The modulation schemes were tested by using simulations, a commercial base-
band system as well as real-time satellite signals from the Odin satellite. The developed
receiver was able to process signals from the simulation and the commercial baseband.
However, the methodology used failed to synchronize properly to real-world signals from
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Figure 14: Comparison of GNU radio and baseband waveforms

the Odin satellite. This suggests the use of another phase synchronizer rather than a com-
bination of a DC blocker and a Costas loop. On the uplink, the signal generated by the
SDR-based baseband system was compared with the signal generated by a commercial
baseband. The two signals appeared to be identical.
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Feasibility of Using a Software-Defined Baseband for

MSPA Ground Operations

Moses Browne Mwakyanjala, Petrus Hyvönen, Élcio Jeronimo de Oliveira and Jaap van
de Beek

Abstract

This paper presents the feasibility of performing MSPA ground operations by using
a low-cost software-defined baseband (SDB). The SDB is a CCSDS-compliant baseband
that employs a personal computer for signal processing and a low-cost commercial-off-
the-shelf RF frontend for RF signal sampling. The SDB is customized to offer traditional
TT&C services for near-Earth missions operating in S-band. The study starts by review-
ing MSPA methods already studied by space agencies such as NASA and ESA before
going to MSPA methods proposed in the latest CCSDS blue book on RF and modulation
systems. The feasibility of operating the CCSDS-proposed multiple uplink carrier MSPA
method using the SDB is assessed after evaluating in-band interference and out-of-band
emissions from the uplink signals radiated by the low-cost RF frontend employed by the
SDB. Furthermore, we present a case study where the SDB is used in MSPA operations
on a typical solid-state amplifier (SSPA) amplifier typically used in near-Earth missions.

1 Introduction

Telemetry, tracking, and command (TT&C) is an integral part of any space mission. It
encompasses all the actions and processes needed to maintain the health of a spacecraft.
Typically, a spacecraft includes a dedicated TT&C transponder onboard. On the ground,
a TT&C station employs a baseband, a device that facilitates TT&C communications.
TT&C ground stations typically contain a limited number of antennas and basebands.
High capital investments are required to address the new demand brought by the increas-
ing number of missions. This situation is especially true in deep space missions. The
number of active and planned deep-space spacecraft is slowly outnumbering the few avail-
able deep-space antennas. Techniques such as multiple spacecraft per aperture (MSPA)
are being employed to address the scarcity of antennas. MSPA enables communications
to multiple spacecraft through a single antenna, provided the spacecraft are within the
antenna beamwidth (θ) as illustrated in Fig. 1.

For over a decade, NASA has been conducting deep-space MSPA operations[1] through
its Deep Space Network (DSN). In the early days, the system was able to operate two
spacecraft in what was known as 2-MSPA. This required the addition of an extra receiver.
Only one uplink was supported and hence only one spacecraft could operate in coher-
ent mode with support for ranging while the other operated in a one-way non-coherent
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TT&C Station 
RF Infrastructure

MSPA
Baseband

Mission #1
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Mission #2
Operator

TM/TC
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θ 

Figure 1: Simultaneous mission support by an MSPA-capable baseband. The two satel-
lites on the left fall within the beamwidth of the TM/TC antenna, θ. Once upgraded,
the SDB will be able to offer MSPA support.[Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlineli-
brary.com]

mode. The two spacecraft had to share the uplink for the duration of the pass. With
the addition of extra receivers, the DSN now supports 4-MSPA, with support for a single
uplink[2]. With the introduction of deep space CubeSats constellations, this trend of di-
mensioning the DSN MSPA capacity by increasing the number of receivers was found to
be prohibitively costly. The concept of opportunistic MSPA (OMSPA) was introduced[2].
In the OMSPA scheme, a group of CubeSats transmits telemetry in an open-loop fashion
when they are close to a host spacecraft. The DSN then employs a signal recorder that
captures a wideband IF signal for offline demodulation and decoding. The first demon-
stration validated the OMSPA scheme by receiving telemetry data from Mars Odyssey
spacecraft that acted as a CubeSat and the Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter (MRO) that
acted as the host[3]. The success rate in terms of recovered frames was 99.95%. A sim-
ulation was done as part of the second demonstration of the OMSPA scheme[2]. The
simulation involved 10 CubeSats following an orbit similar to that of the lunar-bound
Exploration Mission 1 (EM-1). The simulation verified the feasibility of OMSPA in the
EM-1 scenario. Both n-MSPA and OMSPA schemes offer reduced ”aperture fee” on the
DSN[1].

An extensive study of MSPA communications has also been conducted by the Euro-
pean Space Agency (ESA) for operations on Mars. The study outlined several MSPA so-
lutions based on standard multiple access schemes including[4] carrier frequency division
multiplex (CFDM), carrier frequency division multiple access (CFDMA), code division
multiplex (CDM), code division multiple access (CDMA), single-carrier Consultative
Committee for Space Data Systems (CCSDS) packet telecommand (SC-CCSDS-PT),
subcarrier frequency division multiple access (SFDMA) and CFDMA with adjustable
turnaround frequency ratios (ATFR). ESA adopted FDMA for currently flying missions
(short-term solution) and CDMA for future missions (long-term solution). The ESA
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proposal for the implementation of the short-term solution[5] based on FDMA showed
that only two simultaneous users can be practically supported when using the ESA’S 20-
Kw Klystron high power amplifier (HPA) due to high intermodulation products (IMP).
To support more users, ESA proposed the use of amplitude switching multiplex (ASM)
to suppress IMPs. In ASM, the coherent mode for multiple users is made possible by
maintaining the power of the command-transmitting user at 20 dB above command-
non-transmitting (but carrier-locked) users. All users get the chance to transmit based
on this multiplexing procedure. The IMPs were shown to decrease through the use of
signal pre-distortion. Using the same 20-kW Klystron HPA, the long-term solution[5]
based on CDMA exhibited more than 60dBc for out-of-band (OOB) emission at higher
input-backoff (IBO) values. Since this value violates spectral mask requirements, it was
concluded that a linearizer was needed. On the other hand, the inband distortion due to
the HPA and multiple access interferences was shown to degrade the error performance by
less than 0.3 dB. On the 26th of January this year, 2020, for the first time, ESA was able
to perform deep-space MSPA operation for the Mars Express and the ExoMars Trace Gas
Orbiter (TGO) spacecraft[6]. The MSPA operations were performed through the ESA’s
European Space Tracking (ESTRACK) network. A non-deep space MSPA operation was
performed by ESA on the scientific four-satellite constellation known as Cluster as early
as 2014. This constellation is located in the highly elliptical orbit (HEO) with an apogee
and perigee at 20,000 and 111,000 km respectively. The MSPA operation was performed
on two satellites, designated as ”primary” and ”shadow” track respectively. MSPA was
made possible by the addition of a secondary receiving chain. However, no secondary
transmitting chain was added, and hence, only a single uplink was possible[7].

The MSPA methods already deployed or currently studied are diffuse. Thus, CCSDS
is currently standardizing MSPA methods for interagency compatibility[8]. The proposed
methods, along with the required changes are listed below:

1. Time Multiplexed Uplink MSPA
Referred to as a short-term, this method allows transmission from a single an-
tenna to multiple spacecraft with different uplink and downlink frequencies. The
transmissions are sequential and separated in time. This method provides reduced
throughput as simultaneous communication links are not supported. No changes
to the TT&C ground station and spacecraft transponder are required.

2. Flexible Turnaround Ratios MSPA
This method is termed intermediate-term. The standard is still under develop-
ment. In this method, a single antenna transmits to multiple spacecraft on a single
frequency. The TCs are multiplexed based on spacecraft identifiers (ID). The space-
craft transmits telemetry in different frequencies (different turnaround ratios). This
solution may require transponder changes to accommodate turnaround ratios. No
changes to the ground station uplink chain are required. However, the downlink
requires an FDMA TM receiver.

3. Multiple Uplink Carrier MSPA
This method is also termed intermediate-term. The standard is also under devel-
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opment. Similar to ESA’s short-term solution, this MSPA solution enables simul-
taneous uplinks and downlinks using FDMA. This method has been proven in both
deep space[6] and near-Earth[7] missions. Similar to the previous method, this
method also requires an FDMA TM receiver to accommodate multiple spacecraft.
It also requires an FDMA TC transmitter.

4. Code Division Multiple Access MSPA
This method is termed long-term. Studies are currently ongoing. It is similar
to ESA’s long-term solution as it employs CDMA on both uplink and downlink
for simultaneous support of multiple communication links. In addition to new
transponders, this method requires a complete redesign of the TT&C basebands.

In this work, we present the feasibility study of operating the third CCSDS MSPA
method, multiple uplink carriers, on a low-cost software-defined baseband (SDB). This
low-cost CCSDS-compliant SDB has been successfully designed[9], verified through sim-
ulations [10] and validated through laboratory testbed and field tests. The SDB was
developed using GNU Radio[11] development kit and employs the USRP[12] commercial-
off-the-shelf (CoTS) frontend. The SDB targets CCSDS category A missions operating
in S-band. To the best of our knowledge, the feasibility study presented in this work has
not been presented in the open literature to date.

As reported by papers from NASA and ESA presented previously, the challenges of
transmitting multiple uplink carriers include in-band interference and OOB emissions
arising from IMPs in non-linear amplifiers. Since the low-cost SDR frontend employed
by the SDB contain internal SSPA amplifiers, the level of IMPs must be evaluated to
ascertain the need for linearization. In addition to this, in-band interference and OOB
emissions arising from the combination of the low-cost SDR frontend and a typical am-
plifier employed in TT&C systems (either an SSPA for near-Earth or TWTA/Klystron
for deep space) must also be evaluated. Thus, this work contributes the following to the
body of research:

1. We show the feasibility of radiating multiple uplinks using a low-cost USRP B210
SDR frontend that costs around SEK 13,620.00[12]. The transmitter achieves a
maximum transmit power of -11.73 dBm while maintaining OOB emissions of less
than 60 dBc. At this power level, in-band interference appears to induce a modu-
lation index distortion of less than 0.5%.

2. We show that a linearizer is required to radiate multiple links from a typical 50-
Watt SSPA[13] amplifier employed in near-Earth missions. Thus, we propose a
software-defined linearizer. Simulations on the downlink show that interference
from adjacent satellites induces degradation of 0.4 dB when the interfering satellite
is directly above (worst-case interference) and 0.2 dB when the interfering satellite
is at the periphery of the antenna main lobe (best-case interference). These results,
in turn, highlights the untapped potential of MSPA in near-Earth missions.

3. We show an initial assessment of the potential of MSPA TT&C for megaconstella-
tions.
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We organize the paper into five sections. Section 2 presents the evaluation of the mul-
tiple uplink carrier MSPA method on the SDB’s low-cost SDR frontend. This evaluation
considers in-band interference and OOB emissions. Section 3 presents a case study where
the SDB supports MSPA ground operations for near-Earth missions. The section starts
by studying the geometry of Earth orbits and identifying candidate mission profiles that
can take advantage of MSPA operations. It then looks into the evaluation of the uplink
that involves evaluation of in-band interference and OOB emissions from a typical SSPA
employed in near-Earth missions. The downlink is evaluated by simulations that take
into account realistic channel models that include transponder distortions, orbital dy-
namics, TT&C station RF chain, and SDR frontend distortions. Section 4 looks into the
orbital geometry of the StarLink megaconstellation and assesses the feasibility of using
MSPA. Section 5 concludes the paper.

2 Evaluation of multiple uplink carrier method on

the SDB

Simultaneous transmission of two or more TC links in an n-FDMA MSPA setting poses
several challenges in TT&C operations. The challenges include:

1. Interference on the MSPA spacecraft TC receiver
Traditionally, each spacecraft has an allocated TC frequency band. However, due
to orbital dynamics (Doppler shift and rate) as well as carrier offset on the TC
transmitter, the allocated frequency bands between two spacecraft may overlap
and cause harmful interference. Thus, we propose a minimum guard band equal
to the sum of the uplink sweep range and twice the maximum allowable carrier
frequency offset. The proposed guard bands for the 2- and 7-GHz bands in CCSDS
category A missions are presented in Table 1.

Table 1: Proposed guard bands for CCSDS category A missions.

Frequency band Sweep range Carrier offset Guard band
2 Ghz 300 kHz 200ppm 300 kHz
7 Ghz 1 MHz 200ppm 1 Mhz

2. Inband interference at the TT&C station uplink
In-band interference primarily arises from IMPs from nonlinear HPAs. Inband
interference causes BER degradation at the spacecraft TC receiver. It may also
perturb the distribution of power between and data and residual carriers i.e. mod-
ulation index distortion.
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3. Out-of-band emissions at the TT&C station uplink
High order IMP ( ¿ 100) such as those experienced on the NASA’s 20-Kw deep space
Klystron HPA[14] may cause interference to other spacecraft even if the guard band
proposed previously is in effect. In the extreme case, OOB emissions may interfere
with the TM signals, and thus inducing BER degradation on the TM receiver.

The remaining part of this section is devoted to the evaluation of inband interference
and OOB emissions for two approaches of n-FDMA TC transmitter implementations.
This evaluation provides a guideline as to whether infrastructure change i.e. addition
of a linearizer is required. The 2-FDMA transmitter radiates carrier modulation modu-
lations (CMMs) according to the CCSDS physical layer operations procedures (PLOP)
illustrated in Fig. 2. The radiated CMMs are CMM-1 (unmodulated carrier), CMM-2
(Modulated acquisition sequence), CMM-3 (Modulated CLTUs), and CMM-4 (Modu-
lated idle sequence). Spacecraft status is reported by the communication link control
word (CLWC) transmitted through TM transfer frames.

Start OR CMM-1 CMM-2 CMM-3CMM-4 CMM-1CMM-4OR OR Finished? End

PLOP
VERSION?

No

Yes
PLOP-2

PLOP-1

Figure 2: Signal sequence for the physical layer operations procedure versions 1 and
2.[Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

The two TC links radiated by the 2-FDMA TC transmitter employ PCM/PSK/PM
modulation operating at 2000 bps data rate with a 16 kHz sinusoidal subcarrier. Low-
rate TC links typically employ this modulation scheme. The bandwidth requirement for
both links is 100 kHz per ITU-R specifications[15]. Thus, we use the spectral mask in
Fig. 3 for evaluation of OOB emissions.

The laboratory testbed in Fig. 4 is used for the evaluation of the 2-MSPA TC trans-
mitter. The testbed consists of a consumer Linux PC running the SDB with the recom-
mended FDMA TC transmitters, a USRP B210, and a spectrum analyzer.

The 2-MSPA telecommand transmitter is illustrated in Fig. 5. The flowgraph has
three message strobes on the top-left part. These strobes generate telecommands and
CLCW flags. The TCMultiplexer block reformats received telecommands into telecom-
mand transfer frames as specified by CCSDS blue books[16]. The CLTU block refor-
mats received telecommand transfer frames received from the TCMultiplexer block.
The block supports CCSDS FECs codes that are BCH and two short low-density parity-
check (LDPC) codes i.e. LDPC(512,256) and LDPC(128,64). The PLOP block manages
the transmissions of signals (CMMs) according to the procedure outlined in Fig. 2. The
CMMs are modulated by two TCModulator blocks that emulate two telecommand
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ITU-R BW Sat 1 ITU-R BW Sat 2Sweep Range 
+ Offsets

Secondary TC 
Link (Sat 2)

Primary TC 
Link (Sat 1)

60 dB

Figure 3: Proposed spectral mask for 2-FDMA TC links. In this case, both satellites
occupy a bandwidth of 100 kHz per ITU-R specifications.[Color figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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USB 3.0
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Figure 4: Laboratory testbed for validation of SDB 2-MSPA TC transmitter.[Color figure
can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

links. The modulated CMMs from the two modulators are scaled before they are com-
bined and transmitted by the UHD: USRP Sink block. The USRP normalized gain is
adjustable from 0.0 to 1.0.

The first test investigates OOB emissions from the 2-MSPA telecommand transmitter.
The OOB emissions arise from a combination of SDR DC offset, SDR digital-to-analog
converter (DAC) signal clipping, and SDR amplifier nonlinearity. The employed SDR
frontend, USRP B210, cannot be calibrated to eliminate DC offset. Thus, the UHD:
USRP Sink block has been configured in software to shift the DC offset outside the
band of interest as illustrated in Fig. 6. This way, the DC offset can be eliminated by an
external hardware filter before feeding the transmitter signal to an amplifier.

The spurious emissions arising from DAC signal clipping are eliminated by scaling
down the I/Q signal in such a way that the maximum value does not fall outside the
DAC dynamic range. Thus, the sum of the I/Q signals from the two modulators must
be maintained below 1.0, which is the maximum value of the DAC input. Fig. 7 il-
lustrates the relationship between the scaling factor, maximum spurious emissions, and
the transmitted power for different settings of the USRP gain value. Measurements for
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Figure 5: GNU Radio implementation of the 2-MSPA telecommand transmitter.[Color
figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

(a) Before DC Offset Shifting (b) After DC Offset Shifting

Figure 6: SDR DC offset before and after shifting. Before shifting, the DC offset com-
ponent interferes with the band of interest. After shifting, the DC spike falls outside the
frequency band of interest. [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

1-MSPA are included as a reference point. USRP gain values of 1.0 and 0.9 achieve a
minimum spurious emission of -57 dBc. This occurs at a scaling factor of 0.1 that corre-
sponds to output power levels of -4.48 and -12.92 dBm respectively. USRP gain value of
0.8 achieves minimum spurious emissions of below -60 dBc for scaling factors below 0.4.
This corresponds to an output power of -11.73 dBm for a scaling factor of 0.3. For the
USRP gain value of 0.5, spurious emissions are below -60 dBc for scaling factors below
0.6. This corresponds to a transmitted power level of -34.79 dBm for a scaling factor of
0.5.

The second and final test investigates in-band interference. As mentioned previously,
inband interference causes BER degradation at the spacecraft TC receiver and modula-
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Figure 7: The relationship between I/Q signal magnitude, USRP power and OOB emis-
sions.[Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

tion index distortion at the ground TC transmitter. Since the testbed lacks a spacecraft
TC receiver for evaluation of BER degradation, we use the measurement of modulation
index accuracy to indicate the level of inband interference. The modulation index can be
evaluated by observing the carrier drop (∆C) before and after modulation is turned on.
In terms of the CCSDS PLOP, this carrier drop occurs when a TC transmitter transitions
from CMM-1 to CMM-2. The carrier drop for PCM/PSK/PM with sinusoidal subcarrier
is related to the modulation index (β) by the equation

∆C = −20Log10 (Jo (β)) (1)

where Jo (.) is the zeroth-order Bessel function of the first kind. The measured power
drop from one of the 2-MSPA links is illustrated in Fig. 8. The power drop is within
0.5% of the expected theoretical value in equation 1.
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Figure 8: Evaluation of modulation index and carrier power drop.[Color figure can be
viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

3 Case study: Multiple Uplink Carrier for near-Earth

missions

Illustrated in Fig. 9 is the MSPA spacecraft tracking strategy adopted in this work.
In this strategy, the antenna tracks the ”primary spacecraft”. Communication links to
”secondary spacecraft” are only possible if and only if the secondary spacecraft falls
within antenna beamwidth, that is, less than half of the half-power beamwidth (HPBW)
(θ3dB) away from the primary spacecraft. The secondary spacecraft experiences a 3-dB
loss in signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) in the worst-case scenario.

From Fig. 9, it is clear that the probability for an MSPA window increases with the
size of the beam width. The HPBW is approximated by the equation:

θ3dB = 70 (c/fD) (2)

where c is the speed of light, f is the carrier frequency and D is the antenna diameter.
In the direction θ with respect to the primary spacecraft, the antenna gain is related to
θ3dB by the equation:

G (θ) = Gmax,dBi − 12 (θ/θ3dB)2 (3)

The maximum antenna gain, Gmax, is given by the equation:

Gmax = η (πDf/c)2 = η (π70/θ3dB)2 (4)

where η is the antenna efficiency.
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Figure 9: Parabolic antenna pattern with primary and secondary spacecraft.[Color figure
can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

The three equations above show that antenna gain and beamwidth vary inversely.
The beam width can be increased at the expense of the antenna gain. Therefore, a
tradeoff between wider MSPA angle and antenna diameter must be made with respect
to the link budget.

We refer to the maximum seperation distance between primary and second spacecraft
as beam radius. The beam radius is given by:

R = S
θ3dB

2
(5)

where S is the slant range.
One of the challenges of operating MSPA in Earth orbits is a smaller beam radius

caused by a shorter slant range. This in turn requires small antenna terminals and
hence reduced antenna gain. In Fig. 10, we catalog the relationship between beam
radius and antenna diameter for 2, 7, 12, and 26 GHz bands for typical altitudes in low
earth orbit (LEO), medium Earth orbit (MEO), geosynchronous Earth orbit (GEO), and
highly elliptical Earth orbit (HEO). Note that the actual slant range is typically several
magnitudes higher than the satellite altitude, depending on the elevation angle of the
satellite pass. In rare cases, the slant range equals the satellite altitude when the satellite
is directly above the tracking antenna i.e. at an elevation angle of 90◦.

Any multi-spacecraft mission can take advantage of MSPA operation as long as the
separation between individual satellites obeys the empirical models illustrated in Fig. 10.
These mission profiles can easily take advantage of MSPA operations since, by definition,
the constituent satellites in the mission are very close to each other:

1. Fractionated spacecraft
A fractionated spacecraft is a spacecraft decomposed into modules that interact
wirelessly to deliver the same capability as the original monolithic spacecraft. Since
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Figure 10: Beam radius at Earth orbits for standard TM/TC frequencies.[Color figure
can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

the modules are typically a few meters apart, the probability of obtaining an MSPA
window is fairly high[17].

2. Spacecraft clusters
Spacecraft clusters, such as those employed in scientific missions, make a great
candidate for MSPA operations. An example is the Cluster[2] described in the
introduction chapter.

3. Co-located GEO satellites
Co-location refers to the placement of multiple spacecraft within the same GEO
station. Since the GEO station is typically 75-km wide, co-located GEO spacecraft
can take advantage of MSPA.

4. Megaconstellations
Megaconstellations are massively huge constellations of satellites aiming at pro-
viding global internet coverage. Examples include SpaceX’s StarLink, OneWeb,
Amazon’s Kuiper, LeoSat, Telesat, COMMStellation, and Boeing with a total esti-
mate of 17,000 satellites[18]. The analysis of megaconstellations is more involving
than the previous three cases. Thus, we dedicate section 4 to the analysis of MSPA
in megaconstellations.
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3.1 MSPA on the uplink

The laboratory testbed in Fig. 11 is used for the evaluation of the SDB TC and the SSPA.
The testbed consists of a consumer Linux PC running the SDB with the recommended
FDMA TC transmitters, a USRP B210, an S-band class AB solid-state power amplifier
(SSPA)[13] and a spectrum analyzer.

USRP B210
TC Signals

The 
SDB system

USB 3.0 SSPA
Spectrum 
Analyzer

Figure 11: Laboratory testbed for validation of SDB 2-MSPA TC transmitter.[Color
figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

The SDB was configured to transmit two TC links at a maximum spurious-free power
level of -11.73 dBm. The two TC links were received and amplified by the SSPA as
illustrated in Fig. 12. Intermodulation products in the order of up to -15 dBc can be
seen. This concludes that a linearizer is needed.

Figure 12: Intermodulation products from the SSPA.[Color figure can be viewed at wi-
leyonlinelibrary.com]

Since the SDB is entirely software-defined, we propose the use of a software-defined
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linearizer (SDL). It will be possible to integrate the SDL directly into the SDB with
minimal external hardware intervention as illustrated in Fig. 13. The required external
hardware includes a bandpass filter to eliminate the SDR DC offset discussed in section 2
and a variable attenuator to control the power level of the feedback from the SSPA to
the USRP.

USRP B210
TC SignalsThe 

SDB system
USB 3.0 SSPA

Spectrum 
Analyzer

Band-Pass 
Filter

Variable
Attenuator

Figure 13: The proposed hardware setup for the software-defined linearizer.[Color figure
can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

3.2 MSPA on the downlink

Similar to traditional single-spacecraft per aperture TM links, MSPA TM links also
experience the traditional channel impairments. For telemetry links employing an SDR-
based baseband system, the full catalog of channel impairments include the following:

1. Satellite transponder imperfections (Clock, Frequency, Phase, I/Q imbalance, HPA
nonlinearity, and OMUX group delay spread)

2. Orbital dynamics (Doppler shift and rate)

3. TT&C ground station imperfections (Frequency, Phase, Phase noise, and AWGN)

4. SDR frontend distortions (I/Q imbalance, DC offset, clock instability, phase noise,
etc)

A thorough analysis, specification and implementation of the channel impairments
listed above can be found in a previous work[10]. A summary of the specification for
S-band TM links is presented in Table 2.

In addition to the traditional channel impairments listed above, MSPA telemetry links
incur channel interference as well. From the NASA study of the feasibility of MSPA, it
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Table 2: Channel impairment specifications[10].

Impairments Satellite transponder Orbital dynamics TT&C station SDR frontend Values
Modulator I/Q imbalance X 5◦/0.5dB
Frequency instability X ±20ppm
Symbol rate offset X ±100ppm
SSPA nonlinear distortion X CCSDS[19]
OMUX group delay variation X 10%
Doppler shift X ±125Khz
Doppler rate X ±3Khz/s
TM/TC station phase noise X CCSDS[8]
Received AWGN X X Variable
SDR phase noise X 1◦rms
SDR clock stability GPS/No GPS X ±20ppb / ±2.5ppm
SDR I/Q imbalance X

was shown that higher intermodulation products (¿ 100) from the 20-kW deep space
Klystron HPA on the uplink interfered with the downlink signal[14]. From the study of
the S-band amplifier presented in the previous section, we showed that this was not the
case for SSPAs. The only potential source of interference we consider is thus emissions
from the ”secondary” satellites.

A GNU Radio simulation with an abstract structure illustrated in Fig. 14 was set up to
evaluate the performance of the MSPA TM receiver. This simulation setup includes both
traditional channel impairments detailed previously as well as channel interference. The
simulation considers 2 Mbps BPSK TM signals from two satellites. The signals are shaped
by a square-root raised-cosine (SRRC) filter with a roll-off factor of α = 0.35. Since
we consider MSPA operation in S-band, the Doppler range assumed is 250khz, which
we have theorized as the minimum separation required (without considering oscillator
frequency offsets) to avoid interference. The ideal MSPA signal spectrum is illustrated in
Fig. 15. This spectrum is further distorted by the HPA through the induction of spectral
regrowth due to nonlinear transfer characteristics. The HPA employed in this simulation
is the standard ESA 10-Watt SSPA whose transfer characteristics can be found in one
of CCSDS Green Books[19]. Typically, an OMUX is employed to limit OOB emissions
that may arise. The OMUX employed in this simulation is a fifth-order elliptic filter.

We start the MSPA receiver performance evaluation by evaluating the effects of inter-
ference from the secondary to the primary spacecraft. Illustrated in Fig. 16 is BER perfor-
mance for primary link under worst (θsat1 = 0, θsat2 = 0) and best (θsat1 = 0, θsat2 = θ3dB)
case scenarios. In order to isolate the effect of interference, a BER performance curve
for single-link performance under the impairments in Table 2 is included. As it can be
seen, the secondary spacecraft induces BER degradations of 0.4dB and 0.2dB for worst-
and best-case scenarios mentioned previously. The performance of the secondary space-
craft is also evaluated. Included in Fig. 16 is BER performance curve for the secondary
spacecraft evaluated for the worst-case scenario (θsat1 = 0, θsat2 = θ3dB). In this setting,
the BER performance for the secondary TM link is degraded by θ3dB with respect to
the single-link case, reflecting the θ3dB loss in C/No caused by antenna pointing offset as
illustrated in Fig. 17.
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Figure 14: Simulation setup for the verification of the 2-MSPA TM receiver
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Figure 15: Proposed frequency plan for 2-MSPA TM links
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4 Feasibility of MSPA in megaconstellations

Megaconstellations are constellations with a significantly large number of satellites. They
aim at providing global coverage, commonly for communications. Example of mega-
constellations includes SpaceX’s StarLink, OneWeb, Amazon’s Kuiper, LeoSat, Telesat,
COMMStellation, and Boeing. These megaconstellations have more than 100’s or 1000’s
satellites each, and if they are all realized, they will result in a total estimate of 17,000
satellites. With this large number of satellites, new challenges concerning interference,
frequency assignment, and coordination occurs with regards to TT&C operations. MSPA
is a technique that mitigates these challenges by operating in an interference-tolerant
mode and potentially utilizing the fact that several spacecraft may be in the antenna
beam simultaneously as an opportunity for MSPA.

In satellite constellations, the satellites are typically distributed over several orbital
planes and spread within each orbital plane. The probability of having more than one
spacecraft within an antenna beam will depend on several parameters, such as orbit
inclination, antenna beamwidth, and latitude of the site. To make a first assessment of
the possibility of MSPA for megaconstellations, we perform a simulation. As a baseline for
the simulation, we use the SpaceX StarLink Wikipedia data[20] along with other publicly-
available literature sources. The employed data shall be seen as only an example of such
constellation and has no further relevance. We use the open-source Orekit simulation
tool[21] to perform the simulation. The simulated constellation has 1584 satellites spread
across 72 orbital planes with 22 satellites per plane at a 550-km altitude. The simulation
assumes a ground station located in Wisconsin, USA.

The antenna apertures available range between 0.5 and 7 meters. This range falls from
the size of a consumer size parabolic antenna to the size of a typical antenna for high-end
satellite operators. With this, we simulate the probability of seeing multiple satellites in
the same antenna beam when TT&C frequencies are employed. The frequency and the
antenna size affect the antenna beamwidth, a parameter that determines the resulting
number of satellites in the antenna beam. We assume that the antenna is a full-motion
antenna tracking one of the spacecraft above 5-degree elevation. The resulting probability
of having several spacecraft within the antenna beam, for our single case, is illustrated
in Fig. 18. For the smallest aperture, 0.5 m, there is always another satellite in the main
beam for S-band frequency. There may be several different satellites visible during the
pass, but there will always be at least one.

As these constellations are likely to use many antennas, there is an advantage to
utilize small antennas to reduce cost. One way to mitigate the interference effects could
be to use MSPA and perhaps take advantage of the opportunity to communicate with
several spacecraft. Some conditions that apply for this is that the link budget still needs
to hold as the antenna gain becomes lower with a wide antenna beam. Also, we need
simulations to evaluate the duration of mutual visibility and that the setup time for the
link allows this operation. Another factor to consider is that the general interference to
other spacecraft outside the constellation may increase using small antennas.

We start with a simulation that assumes S-band (2.2 GHz), 1.8 m antennas, and the
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Figure 18: Probability of mutual visibility for a StarLink-like megaconstellation.

constellation setup above. The simulation shows a 38% mutual visibility during the pass
of a selected satellite. Fig. 19 illustrates the distribution of mutual visibility duration. We
assume that 15 seconds are needed to establish communications. With these assumptions,
51% of the time consists of mutual visibility windows longer than 15-second durations.
These windows can potentially support MSPA-based TT&C operations.
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Figure 19: Duration of mutual visibility for a StarLink-like megaconstellation.
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5 Conclusion

The feasibility of using a software-defined baseband (SDB) for MSPA ground operations
has been presented. The SDB transmitter has shown low out-of-band (OOB) missions
as well as minimal in-band interference. A case study that shows the utility of the SDB
MSPA transceiver on near-Earth ground operations has also been presented. In the case
study, we showed that a linearizer is needed to suppress intermodulation products (IMPs)
on a typical SSPA amplifier. We recommended a software-defined linearizer that can be
implemented inside the SDB itself. The case study also shows that the SDB MSPA
receiver experiences minimal BER degradation so long as the separation in transmitting
satellite frequencies accounts for Doppler range and frequency offsets. Finally, the paper
shows that it is feasible to employ MSPA in TT&C operations for megaconstellations.
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